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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Surfaces

In observing the world around us� we predominantly look at the surface of objects� They
form the boundaries between the gaseous world surrounding us and that of the ordered
world of solids and liquids� The processes occurring at surfaces are in�uenced by both�
Gases can adsorb and perhaps react on surfaces and change their chemical composition�
A well known example of this is the oxidation of iron� better known as rust� On the
other hand there is the three�dimensional periodicity of the solid� which is re�ected in the
two�dimensional structure at the surface� As the surface atoms do not feel the presence
of neighboring atoms at one side� the surface may be inwardly or outwardly relaxed or
reconstructed� These e�ects may have dramatic in�uences on the electronic properties
and geometrical structure of the outermost layers� These layers determine many of the
chemical and physical properties of the material� such as reactivity and electron emissivity�
The intriguing fundamental aspects of surfaces and their many technological applications
make them interesting objects for study� The many aspects which are studied include�
amongst others� geometric� electronic and dynamical properties of surfaces� In addition�
their interactions with photons� atoms� molecules� ions and clusters are explored�

The study of the interaction of atoms and molecules with solid surfaces has been stimu�
lated by the desire to understand and control chemical reactions in heterogeneous catalysis
and semiconductor processing ��	� Many di�erent experimental approaches� from Auger
electron spectroscopy 
AES� and low�energy electron di�raction 
LEED� to scanning tunnel
microscopy 
STM� and high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy 
HREELS� have
been applied to explore the binding of atoms and molecules at surfaces ���	� Apart from
these �static� techniques� which characterize the structure and binding sites at surfaces�
additional techniques have been developed� which explore the dynamics and mechanisms of
particle�surface interactions� such as molecular beam scattering and low�energy ion beam
scattering�

In addition to being important probes for the investigation of 
parts of� chemical re�
actions at surfaces� beam scattering experiments also serve as excellent tools for the in�
vestigation of the structure and composition of surfaces and interfaces� A number of im�
portant and widely used experimental techniques are based on the scattering of ions from
surfaces� e�g� secondary ion mass spectrometry 
SIMS�� low�energy ion scattering 
LEIS��



�� Chapter �

medium�energy ion scattering 
MEIS� and Rutherford backscattering 
RBS�� Together with
the development of these experimental techniques� new applications related to the study
of particle�surface interactions emerged� These include semiconductor processing for the
fabrication of microelectronic devices which require doping of semiconductor material by
implantation with su�ciently energetic ions� For the preparation of these materials� reac�
tive ions beams� molecular beams and plasma etching may be used for surface modi�cations
and�or thin��lm deposition ��	�

Another area of research requiring the details of mechanisms in ion�surface interac�
tions� is fusion research and technology� The knowledge of processes such as neutralization�
the formation of positive and negative ions� and the penetration into the solid is impor�
tant for a basic understanding of plasma�wall interactions� divertor physics and negative
ions sources� In addition� particle�surface interactions are believed to be important in
atmospheric chemistry and to processes occurring when space�craft are in low�earth�orbit
colliding with particles in the upper atmosphere ��	�

Recently� the mechanisms governing the dissociation of large polyatomic ions scattered
from surfaces have been explored ��	� The interest is stimulated by the challenge of develo�
ping a mass spectrometric technique� which helps resolve structures of large 
bio�molecules�
Here� the di�cult step is the generation of structurally relevant fragment ions� which are
subsequently analyzed by mass spectrometric tools� Until recently� collisional activation of
molecular ions with gas phase target atoms has been used� An alternative approach is to
collide the polyatomic ions with a surface� so called surface�induced dissociation 
SID� ��	�
Here� as opposed to gas phase scattering� fragmentation in SID gives a better de�ned en�
ergy transfer in the collision and� hence� more structural information concerning the parent
ions� However� e�cient neutralization occurs when ions are scattered from metal surfaces�
which complicates the detection of the scattered ion signal� In addition� many of the basic
phenomena related to polyatomic ion�surface collisions are still not understood�

��� Survey of particle�surface interactions

With help from molecular beam and ion beam technology a vast range of incident particle
energies can be attained� enabling the experimentalist to study the rich physical and chem�
ical phenomena related to particle�surface interaction at various experimental conditions�
In Fig� ��� a selected number of physical and chemical processes are depicted which can
occur over the incident energy range from �� meV to �� MeV 
upper abscissa�� an energy
range spanning � orders of magnitude� On the lower abscissa� the equivalent translational
temperatures are depicted and the usual terminology for the incident energy ranges is dis�
played� With molecular beam machines incident energies roughly between �� meV and
 eV can be attained� This technique is based on gas expansion through a 
heated� nozzle�
For special conditions� the incident energy range can be extended to �� eV� which requires
heavy particles to be seeded in a jet of light particles ��	� For very low incident energies

����� meV�� and for light particles such as helium and hydrogen� quantum mechanical
e�ects such as di�raction and single phonon exchange play a role in the surface interaction�
For higher incident energies and�or heavier particles� the de Broglie wavelength of the in�
cident particles becomes signi�cantly smaller than the typical interatomic distances of the
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Figure ��� A selected number of particle�surface processes depicted over the incident energy
at which they are usually studied�

crystal lattice 
� �A� and the scattering process can be treated by classical mechanics� i�e�
hard cube models and hard sphere models� For these conditions a number of processes can
occur� the incident molecule can either elastically scatter from the potential barrier walls
or get trapped in the potential wells leading to physisorption 
Van der Waals attraction��
chemisorption or dissociative chemisorption ��	� Once adsorbed on the surface� chemical
reactions can occur and�or desorption of 
product� particles� The surface can be considered
�at or slightly corrugated� The interaction is dominated by the attractive potential and
the potential barriers leading to adsorption� However� the repulsive parts of potentials also
play a role�
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For incident energies above �� eV� the repulsive potential 
Pauli repulsion� starts to
dominate the interaction and the surface can be considered corrugated� These incident
energies can be achieved by ion beam technology� although it is di�cult to get su�ciently
high intensities 
� � nA�cm�� because at very low incident energies 
� ��� eV� the space
charge e�ect causes a reduction of the beam intensities� In addition� problemswith extensive
neutralization of scattered low�energy ions play a role� In the incident energy range ���to
����eV� rainbow scattering is important ��	� Moreover� impulsive excitation of scattered
molecular ions occurs� leading to collision�induced dissociation 
CID� ��	� For incident
molecular ions at metal surfaces� charge transfer processes dominate the interaction� leading
to neutralization� negative ion formation and dissociative scattering� These processes occur
also at higher incident energies� ranging from ��� eV to �� keV� the so�called low�energy
regime ���	� The surface appears more open to the incident particles and penetration of the
surface occurs� The energetic particles can modify the surface due to sputtering� etching
reactions and�or deposition� The penetration into the solid is employed in surface structure
analysis techniques such as LEIS� with which the structure of the topmost layer is studied
���	� The e�cient neutralization of incoming ions which penetrate the solid makes this
technique very surface sensitive�

At medium�energies between �� keV and � MeV� most particles enter the crystal lattice�
the particles can deeply penetrate into the solid and be implanted� Ion energies above
��� MeV can be reached with the use of a Van der Graa� accelerator� This is used for
doping semiconductor materials and depth pro�ling of the solid�interface region ���	� Above
hundreds of keV� the role of screening on the scattering potential is very weak and the
interaction can be described by a Coulombic interaction 
Rutherford scattering� between
the incident ion and the crystal nuclei� For molecular ions incident at energies in the upper�
keV and MeV range� Coulomb explosions are important in the interaction ��	� At these
high incident energies� a diatomic molecule is e�ectively stripped of a number of electrons
upon entering the solid� The molecules dissociate� and� thereafter� the fragments repel each
other by their mutual Coulomb force�

At the very high energy side 
� �MeV� nuclear fusion 
and �ssion� reactions can occur
���	� This has an application in the detection of H atoms chemisorbed and�or embedded
under a surface� which are very hard to detect with conventional methods� A ���� MeV
��N� beam is directed at a surface initiating the resonance nuclear reaction �H
��N� �����C
with the chemisorbed H atoms� This fusion reaction has a resonance width which is very
small� about ��� keV at collisions energies of ���� MeV� When the ��N� have penetrated
more than one atomic layer� the ions have su�ered energies losses equivalent to the resonance
width� assuring either surface sensitive detection or appreciable depth resolution�

��� Electron transfer at surfaces

In the experiments presented in this thesis� the incident energies of the ions range from �� eV
to � keV� an energy regime in which electron transfer processes dominate the interaction�
In the sections that follow� we brie�y summarize the important charge transfer processes
of atomic and diatomic ions incident on metal surfaces�

In Fig� ��� two schematic potential energy diagrams are depicted� showing the relevant
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Figure ��� One electron energy diagram of an ion and atom �a� and molecule �b� in front of a
metal surface� Ef is the Fermi energy of the solid� the di�erence to the vacuum energy Ev is the
work function �� The ion has the ionization level Ei and the neutral atom or molecule has the
a�nity level Ea� The possible electron transfer processes are explained in the text�

electron transfer processes of an atomic and�or diatomic ion near a metal surface� On
the left hand side of both �gures is the metal conduction band with work function �� Ev

and Ef are the vacuum level and Fermi level of the solid� respectively� In Fig� ���
a� the
ionization potential Ei of the projectile is depicted� Ev gives the energy of a neutral atom or
molecule� In close approach to the surface� Ei shifts up due to the image charge interaction
and a broadening of this level occurs due to the overlap of the metallic and the atomic
wave functions� In Fig� ���
a� this level is schematically depicted as a function of distance
to the surface� The overlap of the wave functions of the metal and the particle allows for
resonant neutralization 
RN� to occur� Likewise� when a neutral particle approaches the
surface the a�nity level Ea shifts down due to the image charge attraction� and broadens�
Resonant electron capture 
RC� can occur if the atomic and metal wave functions overlap
and� subsequently� negative ions are formed� On the exiting trajectories� depopulation of
this level occurs� which lead to resonant loss 
RL� processes�

In Fig� ���
b�� the molecular potential curves 
A�� A�A� as a function of internuclear
distance are depicted� where Ev gives the energy of a molecular ion A�

� � The positive mole�
cular ion can be neutralized into the ground state of the molecule by Auger neutralization

AN�� the excess energy is carried away by another electron which is ejected into the vac�
uum� The ion can also be neutralized into an excited state� which can either be a bonding
state or a non�bonding state� of which the latter gives rise to dissociation� Dissociation
of diatomic ions through electron attachment is feasible at incident translational energies
below the ground state dissociation energies of the neutral molecules� This is because dis�
sociation occurs through electronically excited neutral states which are more weakly bound
than the grounds state of the neutral species ���	�

Dissociation can also occur via the temporary formation of a negatively charged mo�
lecular ion� which is referred to as harpooning ������	� During the time that the negative
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molecular ion exists� i�e� for the time duration between electron hops� the intra�molecular
vibrational coordinate will be displaced� Subsequently� backdonation of the electron occurs
and the molecule will emerge as a vibrationally excited neutral with some of the excited
states lying within the dissociative continuum�

��� Collision�induced dissociation

Not only can charge transfer processes promote dissociation of molecular ions incident at
surfaces� the impulsive collision with the surface atoms can also cause the breaking of
the molecular bond� in the event that the translational energy of the incident particle is
su�ciently high� In the collision�induced dissociation mechanism� translational energy is
converted into rovibrational energy of the scattered particle� This CID mechanism is not
as e�cient as dissociation through electron attachment as discussed in the previous section�
for CID to occur� incident translational energies exceeding the bond energy by a factor �
or � are needed to break the molecular bond of diatomics which are scattered from well
de�ned single crystal surfaces�

Many studies have been performed in order to elucidate the mechanisms governing the
CID process in the cases of diatomic ions and molecules scattered from metal surfaces�
These studies give detailed information on� among others� the role of incident translational
energy� vibrational energy and the orientation of the molecule�s internuclear axis� Conclu�
sions from those studies are brie�y summarized below� Note that we schematically discuss
a number of limiting cases� in order to set the stage� In reality� combinations of parameters
are important for determining the outcome of the scattering event� which again can be
combinations of outcomes�

The decisive factor determining the break�up of the molecule is its incident translational
energy Ei� Closely related is the angle of incidence� at very grazing angles of incidence
the normal component� 
En�Ei cos� �i�� of the incident translational energy has to be
considered 
En scaling� ���	�

A parameter relevant for the excitation mechanism is the surface corrugation� A number
of studies have shown that� when scattering from a highly corrugated surface 
schemati�
cally shown in Fig� ��
a��� the dissociative scattering event is governed by a rotationally
mediated mechanism ��� ��	� If the centrifugal forces are larger than the chemical bond
strength� dissociation occurs due to centrifugal stretching of the molecular bond� In this
mechanism� the impact parameter b 
Fig� ��
a�� plays an important role ���	� Rotational
excitation was �rst invoked to explain dissociative scattering from a ��at� surface� When
scattering occurs o� a ��at� surface� vibrational excitation dominates the interaction as
is schematically depicted in Fig� ��
b�� This mechanism assumes the transfer of the in�
cident translational energy into vibrational energy by compression of the molecular bond

T�V transfer�� This is highly dependent on the initial vibrational phase of the molecule�
molecules which are initially compressed upon collisions are most likely to dissociate ���	�
Clearly� the T�V transfer will be highly dependent upon the individual masses of nuclei of
the molecule and the surface atoms 
Fig� ��
c��� analogous to what is found in gas phase
scattering ��	� In addition� the alignment of the molecular axis relative to the surface
normal when the molecule strikes the surface has a large in�uence on the outcome of the
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Figure ��� Schematic illustration of several important processes and parameters in collision	
induced dissociation
 �a� rotationally excitation from corrugated surface� �b� vibrational excitation
from a ��at surface� �c� the mass	e�ect and �d� the alignment of the molecular axis relative to
the surface normal�

scattering event ���������	� Molecules which have their internuclear axis aligned with the
surface normal prior to the collision� experience the greatest degree of bond compression
upon impact� and hence� the largest T�V transfer 
Fig� ��
d���

In contrast to the numerous diatomic ion�surface studies which have been carried out�
data concerning polyatomic ion�surface scattering are limited� In this thesis� we explore the
mechanisms that underly dissociation of polyatomic ions �large� compared to diatomic ions�
In a systematic way� several experimental parameters are varied� the incident translational
energy of the ions� the surface corrugation� the �type� of surface� metal 
conductor� and
liquid 
non�conductor�� Throughout this thesis� energy and angular analysis is performed on
the scattered product ions which enables us to study the in�uence of the impact parameter
on the CID process directly� In the �nal chapter� a comparison is made between the
scattering of a di��tri�and tetra atomic ion from a liquid surface� indirectly� the problem of
the approach geometry on reactivity is addressed�
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��� Liquid surfaces

Traditionally� the interaction between polyatomic ions and metal surfaces is studied� How�
ever� recently more attention has been focused on the scattering from non�metallic surfaces
such as oxides ������	� self�assembled monolayers 
SAMs� ��� ��	 and thin �lms of an in�
ert polymer oil such as a per�uoropolyether 
PFPE� ����	� The interest is stimulated
by the desire to reduce the e�cient neutralization which occurs at metal surfaces� This
reduction is needed if a mass spectrometric technique is to be developed which is based on
surface�induced dissociation 
SID� ����	� The liquid PFPE surface appears to be a promis�
ing candidate� the neutralization yields are signi�cantly lower compared to metal surfaces
and a liquid has the additional advantage that the surface layer is renewed because of the
high mobility of the liquid molecules ��	� However� many of the fundamental processes
occurring in 
poly�atomic ion�liquid surface scattering are not fully understood or even
explored� among these are the energy transfer mechanisms to the surface and to internal
energy of the scattered ions� These impulsive energy transfer processes are studied in detail
in Chapter � and � of this thesis�

��� Overview of this thesis

This thesis can be divided into two parts� In the �rst part 
Chapter ��� experiments and
simulations of hydrogen ions scattered from metal surfaces are described� It presents a
comparative study on negative ion formation in the scattering of a proton beam o� both
a clean and a barium covered Ag
���� surface� In this chapter� some of the important
scattering processes occurring at solid surfaces are introduced� These are illustrated by
classical trajectory calculations which are performed on the H�Ag
�����system�

In the second part of this thesis 
Chapter �� and ��� experiments concerning polyatomic
�uorocarbon ions scattered from metal surfaces 
Chapter � and a liquid surface 
Chap�
ter � and �� are presented� In these chapters� the scattering dynamics and dissociation
of polyatomic ions is discussed and the mechanisms behind these processes are explored�
Chapter � describes the design and performance of a new low�energy ion beamline� This
beamline is built because of the desire to vary the incident translational energy of the ions
between roughly �� and ���� eV� With the former beamline� only particles with energies
above ��� eV could be obtained� In addition� the new beamline is capable of producing
beams of ions with a high mass resolution and a low energy spread�

The di�erent ion�surface interactions studied in this thesis are summarized in Table
���� The various aspects of these processes are indicated and references are made to the
chapters where these can be found�
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Table ��� Summary of the ion�surface scattering processes studied in this thesis� References
are made to the chapters where these can be found�

Physical process Aspect Chapter

Neutralization 
CF�
� � 
H

�� ��
Electronic dissociation 
CF�

� � 
Low�high work function ��

Negative ion formation Polyatomic ions 
Atomic ���
Incident translational energy ����
Surface corrugation 

Collision�induced dissociation Metals 
conductor� 
Liquid 
non�conductor� ���
Approach geometry �
Impact parameter ����
Surface rainbows ����

Scattering dynamics Trajectory analysis �
E�ective surface mass ���
Binary collision model ������

Penetration 
Electronic� stopping �
Trajectory analysis �

Surface structure Atomic geometry �
End group determination ���
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Low�energy hydrogen ion scattering

from metal surfaces� Trajectory

analysis and negative ion formation

Abstract

A comparative study on negative ion formation in the scattering of a proton beam
from both a clean and a barium covered Ag����� surface is presented� The angular
and energy dependence of the backscattered negative hydrogen ions as a function of
incoming and azimuthal angles has been determined for a beam energy of ��� eV� The
backscattered negative particles emerge from the surface as well as from deeper layers
of the crystal� The angular dependence of the outgoing particles shows a very rich
structure which is explained by shadowing and blocking of the incoming and outgoing
particles� In addition	 the angular dependence of the outgoing neutral particles is
determined� The essential features appear the same	 but distinct di
erences can be
observed� These are due to changes in the probability for negative ion formation as a
function of outgoing angle� The energy distributions of the outgoing particles suggest
a large penetration depth along the crystal channels� We have performed classical
trajectory calculations which simulate the angular distributions of the backscattered
particles very well� These calculations also show considerable penetration of particles
into the bulk of the crystal and complicated zig�zag trajectories through the bulk
before leaving the crystal� The �electronic� stopping inside the Ag solid is at least
one or two orders of magnitude smaller �� ��� eV�A at E � ��� eV� than the values
found in literature� Comparing the Ag����� data and the data of Ag����� covered by
one monolayer barium	 we conclude that the barium atoms occupy lattice positions
of the crystal� The overlayer must contain vacancies to accommodate the large size
mis�match between the barium atoms and those of the substrate�

��� Introduction

The study of the interaction of low�energy ions with surfaces has received considerable at�
tention from a multitude of disciplines within chemistry and physics �������� In particular
the charge exchange mechanisms governing the interaction have been studied in great de�
tail because of their technological relevance in catalysis and surface processing �	
�		�� A
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fundamental understanding of ion�surface collisions is also important for analytical tech�
niques that involve the detection of backscattered low�energy ions leaving the surface� such
as low�energy ion scattering �LEIS and secondary ion mass spectrometry �SIMS� where
it is important to know the ionization probabilities in order to draw conclusions ����	���
Another important area of research involving ion�surface collisions is fusion research and

technology �	��� Here� a detailed knowledge of the neutralization and subsequent positive
and negative ion formation in ion�surface collisions is important for a basic understanding
of plasma�wall interactions� divertor physics and negative ion sources �	��� Negative ion
formation has received considerable attention� negative hydrogen ion yields up to 	��
have been found for positive ions scattered o� low work function surfaces� such as Cs or
Ba covered metal surfaces �	
�� The study of penetration into the crystal lattice is also
important for a better understanding of plasma�wall interactions and divertor physics �	��
����
The mechanisms governing negative ion formation in the scattering of protons at low

work function surfaces have received considerable attention from the surface science commu�
nity in recent years� experimentally as well as theoretically �	
�	������	�� In those studies�
emphasis was primarily put on determining the yields of negative ions and the charge ex�
change mechanisms� The di�erential conversion e�ciency � has been determined for certain
scattering conditions� where � � I�H���I�H� � I�H�� and I the intensity for ions and
neutrals measured with the same detection e�ciency� To our knowledge� the scattering
dynamics has not been studied in great detail for hydrogen ions with incident energies
ranging from ����eV to � keV� scattered from metal surfaces at incoming angles where
considerable penetration is important� However� trajectory calculations have been carried
out for hydrogen atoms scattered o� single�crystal surfaces at glancing angles� where no
penetration is observed and the particles are scattered in the specular direction ����� Some
studies have been performed involving penetration of hydrogen into the solid� although no
trajectory analysis was performed in those investigations ��������
In the case of scattering a beam of protons from a metal surface� the neutralization

is assumed to occur along the incoming trajectory� before the positive ion collides with
the surface it is neutralized into an excited state via resonant neutralization �RN and
subsequently Auger de�excited �AD into the ground state� E�ectively� neutral hydrogen
atoms are scattered from the surface� Su�ciently close to the surface the a�nity level�
located at ��� eV below the vacuum level� shifts down due to the image force attraction
and broadens because of the overlap of atomic and metallic wave functions� which allows
negative ions to be formed in a resonant process� On the exiting trajectory� depopulation
of the a�nity levels occurs�
In recent years� the interest in negative ion formation from non�metallic surfaces has

increased �������� In those studies� it was found that negative ion yields up to ���� and
even ����� could be obtained for O and F scattering o� alkali halide surfaces under certain
conditions� i�e� highly energetic beams �� �� keV incident at glancing angles� Also high
yields of negative hydrogen ions have been found for low�energy ion scattering �� � keV
from oxide surfaces ����� The results from the oxide surfaces were interpreted in much the
same way as scattering o� the alkali halide surfaces� the surface is considered to be ionic
and the hole that is created in the formation of the negative ion is localized and does not
travel along with the negative ion� Recently� we observed large negative hydrogen ion yields
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in H� scattering from a graphite surface �	���
Detailed trajectory analyses have been carried out for noble gas ions and alkali ions

scattered o� metal surfaces in the incident energy range between �� eV and � keV ������		��
The scattering dynamics of alkali ions from metal surfaces has been studied in great detail�
both experimentally and with the help of classical trajectory calculations �		�������� For
those systems it was found that scattering occurs primarily with the outermost layer of the
solid� Charge transfer dynamics in these systems has also been studied in detail �	
�		��
By correlating their experimental results and calculations� Cooper and coworkers found
evidence for a trajectory dependent charge transfer event ��
��
Recently� a trajectory e�ect in negative hydrogen ion formation has been suggested

in model calculations of hydrogen particles scattered from a stepped metal surface� The
fraction of negative ions turned out to be highly dependent on the step density at the
surface� and whether the steps were going up or down ��	�� Those calculations model
previously obtained experimental observations very well �����
Clearly� a careful analysis of the trajectories of scattered ions is important for a detailed

understanding of ion�surface interactions� it is crucial for unraveling local e�ects and trajec�
tory e�ects in neutralization and negative ion formation ��
����� In this chapter we discuss
the trajectories of scattered negatively charged and neutral hydrogen atoms from incoming
positive ions with energies around ����eV on single�crystal metal surfaces� The interaction
of the incident hydrogen particles and the crystal atoms is governed by a sequence of bi�
nary collisions in this incident energy range �������� The collision kinematics and dynamics
allows for elemental analysis and structure studies of the outermost layer of a solid� The
experimental results are analyzed with the help of computer simulations� and explained by
shadowing and blocking e�ects� Noble gas ions such as He and Ne are used in scattering
experiments because of their high neutralization e�ciencies if scattered from layers deeper
than the topmost layer� Backscattered neutrals remain hidden from the detector� Hydrogen
particles� however� have a much smaller shadow cone� which makes them more suited to use
in the low incident energy regime for structure analysis� This was already recognized by
MacDonald and coworkers in the scattering and detection of positive hydrogen ions ��������
However� in the present study we use an alternative approach by probing scattered negative
hydrogen ions� which give the opportunity of obtaining structural information to several
layers depth� To our knowledge� the present study is the �rst structure analysis using the
detection of scattered negatively charged hydrogen ions�
The scattering dynamics of atoms and ions re�ected from single crystal surfaces has

been studied over a wide range of incident energies� from the thermal and hyperthermal
energy regime �meV and eV range� where the surface can be considered a hard wall ���� to
the keV range� where the binary interaction between the incident particles and the surface
atoms becomes important and penetration into the solid occurs ����� In the intermediate
energy range from ���to ����eV rainbow scattering is important ���� The surface is highly
corrugated but no penetration into the solid occurs� At very high incoming energies ��
��� keV� the interaction between the nuclei of the particles becomes important� and the
interaction is essentially point�like ��
��
In an earlier paper� we studied negative hydrogen ion formation in the scattering of a

beam of protons from two monolayers of barium deposited onto Ag���� ����� We found
negative ion yields of about 
�� for outgoing angles smaller than ���� the negative ion
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Figure ��� The ion scattering chamber �left� and sample preparation chamber �right�� The
di
erentially pumped electron impact source is mounted on the scattering chamber�

fraction decreased for larger outgoing angles� All angles were de�ned with respect to the
surface normal� A simple model� describing resonant charge transfer calculated by the
non�perturbative coupled angular modes �CAM method� which also takes the parallel
velocity e�ect into account �������� described the measured negative ion fractions very well�
Structure was observed in the angular distributions of the negative ions� which was assigned
to scattering from second layer atoms of the crystal�
In this chapter� we present a detailed experimental study and classical trajectory calcu�

lations of the scattering of hydrogen particles from a clean Ag���� surface and one covered
with a monolayer of barium� The angular distributions of the backscattered negative ions
reveal a peak structure which suggests that considerable penetration into the solid occurs in
the incident energy regime around ����eV� With the help of classical trajectory calculations
we assign the peaks to classes of trajectories� The simulated angular spectra are in good
agreement with the measured spectra� Further� we comment on the energy losses the ions
have su�ered on both the clean and barium covered Ag���� surfaces� and also on the �nal
charge state of the scattered particles�

��� Experimental

����� Apparatus

The experimental set�up is depicted in Fig� 
��� Brie�y� it consists of two UHV chambers�
In one �base pressure of ������� mbar� the crystal can be cleaned and characterized by
X�ray photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS� thermal desorption spectroscopy �TDS and work
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Figure ��� De�nition of the scattering geometry� the incoming angle �i	 the outgoing angle �f
and azimuthal angle ��

function measurements� The work function measurements are done with a Kelvin probe�
The crystal can be transferred under UHV to a two�axis goniometer in the second chamber
�base pressure of ������� mbar� This goniometer allows rotation of the target around an
axis parallel to the surface� to change the incoming angle �i �which is measured with respect
to the surface normal and rotation around the surface normal� to change the azimuthal
angle �� This is schematically depicted in Fig� 
�
� The total scattering angle � is de�ned
as� � � ���� � ��i� �f� with �f the outgoing angle of the particles� On this chamber� a
di�erentially pumped electron impact source �VG� AG �� is mounted which produces the
H� ions� The incident energies of the ions can be varied between ��� and �
�� eV� The
ion beam is puri�ed using a Wien��lter� Typical currents at the crystal position between
� and 
 nA are measured� The scattered positive and negative ions are detected with a
��� cylindrical electrostatic energy analyzer� which has an energy resolution of �E�E �
����� In the scattering plane� the detector can be rotated from ��� to ���� with respect to
the incoming beam and out of plane detection from ���� to ��� is possible� The angular
resolution of the detector is around ����� Adjacent to this detector� a fraction detector is
mounted� with which the di�erential conversion e�ciency � can be determined� where �
� I�H���I�H� � I�H�� and I is the energy integrated intensity of the ions or neutrals�
Particles entering the detector are detected by a channeltron� However� prior to detection�
the ions are neutralized by re�ection from a tungsten surface� In this way� a possible
di�erence in detection e�ciency for neutrals and ions is eliminated� When a retarding
potential is applied at the entrance of the detector only the neutral particles are detected�
if grounded� the total particle intensity is measured�

����� The crystal

The Ag���� crystal is cut by spark erosion and polished mechanically� The misalignment of
the ���� surface is less than ����� as determined by Von Laue di�raction� The crystal was
cleaned by repeated sputter and anneal cycles� Typically� a sputter treatment consists of ��
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Figure ��� Crystallographic drawing of the ����� face of a Ag crystal� The crystal directions
and the de�nition of � are indicated�

min� of ��� eV Ar� bombardment at normal angle of incidence for a crystal current density
of ������A�cm�� The crystal temperature during sputtering is ��	 K� For annealing the
crystal temperature is kept at ��	 K for �� min� The surface cleanliness is checked by XPS
and work function measurements� The crystal orientation is drawn in Fig� 
�	� in which
the crystallographic directions are plotted� The ����� direction is de�ned as �� ��� All
the spectra in this chapter were measured with a crystal near room temperature� Good
reproduction of earlier data ���� was found�
Onto the Ag���� surface� barium is deposited from a SAES�Getter source� The pressure

during dosing was below 
������ mbar� The barium overlayer was previously characterized
using Auger electron spectroscopy �AES� XPS� work function measurements� medium�
energy ion scattering �MEIS and low�energy H� scattering ��	�������� In the latter case�
backscattered H� ions were detected ����� This work indicated that a monolayer of barium
is initially grown� after which a rather open overlayer structure is formed by Poisson growth�
It further showed that the overlayer grows epitaxially� Due to the di�erence in size of the
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Figure ��� Two sections through the potential energy surfaces for the H�Ag system along two
symmetry planes given by the surface normal and the ������ �left� and ������ �right� axis� Drawn
is the static potential felt by the incoming H atom when it reaches the surface as a function of
distance z to the surface and the impact parameter b along that particular direction�

adsorbate and substrate atoms� the �rst layer appears to be incomplete and must contain
vacancies� The work function of a clean Ag���� surface is ��� eV� When the surface is
covered with one monolayer of barium the work function decreases to 
�� eV ��	��

����� Measurement procedure

In a three�dimensional intensity distribution I��f � Ef  measurement� the incoming angle �i
and the azimuthal orientation � are kept constant� The detector is kept in the scattering
plane at a �xed outgoing angle� �f � The intensity I of the positive and negative ions is
measured as a function of their �nal energy Ef by scanning the detector voltage� This
procedure is repeated for various outgoing angles� In an azimuthal scan� the incoming
angle� outgoing angle and �nal energy are kept constant� The intensity of the ions or
neutrals is measured as a function of azimuthal angle by rotating the crystal around its
axis�

��� Computational

����� The potential

At incident energies which are high compared to the depth of the Ag�H potential well� only
the repulsive part of the interaction potential is important for scattering� The repulsive
Ag�H pairpotential was calculated using the Hartree�Fock�Slater �HFS linear combination
of atomic orbital method ����� The results of this calculation are shown elsewhere �
���
The calculation can be approximated by a Born�Mayer potential which is of the form
V � Aexp��	r �������� The parameters are given by A � 	����� eV and 	����	�  A���
To give an impression of the range of the potential� we show in Fig� 
�� two sections through
the H�Ag interaction potential for two symmetry planes given by the surface normal and
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the ����� and the ����
 axis� which represent the azimuthal angles � � ��� ���� ��� and
��	��� ����� ���� respectively� For the energies used in our experiment �Ei � ��� eV� the
crystal is quite open and� consequently� the particles can easily penetrate the crystal lattice�

����� The computer code

The computer code� written to simulate the scattering of the incoming particles at a crys�
tal lattice� has been described extensively in the past ������� and is brie�y summarized
here� The code has been developed for collisions at �hyperthermal energies and is rather
ine�cient in the present study compared to computer codes such as MARLOWE �����
��
Nevertheless� satisfactory results are obtained�
Newton!s equations are solved exactly for an hydrogen atom approaching a silver lattice�

consisting of 	
� atoms� The lattice is represented by � layers� In the �rst layer �� atoms
are placed� the second ��� the third ��� the fourth �� and the �fth ��� The layers are placed
on the Ag���� lattice position sites� Thermal vibrations are taken into account using a
so�called Einstein lattice ����� These vibrations are generated using random displacements�
according to the Boltzman distributions� The lattice is placed at T�	�� K� The opening
angle of the detector is set at 
�� The impact parameters are chosen systematically on a
grid over the entire surface unit cell�
In a full three�dimensional calculation� a large number of hydrogen atoms are implanted

into the crystal lattice or� otherwise� scattered out of the detection plane and� hence� are not
detected� To obtain reasonable statistics� over ����� trajectories must be calculated� To
gain more insight in the scattering dynamics and to reduce the number of trajectories� we
performed calculations with the so�called "chain�model# ��	�� Here� the impact parameters
are chosen aligned with the rows of the surface atoms� essentially 
�dimensional calculations
are performed on a 	�dimensional crystal since the scattering is restricted to the plane given
by the surface normal and the incoming angle� The calculations were done at T�� K and
T�	�� K� in order to study the in�uence of the thermal motion of the crystal atoms� To
assure that only in�plane scattering occurs in the chain calculations at T�	�� K� the crystal
atoms are only displaced in the scattering plane�

����� Classical trajectory calculations� Chain�model and particle

trajectories

Before discussing the experimental results we describe the "chain�model# in more detail and
show trajectory calculations which serve as an easy reference in the discussion of our ex�
perimental results� In addition� some of the important scattering processes are introduced�
Fig� 
���a shows a symmetry plane given by the surface normal and the ����
 axis of the
Ag���� surface� In this graph� calculated trajectories of ��� eV H� with impact parameters
along the ����
 axis are plotted� For all trajectories� the incoming angle of the beam is
���� Thermal vibrations of the crystal atoms have not been included in this calculation�
Considerable penetration into the crystal lattice is observed� We consider the trajectories
from left to right� The trajectory of the H atom associated with the �rst trajectory ��
undergoes a head�on collision with a �rst layer atom� In these kinds of collisions� the high�
est energy transfer to the surface atoms occurs� a maximum elastic energy loss of 
� eV
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Figure ��� Calculated trajectories for ��� eV H
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arises for a total scattering angle of ����� If after backscattering another surface atom is
hit� this is referred to as a hard�double collision� With increasing impact parameter b� the
atom goes through smaller total scattering angles� the particles are observed at larger �f �
For a total scattering angle of ��� ��f � ���� an energy loss of � eV occurs �traj� ���
As the impact parameter is increased further� the scattering angles become even shallower
and the scattered particles can hit another surface atom in a so�called double collision �traj�
��� The presence of this second surface atom limits the total scattering angle and gives
rise to a so�called surface rainbow ���� the rainbow angle is the angle where the "single#
and "double# collision peaks merge� When the impact parameter is increased further� pen�
etration into the solid occurs� The presence of the surface atom creates a region behind it
where the particles cannot penetrate� the so�called "shadow cone# ����� This is illustrated
in Fig� 
���b� where ��� calculated trajectories are displayed� Here� a �ux of particles
concentrated just outside this cone is observed which is called the "focusing e�ect# �����
At large enough impact parameters the particles can scatter from the second layer� They
can scatter directly back into the vacuum �traj� �� or� at �f � ���� the particles are
"blocked# by the �rst layer� An example of this is trajectory ��� which is "blocked# and
subsequently scattered back into the solid� At larger impact parameters the particles can
again escape from the solid �traj� ��� Here� we can observe again the "focusing e�ect#� at
the edges of the shadow cone of the �rst layer we observe an enhanced yield of particles� If
the impact parameter is su�ciently large we can shoot the particle directly into the solid
as is illustrated with trajectory ��� The calculated angular spectrum of the backscattered
hydrogen particles is shown in Fig� 
��� In this spectrum� a clear minimum is observed at
�f ���� and the maxima in intensity are observed next to the minimum� at �f ���� and
�f�����
In Fig� 
���c calculated trajectories for the same scattering condition along the �
����

axis are shown� Here� the second and subsequent layers are "shadowed# by the �rst layer
atoms� As a consequence� signi�cantly more penetration occurs compared to scattering
along the ����
 axis �Fig� 
���b� as the lower lying layers do not contribute directly to
the backscattered signal� When we compare Fig� 
���b and Fig� 
���c� we observe much
more backscattering for scattering along the ����
 axis than along the �
���� axis� This is
discussed in more detail when we present the experimentally obtained azimuthal scans�

��� Results and analysis

����� Experimental results

Scattering of H� from clean Ag	���


Fig� 
�� shows the energy and angular distributions of backscattered negative ions for ���
eV H� scattering o� clean Ag���� along the ����
 �a�c�e and �
���� �b�d�f azimuthal
directions� These azimuthal directions are de�ned as ���	�� and �� 	��� respectively�
Spectra for three di�erent incoming angles are plotted� �i � ��� �a�b� �i � ��� �c�d and
�i���� �e�f� Fig� 
���a shows scattering along the ����
 direction for an incoming angle of
���� Two peaks can be observed at �f���� and �f����� These peaks are found at an energy
position which corresponds to elastic scattering from a single Ag atom� Consequently� a
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Figure ��� Three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef� for ��� eVH� from clean Ag�����
along the ������ �a	 c	 e�� and ������� �b	 d	 f�� azimuths for �i���

� �a	b�	 �i���
� �c	d� and �i���

�

�e	f�� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear scale� Negatively charged hydrogen ions are
detected� No correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been
made�
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binary collision model between an H �M�� and an Ag �M���� atom can be applied to
explain the energy losses at the peak positions in the energy distributions� Fig� 
���b shows
scattering along the �
���� direction� The incoming angle and energy are the same as in
Fig� 
���a� but the energy distributions appear much broader and also the peak structures
in the angular domain have changed� The energy losses the particles have su�ered can
be as large as ��� eV� However� the maximum energy loss in a binary collision between
an H atom and an Ag atom is smaller than about ���	� times the initial energy Ei� which
suggests that the particles have traveled through many atomic layers before exiting the solid�
Probably� a combination of elastic energy losses and electronic stopping is responsible for
the observed energy losses� In Fig� 
���c and �d the incoming angle has been changed to
���� The azimuthal orientations are identical to those in Fig� 
���a and �b� respectively�
The energy distributions for �i���� �c have broadened compared to �i���� �a� Spectra
�d shows a narrowing compared to spectra �b� Most likely� particles penetrate deeply
into the crystal for certain combinations of �i and �� Fig� 
���e and �f show scattering
for �i � ���� Now� the energy distributions have comparable widths� These particular
scattering geometries do not give a penetration like that observed in Fig� 
���b and �c�
The peak positions in the outgoing angle seem to be independent of the incoming angle�
which is an indication that these are due to the crystal structure� Similar peak structures
have been observed for other system ����������� The negative ions are primarily observed
at small outgoing angles� at very grazing outgoing angles no negative ions are observed�
This di�erence can be explained with the normal and parallel velocity e�ect in negative ion
formation �	
��
To examine in more detail the peak structures in the outgoing angle we performed

angular scans at one �xed �nal energy� Fig� 
�� shows angular distributions of H� for
��� eV H� from clean Ag����� The negative ions with a �nal energy of ��� eV are
detected� Results for four di�erent angles are shown� �i���

� �a�e� �i���
� �b�f� �i���

�

�c�g and �i � ��� �d�h� Scattering occurs along the ����
 �a to d and �
���� �e to h
azimuthal direction� For �i���� and ��	�� �Fig� 
���a� we clearly observe the two peaks
at �f ���� and �f ����� which were present in Fig� 
���a� The absence of the scattering
signal around �f � 	�� was attributed to blocking of H atoms scattered from the second
layer by atoms of the �rst layer �section 
�	�	� The measured angular spectrum has all the
same features as the calculated spectrum which was displayed in Fig� 
��� When we change
the incoming angle to more grazing angles of incidence �b to d� we observe also a peak at
�f ���

�� This peak could not be observed for smaller angles of incidence because of the
limited range of the energy analyzer� The peak positions are independent of the incoming
angle� indicating that they are due to the exiting part of the trajectories the particles follow�
At very grazing angles of incidence ��i����� Fig� 
���d� we observe the appearance of a
split peak around �f����� This can be attributed to a surface rainbow� giving two closely
spaced peaks in the forward direction� It is remarkable that even for such grazing angles of
incidence� penetration into the crystal lattice is observed�
Fig� 
���e to �h show scattering along the �
���� azimuth� Three distinct peaks can

be observed� around �f ����
�� ��� and �
�� Once again� the positions of the peaks are

independent of the incoming angle� For �i � ���� two closely spaced peaks are observed
around �f����� These can again be attributed to a surface rainbow� Scattering along the
����� azimuth or �� �� also gives rise to peaks in the angular distributions� data which
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Figure ��� Angular distributions of H� for ��� eV H� from clean Ag������ The negative ions
with an energy of ��� eV are detected� Results for four di
erent angles is shown� �i���

� �a	e�	
�i � ��� �b	f�	 �i � ��� �c	g�	 and �i � ��� �d	h�� Scattering occurs along the ������ �a to d� and
������� �e to f� azimuthal direction�
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Figure �� Energy integrated angular distribution of H atoms for ��� eVH� from clean Ag�����
along the ������� azimuth� Data are taken at �i����� The inset shows data between �f ����� and
�f ���

��

was previously published in Ref� �����
To check whether the peak structures in the angular distributions are only due to the

structure of the crystal� we also measured the angular distributions of the backscattered
neutral hydrogen atoms� which are shown in Fig� 
��� The incoming energy of the hydrogen
ions is ��� eV and �i � ���� scattering takes place along the �
���� azimuth� the same
scattering conditions as employed in Fig� 
���g for backscattered negative ions� The total
yield of the backscattered neutral particles is measured with the fraction detector� the
energy integrated angular distribution is measured� The angular distribution is strongly
peaked around �f ��
�� a peak which was not observed in the negative ion case and can
be attributed to surface rainbow scattering ���� The peak structures between �f � �
��

and �f� ��� �see inset are the same as for the backscattered negative ions� The peaks are
located at the same positions and also the relative peak heights are similar�
Another method to investigate the penetration into the crystal lattice is to perform

azimuthal scans� Fig� 
��� �left panel shows the azimuthal dependence of the backscattered
H� ions for ��� eV H� incident at clean Ag���� and �i � ���� The ions with a �nal
energy of ��� eV are detected� Scans are performed at four di�erent outgoing angles�
�a �f � �

�� �b �f � 
�
�� �c �f � ��

� and �d �f � ��
�� respectively� The spectra show

a �
�� symmetry which indicates that more than one layer is involved in the scattering
process� For ���	�� � �
�� clear minima are observed in the spectra� This is because
the �rst layer shadows the second layer and subsequent deeper layers� which allows for
substantial penetration into the crystal lattice �see Fig� 
��� The azimuthal scans reveal
that the � � �������� ��� directions contribute equally to the backscattered signal� For
these directions� the particles are focused into the surface channels and can be re�ected by
the second layer� The peaks that change signi�cantly in intensity with outgoing angle are
located at ������� 	��� ��� � For these directions� at �f ��� and �f �
��� the particles are
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Figure ���� Azimuthal dependence of backscattered H
� ions in scattering of H� from clean

Ag����� �left� and a monolayer of barium covered Ag����� �right� for �i����� The data are taken
at Ei���� eV and ions with a �nal energy of ��� eV �left� and ��� eV �right� are detected�

scattered directly from the second layer and for �f ����� the particles re�ecting from the
second layer are blocked by the �rst layer� For �f���� the particles show an increased yield
because of the focusing e�ect� the particles can escape from the solid �see section 
�	�	�
As a �nal point� in H� scattering o� Ag���� the relative yield of backscattered positive

ions is very low �� ���� and they are hard to detect� In the case of H�
� and H

�
� scattering

from Ag����� only �rst layer scattering was observed� the azimuthal scans showed a clear
��� symmetry of the backscattered H� ions� which were formed in a reionization process
�����

Scattering of H� from Ba�Ag	���


Covering the surface with barium and� hence� lowering the work function of the surface
leads to an increase in negative ion yield �	
����� Fig� 
����a shows the contour plot for
H� for ��� eV H� incident on Ag���� covered by one monolayer of barium along the
�
���� azimuth� The data are taken at �i� ���� The contour plot for scattering of H� on
clean Ag���� is also shown in Fig� 
����b for the same scattering geometry and incident
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Figure ���� Contour diagrams of backscattered negative ions for �a� ��� eV H
� from barium

covered Ag����� at �i���� along the ������� azimuth and �b� for scattering of H� on clean Ag�����
for the same scattering geometry and incident energy� No correction for the energy�dependent
transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�

energy� This contour plot corresponds to the energy and angular distribution depicted in
Fig� 
���d� The peaks in the angular distributions are located at the same positions as
for the clean Ag���� case� which indicates that the barium atoms are positioned at lattice
position sites of the crystal� However� there are some remarkable di�erences for the two
surfaces� �i the energy distributions for scattering of Ba�Ag���� are signi�cantly broader
than those measured from Ag����� �ii the peak positions of the energy distributions are
shifted to lower energies by about �� eV� for scattering of Ba�Ag����� �iii at grazing exit
angles ��f � ���� a relative increase in negative ion yield is observed� �iv the yield of
negative ions has increased from �� � for clean Ag���� to around 
�� for Ba�Ag�����
To examine in more detail the e�ect of the barium overlayer on the negative ion signal� we

display in Fig� 
��
� the energy distributions for two di�erent outgoing angles� �f�	�� and
�f����

�� these are cuts through the three�dimensional intensity distributions presented in
Fig� 
���� In Fig� 
��
�a the energy distributions for scattering from Ag���� are shown�
For larger scattering angles the measured peak energy position shifts to lower energies� more
energy is transferred to the surface� These peak positions agree with the peak positions
calculated from the binary collision formula� with MH � � and MAg � ��� �������	��� Fig�

��
�b shows the energy distributions for scattering from Ba�Ag����� Clearly� the peak
positions are observed at lower energies than in Fig� 
��
�a� The elastic scattering positions�
as calculated from the binary collision formula� are indicated with arrows� the particles have
su�ered an additional energy loss of �� eV� For larger scattering angles� the peak positions
shift to lower energies� In addition� a considerable broadening of the peaks is observed� For
�f�	��� the width �FWHM is about �
� eV in the case of the clean Ag���� and ��� eV
in the case of scattering from the Ba�Ag���� surface� In Fig� 
��
�c the peak positions
in the energy distributions are depicted for scattering from Ag���� and Ba�Ag���� as a
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Figure ���� Intensity distributions of backscattered negative ions for ��� eV H
� at �i���

� on
�a� clean Ag����� and �b� on barium covered Ag����� surface� �c� shows the peak energy positions
as a function of total scattering angle � for scattering of these surfaces� The lines in �gure �c�
were calculated from the binary collision model for the H on Ag system �solid line� and corrected
for H on BaAg �dashed line��
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function of total scattering angle� The solid line gives the calculated energy position as
extracted from the binary collision formula� clearly� the data points are described fairly
well by this model calculation� The measured energy losses from the Ba�Ag���� surface
are much larger than are to be expected on the basis of the binary collision formula� The
dashed line gives the energy positions for elastic scattering displaced to lower energies by
about �� eV� to obtain a �t with the data points� The energy losses with outgoing angle
are reproduced by the binary collision model� However� the �� eV additional energy loss is
due to inelastic e�ects�
Fig� 
��� �right shows the azimuthal dependence of the H� yield for ��� eV H� incident

at one monolayer of barium covered Ag����� The ions with �nal energies of ��
 eV are
detected� The scans appear identical to the spectra taken for clean Ag���� �left� except
the background signal seems to be higher� The results of the angular and azimuthal scans
appear to clearly indicate that the barium atoms are located at lattice positions of the
Ag���� substrate�
Until now� we have attributed the observed structure in the azimuthal scans to particles

following di�erent kinds of trajectories in the solid�surface region� We did not take crystal�
lographic e�ects in neutralization or negative ion formation probabilities into account� A
way to check the validity of this assumption is performing an azimuthal scan with the frac�
tion detector and determining the fraction of negative ions as a function of the azimuthal
orientation of the crystal� This approach was previously applied by N$armann and coworkers
in their study on crystallographic e�ects in charge exchange processes ����� They studied
He� from Ni���� at grazing angles of incidence� and found minima in the charge fraction
He���He� � He� along the major crystallographic directions� This e�ect was attributed
to di�erent trajectories and di�erent contributions of Auger neutralization and "dynamic
resonant loss processes#� Also van Slooten at al� follow this procedure in Ref� �����
Fig� 
��	 shows the azimuthal dependence of backscattered �a H� and �b H� particles

in scattering of H� from two layers of barium covered Ag���� for �i � ��� and �f � ����
The data are taken at Ei��
�� eV and the energy integrated signals are measured with the
fraction detector� The signals for neutral atoms and negative ions show identical behaviour�
The fraction I�H���I�H� � I�H�� shows no variation with azimuthal angle as can be seen
in Fig� 
��	�c� its value is constant at ��

� in agreement with a previous study ����� We
do not observe crystallographic e�ects in negative ion formation within the experimental
error and therefore we conclude that observed structures in the azimuthal scans are merely
due to scattering e�ects�
Fig� 
��� shows the H� signal for di�erent �nal energies� �i ���� eV �ii ���eV� �iii ���

eV� �iv ��� eV and �v 
�� eV� respectively� The initial conditions� incident energy and
angles� are the same as for Fig� 
��	� The absolute intensities are scaled� For the highest
�nal energies� the minima in intensity are observed along the �
���� and ����
 azimuthal
directions� The minimum around ���	�� is attributed to shadowing and� around ��	���
to blocking� We observe the disappearance of the dip in the ����
 azimuthal direction when
the �nal detection energy is lowered� The dip in the �
���� direction remains� even at the
lowest detection energies� The origin of this phenomenon is unclear� From the behaviour
observed in Fig� 
��	 and Fig� 
���� we conclude that the negative ions and neutral atoms
have identical energy distributions� We can not determine the energy distributions of the
neutrals directly in the present experiment�
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Figure ���� Azimuthal dependence of backscattered �a� H� and �b� H� particles in scattering
of H� from two layers of barium covered Ag����� for �i���

� and �f ���
�� The data are taken

at Ei����� eV and the energy integrated signals are measured� Also shown �c� is the fraction of
negative ions�
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Figure ���� The azimuthal dependence of the H
� signal for di
erent �nal energies� �i� ����

eV �ii� ���eV	 �iii� ��� eV	 �iv� ��� eV and �v� ��� eV� The scattering conditions are the same as
in the previous �gure�

����� Classical trajectory calculations

To assign the peaks in the angular distributions to classes of trajectories� we performed
classical trajectory calculations� Fig� 
����a displays the calculated angular spectra for
��� eV H scattering from the Ag���� surface with impact parameters aligned along the
�
���� azimuth� The crystal temperature is set at � K� �i � ��� and 
����� trajectories
are calculated� The calculated spectra show the same peak structures as were observed
for experimental angular distributions� although in this case the peaks are much narrower�
The positions of the peaks in the calculations agree fairly well with those observed in the
experimental results� The calculated peaks are located at �f ������ ���� ���� ��� and �
��
respectively� In the chain calculation only trajectories are considered that scatter in the
plane given by the surface normal and the incoming angle� This is only a small fraction of
the scattering events that take place� when the impact parameters are not chosen exactly
on top of the crystal row� extensive out�of�plane scattering occurs ��	�����
At the backscattering directions two additional peaks are observed at �f � ���� and

�f ������ these were not observed in the experiment because of the limited range of the
detector position� The peak at �f����� is attributed to a backward rainbow� The rainbow
position is shifted towards the surface normal by about �� compared to the rainbow in the
forward scattering direction� In the forward scattering direction relatively soft collisions
lead to rainbow scattering� and in backward scattering hard collisions are important� In
Fig� 
����a� calculated trajectories for ��� eV H� with impact parameters along the �
����
axis of the Ag���� surface leading to �� "back�# and �
 "forward�# scattered rainbows
are shown� The inset shows at what distances the particles approach the surface for both
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Figure ���� Calculated angular spectra for ��� eV H scattering from the Ag����� surface along
the ������� azimuth	 for �i � ��

�� �a� �chain� calculation for T�� K� �b� �chain� calculation for
T���� K� �c� �D calculation for T���� K� In �d� the measurements for scattered neutrals and
negatives are displayed�
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Figure ���� Calculated trajectories for ��� eV H� with impact parameters along the ������� axis
of the Ag����� surface leading to �a�� �back�� and �a�� �forward�� scattered rainbows� The inset
shows at what distance the particles approach the surface� �b� shows scattering from the second
via the �rst layer� The initial beams are incident at �i���

��

cases� The initial beams are incident at �i� ���� For the forward scattered rainbow� the
particles originate from about ����  A above the surface� For the backward rainbow the
particles originate from much closer to the surface plane ������  A� giving rise to cut�o�
angles at smaller �f � the single and double collision peaks merge in the direction towards
the surface normal� The di�erence in intensity between the two rainbow peaks can be
explained considering the impact parameter regions that lead to forward and backward
rainbow scattering� The regions with impact parameters between ���� � x � ��	
 lead
to forward and the much smaller region ����� � x � ����	� which means signi�cantly less
trajectories� contribute to the backward scattering rainbow� The impact parameter x is
expressed in  A and refers to the projection of the impact parameter b �Fig� 
���a in �
����
direction of the surface plane�
The peak at �f ����� is observed in scattering along the ����
 axis �Fig� 
��� This

direction is the same as the �
���� direction rotated over ����� The peak was attributed to
particles directly scattered from the second layer� particles at smaller outgoing angles are
"blocked# by the �rst layer �see section 
�	�	� Calculated trajectories that contribute to
the peak at �f������ are displayed in Fig� 
����b� In this plot� we observe particles which
are scattered from the second layer after an initial hard collision with a �rst layer atom�
Once again� particles at smaller outgoing angles are blocked by the �rst layer atom which
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Figure ���� Calculated trajectories for ��� eV H� with impact parameters along the ������� axis
of the Ag����� surface� The beams are incident at �a� �i � ��

�	�b� �i � 	�
�	 �c� �i � �

� and �d�
�i��	�

��

gives rise to a shadow cone as can clearly be observed�
In Fig� 
����b the thermal vibrations of the crystal atoms are included �T�	�� K�

The average displacements of the crystal atoms is approximately ����  A ����� Once more�

����� trajectories are calculated with impact parameters centered over the top�layer atom
chains� In the angular spectra a signi�cant broadening of the peaks is observed compared
to the T�� K case� but the calculated peak positions are not a�ected� The rainbow is the
dominant feature in the spectrum and its appearance remains sharp� The backscattered
rainbow is also still observed� For systems where the range of the potential is of the same
order as the internuclear distances between the surface atoms� the backward rainbow is very
sensitive to surface temperature� and disappears at su�ciently high temperatures ����	�����
Our results show that backscattered rainbow is still observed at T�	�� K� In the H�Ag
system the range of the potential is an order of magnitude smaller than the internuclear
distance between the surface atoms allowing an initial hard collision followed by a soft
collision as shown in Fig� 
����a��
In a 	D calculation at T�	�� K� even better agreement with the experimental data is

obtained� However� to get reasonable statistics� �� times more trajectories �i�e� ����� are
calculated than was required in the chain calculations� The calculation is shown in Fig�

����c� The impact parameters are no longer chosen aligned with the rows of the surface
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atoms� but systematically on a grid over the entire surface unit cell� The peak positions�
their widths and the peak heights of the rainbow peak agree with the data �Fig� 
����d�
The yield of particles at large backscattering angles is underestimated due to the limited size
of the crystal in the calculation �	
� atoms� The most striking di�erence between the chain
calculation and the 	D calculation is the increase of the rainbow peak relative to the other
peaks originating from deeper in the crystal� out�of�plane scattering becomes important
and the e�ect increases for multiple collisions� It seems that the peaks for su�ciently
small energy losses can be explained by in�plane scattering� especially considering the good
agreement between the experimental data and the chain calculations�
In Fig� 
����a� the calculated trajectories for ��� eV H� with impact parameters along

the �
���� axis of the Ag���� surface are depicted� The beam is incident at �a �i � ���

and the crystal temperature is set at � K� the same scattering conditions as in Fig� 
����a�
We can see that the particles can penetrate deep into the crystal and that they follow
complicated zig�zag trajectories through the crystal� Direct scattering from the third and
fourth layers appears to be important�
A more direct way to check the origin of the peaks in the angular distributions is

reversing the trajectories� This approach is valid because the energy losses the particles
su�er at the peak positions are small� The peak maxima appear at the position for elastic
scattering� We �rst look at the origin of the peaks located at �f ����� and ���� In Fig�

����b�d� beams of particles are incident at �b �i����� �c �� and �d ����� respectively�
For �i ����

� and �i � ��
� direct scattering from the second� third� fourth and even �fth

layers is observed� When a beam of particles is incident at �� only direct scattering from
the second and third layers is observed� The fourth layer is shadowed by the �rst and the
�fth by the third� Now we can assign the two peaks in the angular spectra at �f �����

and ��� to "direct# scattering from the fourth and �fth layers� At �f � �� a minimum is
observed which can be attributed to blocking of the particles by the second and third layers�
The same approach can be made for the peak at �f � ���� Here� also "direct# scattering
from the second� third and fourth layers is important� In the analysis the focusing e�ect is
important� Next to a blocking minimum we �nd maxima in intensity due to the enhanced
�ux of particles at the edges of the shadow cones� The peak at �f���� is identi�ed with a
crystal channel identical to the one observed in Fig� 
����b� where �i���� and the particles
penetrate along this direction�
Using the classical trajectory calculations� we can explain the experimentally observed

peaks for scattering along the �
���� azimuth which appear at �f ������ ���� ���� ��� and
�
�� Similar analyses can be performed for scattering along the ����
 and ����� azimuths�
which are not shown� The peaks in the angular distributions are detected at small energy
losses and the classical trajectory calculations show only small energy losses for the limited
crystal used �	
� atoms� When we look at the angular distributions of the H� at larger
energy losses� particles that have traveled many layers deep before exiting the crystal are
detected� In Fig� 
��� the angular distributions are displayed of negative ions detected at
several �nal energies between �� and ��� eV� The initial scattering conditions are identical
to those used in Fig� 
���g� The distance between the data points is rather large ����
and we are only interested in variations in relative peak heights� not in absolute positions
of the peaks� with �nal energy� The peak positions that were obtained in the classical
trajectory calculations are indicated with dashed lines� For large detection energies� ���
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along the ������� axis of the Ag����� surface�
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eV � Ef � ��� eV� the peaks appear roughly at the same positions� The peak at �f ����

shows a remarkable increase at low detection energies 
�� eV � Ef � �� eV� relative to
other outgoing angles� which indicates that it is favorable for low energy particles to exit
the crystal along this channel� The peak around �f����� is visible across the whole range
of detection energies� The peak at �f � ��

� is reduced and disappears for low detection
energies� Between �f � 
�� and ��� multiple peaks are observed and it is di�cult to
explain the peak position around �f � ���� due to the limited number of data points� It
seems� however� that this peak is present going to lower detection energies� At very low
detection energies we still observe the peak� Note that the overall intensity of the negative
ions decreases at lower detection energies as observed in the energy distributions displayed
in Fig� 
��
�a� The energy dependence of the angular distributions indicates that the
structure of the crystal is important for all �nal detection energies and indicate that there
are preferential exit channels for the backscattered particles�

��� Discussion

����� Penetration depth and energy losses

Scattering of H� from clean Ag	���


The experimental results and classical trajectory calculations reveal that the number of
particles re�ected from the solid is highly dependent on the crystal azimuth along which
scattering occurs� Experimentally� this is demonstrated in the azimuthal scans� for �i�����
approximately � times more backscattering occurs along the ����
 direction than along the
�
���� direction �see Fig� 
���� In the classical trajectory calculations this is observed in
Fig� 
���b and �c which are the ����
 and �
���� directions� respectively� and the ratio of
� � � is reproduced� The calculations indicate that for scattering along the ����
 direction�
about 
�� of the total incident H particles are backscattered� However� this is a chain
calculation and many particles can penetrate between the crystal rows� In the case of a
	D calculations and scattering along the �
���� azimuth and �i � ���� the total re�ection
is about 
�� and� consequently� ��� is implanted in the crystal lattice� However� the
total amount of particles that is re�ected in the experiment may be higher� because in
the classical trajectory calculations we only consider a crystal lattice consisting of � layers�
re�ection from deeper layers was not taken into account�
In what follows� we make an estimate of the distances the particles have traveled inside

the solid� With help of Fig� 
��� we have made an analysis of the trajectories the particles
have followed that give rise to the observed peaks at �f ����� and �f ����� for �i�����
These peaks were assigned to trajectories coming "directly# from the fourth and �fth layers�
When we take the minimal distance the particles have traveled to re�ect from the fourth
and �fth layers� these lengths are 	�  A and ��  A� respectively� The extrapolated value for
the stopping power of hydrogen in a Ag solid is given by 
�� eV� A� at translational energies
of ��� eV ����� This value is close to the value used by Van Wunnik at al� in H� scattering
from a tungsten surface i�e� 	�� eV� A ����� Note that these are extrapolated values� below ��
keV no experimental stopping power data are shown in Ref� ����� a square root dependence
with energy is assumed in the extrapolation procedure� When the particles have traveled
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	�  A� an energy loss of about ��� eV is expected� However� particles originating from
the fourth layer are observed at a peak energy position� which can be explained solely
on the basis of the binary collision model �see Fig� 
��
� From this we estimate that
the �electronic stopping power must be at least one or two orders of magnitude smaller
than that extrapolated by Andersen and Ziegler ����� i�e� � ��	 eV� A� When we assume
a constant stopping power between energies of ��� and 
�� eV� the particles that have
su�ered energy losses of ��� eV must have traveled over a distance larger than ����  A�
Particles that have experienced even larger energy losses must have traveled over distances
on the order of 
ms�

Scattering of H� from Ba�Ag	���


Some distinct di�erences in the H� energy distributions are observed when scattering H�

from a clean and from a barium covered Ag���� surface� For the barium case� the energy
distributions appear broader and for incoming energies of ��� eV� the peak positions are
lowered by about �� eV relative to those of scattering from a clean Ag���� surface� for
identical scattering conditions �Fig� 
��
� Moreover� scattering o� two monolayers of bar�
ium leads to the same additional �� eV energy loss ����� which indicates that these losses are
not due to bulk properties of the barium� The tabulated value for the electronic stopping
in bulk Ba is ��� eV� A at energies of E���� eV� 
�� times smaller than the value in bulk
Ag ����� However� Ziegler and Andersen do not show any experimental data for the Ba
case� the stopping powers are solely based on calculations�
The peak structures in the angular distributions are identical for scattering from a

clean Ag���� surface and from a Ag���� surface covered with one monolayer of barium
�see Fig� 
���� The hydrogen particles must have followed identical trajectories for both
surfaces� therefore the higher energy losses can not be explained by di�erent trajectories
and� hence� di�erent elastic energy losses� Clearly� the additional energy losses must be
related to a surface e�ect� either the lowering of the work function and�or the increase in
electron density near the Fermi�level� The work function of a clean Ag���� surface is ���
eV� while that of Ba�Ag���� is 
�� eV� In the case of scattering from a graphite surface
�work function of � eV� an appreciable negative ion yield �about 
�� is measured� but the
H� are observed at the elastic scattering position of a H�C collision �	��� Also for scattering
from Pt����� with a work function of � eV� the energy losses can be explained by the
binary collision formula �	��� However� in the case of H� scattering from Cs�W���� �work
function of ��� eV the observed energy losses of the H� are larger than expected on the
basis of the binary collision model� between �� and ��� instead of ���� as calculated by
the binary collision model ����� These observations suggest that scattering o� a low work
function surface leads to additional energy losses which can not be explained by the binary
collision formula�
Higher energy losses for the H� have also been observed in scattering H� from potassium

covered Pd����� compared to scattering o� clean Pd���� by H$ofner and coworkers ��
��
They attributed this to the lowering of the work function� which is associated with an
increased electron charge density at the surface� giving rise to higher stopping powers� The
e�ective interaction region is enhanced� leading to larger energy losses� These experiments
were carried out for grazing angles of incidence� In our case� the particles do not spend
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most of their time in the surface region� but deeply penetrate into the crystal lattice�
Possibly� electron capture and loss processes during the particle�surface interaction are

responsible for the higher energy losses in the case of scattering o� a low work function
surface as suggested in Ref� ��
�� In bulk material� dynamic loss and capture processes
are supposed to contribute to the observed energy losses ��	�� In ion�surface collision these
occur� for low work function surfaces� on the incoming and outgoing trajectory� The times
spent in the ion�surface interaction region are distinctly di�erent for high and low work
function surfaces� considering the shift of the a�nity level due to the image force and the
location of the Fermi�level� Recent experimental results of light ions scattered o� Al����
and K�Pd���� indicate that calculated bulk friction coe�cients cannot be used to explain
the observed energy losses and that the friction of light ion is di�erent at the surface and
in the bulk �����
The width of the hydrogen a�nity level is at most ��	 eV between ���  A and ��
�  A

from the surface image plane� in the case of a barium surface ����� Applying Heisenberg!s
uncertainty relationship� we obtain a typical transition rate w of 
����� s��� The velocity
of an hydrogen particle of E � ��� eV is v� 	�� � ���� As��� For particles leaving low
work function surfaces� the a�nity level will be resonant with the conduction band longer�
allowing for more transitions and hence more friction� than for particles leaving a high work
function surface� at the same v�� However� more experiments and analyses is necessary to
verify this conclusion�

����� Negative ion formation� Low and high work function sur�

faces

In a previous paper� we measured the negative ion fraction from a Ba�Ag���� surface as
a function of outgoing angle ����� These data were reproduced very well by a simple model
describing resonant charge transfer by the non�perturbative CAM method and taking into
account the parallel velocity e�ect �������� These data and calculations are depicted in Fig�

����b to allow for direct comparison with the values of clean Ag����� Unfortunately� our
ion fraction detector is not su�ciently sensitive to measure small ion fractions �i�e� � ��
and determine these in scattering from a clean Ag���� surface� However� we can make a
rough estimate how the ion fraction behaves with outgoing angle� by comparing the angular
distributions of the scattered negatives from both Ag���� and Ba�Ag�����
In Fig� 
����a the normalized ratio �H�Ag�H

�

Ba of angular distributions of the total yield
of H� from Ag���� and Ba�Ag���� is shown� The three�dimensional intensity distribu�
tions� depicted in Fig� 
����a and �b� were energy integrated� Fig� 
����a shows� that
between �f � ���� and �f � ��� the ratio is more or less constant� However� for larger
outgoing angles ��f � ��� the ratio decreases signi�cantly indicating that the negative
ion fraction also decreases compared to the Ba case� In Fig� 
����b the fraction from
Ba�Ag���� �� and Ag���� �� as a function of outgoing angle are depicted� The frac�
tion from Ag���� is obtained by multiplying the fraction from Ba�Ag���� by the ratio
depicted in Fig� 
����a and scaling it to ����� Clearly� the negative ion fraction in the Ag
case decreases at smaller outgoing angles than in the Ba�Ag case� The high work function
of the Ag���� surface� allows for more time for the negative ion to back donate its electron
for a similar v��
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Figure ��� �a� normalized ratio of the energy integrated angular distributions of H� from
Ag����� and BaAg������ �b� negative ion fraction as a function outgoing angle from BaAg�����
��� and Ag����� ���� The lines give the results of a theoretical calculations with �dashed line� and
without �solid line� the parallel velocity e
ect taken into account�

The negative ionization probability depends on the normal velocity component � v�
of the particles leaving the surface� In the low incident energy regime the parallel velocity
component � v�� is also important� to a lesser extent� If a trajectory dependent charge
transfer event is to be observed� the experiments should be done with �xed �i and �f �i�e�
�xing the normal and parallel velocity components� This is most easily done by looking at
the charged fractions as a function of azimuthal angle �������� In the current experiment we
did not observe a change in negative ion yield for scattering along di�erent crystallographic
directions and� hence� no trajectory e�ect is observed� However� most hydrogen particles
penetrate the crystal lattice as we demonstrated in our classical trajectory calculations�
It may well be that a trajectory dependent charge transfer is present but that we are
not su�ciently sensitive to detect it� Observing a trajectory dependent charge transfer in
negative ion formation is complicated by the fact that most of the hydrogen particles come
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from deep within the crystal lattice� On exiting the crystal lattice their �nal charge state is
determined at some distance from the surface� The depopulation of the a�nity level occurs
at relatively large distances from the Ba�Ag���� surface �� ���  A �����

����� Surface structure analysis� Location of the barium atoms

The azimuthal scans and angular distributions of H� scattered from clean Ag���� and one
monolayer of barium covered Ag���� appear identical� Only the yield of negative ions as
a function outgoing angle is di�erent� which we attribute to di�erent angular dependen�
cies of negative ion formation� The scattering data� together with the classical trajectory
calculations strongly suggest that the barium atoms occupy three�fold hollow sites of the
Ag���� lattice� The classical trajectory calculations indicate that if the barium atoms
are located at positions other than the fcc three�fold hollow sites� the angular distributions
would look dramatically di�erent� Previous studies on the adsorption of barium on Ag����
suggest the formation of a complete monolayer with a density of ���� � ����particles�cm��
after which a rather open overlayer is formed by Poisson growth ��	�� The results in the
current chapter indicate that three�fold hollow �fcc sites are occupied� The density of the
barium overlayer is lower than that of the Ag substrate layer as was indicated by previously
obtained MEIS results ��	�� This was attributed to the larger size of the barium atoms�
However� we can not give the long range order of the barium overlayer because we are not
sensitive to that� Epitaxial growth with vacancies to accommodate the large adsorbate
atoms have also been found by Lamble and King ����� They studied the adsorption of Cs
on Ag���� with EXAFS and found a very open structure with all the Cs atoms sitting
at the three�fold hollow sites� Perhaps a structural study using another structure sensitive
technique will shed more light on the long range order of the barium overlayer�
Using the detection of backscattered negative hydrogen ions in ion beam crystallography

studies with low�energy protons incident on metal surfaces� appreciable depth information
can be obtained� In this chapter we have demonstrated that we can distinguish ions coming
from the second layer and ions coming from the fourth and even the �fth layers� With the
detection of backscattered positive ions this is not possible in the low incident energy regime�
because of extensive neutralization of the ions when penetration into the solid occurs� This
depth information can be achieved in LEIS� when backscattered neutrals are detected�
However� in the case of negative ions �H� an electrostatic analyzer �ESA can be used
and� hence� energy analysis on the backscattered ions can be performed� elemental speci�c
information can be obtained� Especially in conjunction with "conventional# LEIS using
He� or Ne�� the detection of negatively charged hydrogen ions gives additional information
concerning the structures of overlayers deposited onto metal surfaces�

��� Summary and conclusions

In the scattering of H� from a clean and barium covered Ag���� surface� re�ection from
deeper layers is observed� The backscattered negative and neutral hydrogen particles show
the same angular and azimuthal dependencies� The di�erences in the angular behaviour
is explained with a di�erence in negative ion formation as a function of outgoing angle�
The �nal charge state of the particles is determined on exiting the surface layer� The
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energy distributions of the negative ions indicate a large penetration depth along the crystal
channels� Classical trajectory calculations reproduce the qualitative features of the angular
distributions of the neutral and negative particles and an assignment of the trajectories has
been made� The extrapolated HFS�LCAO Ag�H pair potential used in these calculations
describes the interaction very well� For the scattering conditions used in this study� the
interaction between the H atom and Ag atoms can be considered a sequence of binary
collisions� The �electronic stopping inside the Ag solid is at least one or two orders of
magnitude smaller �� ��	 eV� A at E � ��� eV than the values found in literature�
The energy losses of the detected H� in scattering from a clean Ag���� surface are

accounted for by the binary collision formula� In scattering from a Ba�Ag���� surface�
additional inelastic energy losses of the scattered ions are observed� which are due to the
lowering of the work function and�or an increase of the electron density near the Fermi�
level� The negative ion fraction in the Ag case decreases at smaller outgoing angles than
in the Ba�Ag case� The high work function of the Ag���� surface allows for more time
for the negative ion to donate back its electron for a similar v�� No trajectory dependent
charge transfer events have been observed in scattering from a Ba�Ag���� surface�
The angular distributions and azimuthal scans do not signi�cantly change with covering

the Ag���� surface with one monolayer of barium� This indicates that the barium atoms
must sit in the three fold hollow �fcc sites of the surface� The layer must contain vacancies
to accommodate the large barium atoms on the substrate� Appreciable depth information
can be obtained in surface structure analysis studies via the detection of negatively charged
low�energy hydrogen ions�
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Dissociative scattering of polyatomic
ions from metal surfaces� CF�� on
Ag����� and Ba�Ag�����

Abstract

The dissociative scattering of CF�
� ions from a clean Ag����� and a barium covered

Ag����� surface was explored in the energy range ����to ����eV� Both negative �CF�� 	
CF

�

� and F�� and positive �CF� and C�� ions were formed� The complete dissociation
of the CF�

� ions into C� fragments was found to be feasible at low �normal� incoming
energies� We conclude that the breaking of three C�F bonds is due to concerted
electronic and mechanical energy transfer� The azimuthal orientation of the crystal
has a large in
uence on the degree of dissociation	 which indicates the importance of
direct momentum transfer� For the barium covered Ag����� surface the negatively
charged scattering products only showed F

� and the positives showed CF
� and C

�

fragments� No negatively charged polyatomic ions are observed� The lowering of the
work function facilitates resonant neutralization into the excited �s Rydberg state
of the neutral molecule� Consequently	 the spectral features associated with Auger
neutralization are not observed�

��� Introduction

The interaction of polyatomic ions with surfaces plays an important role in many areas of
physics and chemistry� These include plasma�wall interactions in fusion devices� etching
reactions in the semiconductor industry� the study of chemical reactions at surfaces and
recently mass spectrometry� In the latter case� the fragmentation of polyatomic ions at
surfaces� so�called surface�induced dissociation �SID�� is used as an alternative to fragmen�
tation by collisions with noble gas atoms ��	�
��� This is especially useful for the study
of large molecules because the better dened energy transfer in the ion�surface collision
can lead to specic fragment ions and hence� more structural information concerning the
parent ions �

�� Important fundamental yet unknown processes involved in SID are the
neutralization of the incoming parent ion and of the outgoing fragments� the �re�ionization
processes and the dissociation mechanisms�
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Several models have been proposed to describe ion�surface encounters for small diatomic
ions ��	�� The neutralization step is usually treated by one of two mechanisms� Auger neu�
tralization �AN� or resonant neutralization �RN� ����
��� The relative importance of these
processes is still a matter of debate �
��� The dissociation mechanisms can be divided into
electronic processes and collision�induced dissociation �CID�� In the rst case� an electron
near the Fermi�level is captured into a dissociative neutral state ��	� or dissociation occurs
due to the temporary formation of a negative ion ����� In CID� translational energy is
transferred into internal energy leading to the rupture of a bond� This is a �predissocia�
tion� process where the rotational ���� and�or vibrational energy ������� content exceeds
the dissociation energy of the molecule�
To distinguish between the di�erent dissociation mechanisms we use di�erent scattering

geometries in our experiment� By varying the incoming angle �i and energy Ei� we can lower
the normal energy �En�Ei cos� �i� and exclude CID ����� and hence focus on dissociation
mediated by electronic processes� On the other hand� by increasing En we can study CID
directly ��
�������� CID can also be studied by varying the azimuthal orientation of the
crystal � and keeping Ei and the scattering geometry constant�
Only a few experiments have been performed on the scattering of large polyatomic ions

on well dened surfaces� In this chapter we demonstrate for the rst time the complete
break�up of a low energy tetra�atomic ion colliding with a well dened solid surface� A
dissociation mechanism is proposed� We study CF�

� ions incident on a Ag����� surface and
a barium covered Ag����� surface�
In this chapter� we present energy and angular distributions of negative and positive frag�

ment ions in scattering of �		�to �		�eV CF�
� from Ag����� and barium�covered Ag������

We try to identify the principal neutralization and dissociation mechanisms leading to the
manifold of negative and positive fragment ions in our experimental study� To achieve this�
the incoming energy and scattering geometry are varied in our experiment� this allows for
scattering along di�erent azimuthal orientations of the crystal with di�erent incoming angle
and outgoing angle� The two principal azimuths of the Ag������ the �	���� and �������� di�er
from one another in the atomic spacing along the rows and separation between the rows of
the surface atoms� enabling us to study surface corrugation e�ects in dissociative scattering
of polyatomic ions
This chapter is divided into ve main sections� In section ��� the experimental set�

up� sample preparation and time�of��ight measurements are described� In section ��� the
experimental spectra are presented and analyzed� The mechanisms governing ion�surface
interactions are discussed in section ���� The chapter ends with a summary of the most
important results�

��� Experimental

����� Set�up

The experimental set�up is described in detail in chapter �� The CF�
� ions were produced by

electron impact on CF� and accelerated to kinetic energies between �		 and �		 eV� A Wien
lter was incorporated in the beamline to remove possible contaminants from the ion beam�
The crystal is mounted on a ��axis goniometer in the ultrahigh vacuum �UHV� chamber
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�base pressure of ���	��� mbar�� The crystal was cleaned by repeated Ar� sputter and
anneal cycles and the surface cleanliness was checked by X�ray photoelectron spectroscopy
�XPS� ��
�� XPS showed no trace of surface �uorine or carbon after experiments� The
scattered ions were detected with a �	� cylindrical electrostatic energy analyzer� with an
energy resolution of �E�E � 	�	�� The detector can be rotated in and out of the plane of
incidence� Time�of��ight �TOF� measurements were carried out to identify the mass of the
fragment ions� The de�ection plates in the Wien lter were pulsed and the �ight times of
the di�erent ions as a function of their energy were determined� Both the energy and the
mass spectra of the fragment ions were independent of exposure time to the ion beam� The
amount of contaminants or metastables in the primary beam was less than 	�	��� Neutrals
could not be detected in our experiment� However� the positive and negative fragment ions
are good probes to study the dissociation dynamics of CF�

� on Ag������ as has been shown
before for diatomics ��
����� The electron a�nities of the di�erent ��uorinated� fragments
are ����	�� eV for CF� ��
�� 	��� eV for CF� ����� 	����	�	� eV for CF ���� and ���	 eV
for F ��	��

����� Time�of��ight measurements and analysis

To identify the mass of the fragment ions in the energy spectrum� time�of��ight �TOF�
measurements were carried out� These were done by pulsing the de�ection plates in the
Wien lter and measuring the time�of��ight spectra using a multichannel scaler �EG G�
turbo MCS�� In these TOF�measurements� the energy analyzer was xed at a particular
acceptance energy� In this way we can determine the �ight�times of the di�erent �fragment�
ions as a function of their energy and hence determine their mass� In the present experiment�
all the detected ions are singly charged� A schematic overview of the experimental set�up
is drawn in Fig� ����
A pulse generator �Hewlett�Packard� is set at a repetition rate of �	 kHz� with rise and

fall times of �� �s and the pulses have a width of �	 ns and amplitude of � V� The pulses
are amplied to �	 V by a wide band amplier and subsequently fed into an oscilloscope
and to one of the Wien lter plates� The other Wien lter plate is set to a constant voltage
of ��	 V� The signal of the pulse generator is also fed into a tail�pulse generator �rise time
�	� �s� fall time � �s� for generating a start pulse for the MCS� The Wien lter is normally
closed and the ions only pass for about �	 ns� every �		 �s� The �ight times of the ions
from the exit of the Wien lter to the channeltron are on the order of tens of �s and peaks
widths �FWHM� of �� �s are measured�
The mass assignment is done by �

ttot � ta ! tb �����

with ta the �ight time from Wien lter to crystal� tb the �ight time from crystal to detector
and ttot the total �ight time as measured� This can be rewritten as�

ttot � La

s
M�

�eU�

! Lb

s
M�

�e
E
����
f � C� ! C��E

����
f �����

where
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Figure ��� Experimental set�up for time�of�
ight measurements for the mass identi�cation of
the fragment ions�

C� � La

q
M�

�eU�

C� � Lb

q
M�

�e

M� � mass of CF
�
� ion

M� � mass of unknown fragment ion
e � elementary charge constant

U� � acceleration voltage of CF
�
� ion

La � distance from Wien lter to crystal
Lb � distance from crystal to detector
Ef � xed energy of energy analyzer

ttot is now a linear function of E
����
f �C� is a constant�� By determining the slope of this

function we can estimate the mass of the fragment ion�

����� The sample

The Ag����� crystal was cut by spark erosion and polished mechanically� The misalignment
of the ����� surface is smaller than 	�	�� as determined by Von Laue di�raction� The crystal
was cleaned by repeated sputter and anneal cycles� Typically� a sputter treatment consists
of �� min� of �		 eV Ar� bombardment at normal angle of incidence for a crystal current
density of ���	��A�cm�� The crystal temperature during sputtering is �
� K� For annealing
the crystal temperature is kept at �
� K for �� min� The surface cleanliness is checked by
XPS and work function measurements� The crystal surface structure is drawn in Fig� ����
in which the crystallographic directions are shown� The ��	��� direction is dened as ��	��
The crystal orientations of the Ag����� crystal have been accurately �� 	���� determined
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Figure ��� Crystallographic drawing of the ����� face of a Ag crystal� The crystal directions
and the de�nition of � are indicated� Also shown are the bond lengths of the CF�

� ion�

by H� scattering �see chapter ��� All the spectra in this chapter were measured with a
crystal near room temperature� In addition� Fig� ��� displays the bond lengths of the CF�

�

ion ����� The ion is drawn in its planar geometrical structure� as calculated in Ref� �����
The neutral displays an umbrella�like structure�
Barium is deposited onto the Ag����� surface from a SAES�Getter source� The pressure

during dosing was below ���	��� mbar� The barium overlayer was previously character�
ized using Auger electron spectroscopy �AES�� XPS� work function measurements� medium
energy ion scattering �MEIS� and low energy H� scattering ��������	�� In the latter case�
backscattered H� ions were probed ����� Previous work indicated that a monolayer of bar�
ium is initially grown� after which a rather open overlayer structure is formed by Poisson
growth and is epitaxially grown� All the barium atoms occupy three�fold hollow sites of
the Ag����� lattice� Due to the di�erence in size of the adsorbate and substrate atoms� the
rst layer appears to be incomplete and must contain vacancies� The work function of a
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clean Ag����� surface is ��
 eV� When the surface is covered with one monolayer of barium
the work function decreases to ��� eV �����

����� Measurement procedure

In a typical measurement� the incoming angle �i and the azimuthal orientation � are kept
constant� The detector is kept in the scattering plane at a xed outgoing angle �f � The
intensity I of the positive and negative ions is measured as a function of their nal energy Ef

by scanning the detector voltage� This procedure is repeated for various outgoing angles�
so that a three�dimensional intensity distribution I��f � Ef � is obtained� In an azimuthal
scan the incoming angle� outgoing angle and nal energy are kept constant� The intensity
of the ions or neutrals is measured as a function of azimuthal angle by spinning the crystal
around its axis�

��� Results and analysis

����� Scattering from clean Ag����	

In the following sections� the results when CF�
� is scattered from Ag������ and the yields of

the scattered negative and positive fragment ions are determined� Scattering occurs along
the two principal azimuths of the Ag����� surface� the �	���� and ������� directions� The
peaks in the energy distributions can be described by single and double collisions of the
incident particles with the Ag�atoms� The fragmented particles leave the surface with the
same speed� These conclusions are veried with time�of��ight measurements�

Negative fragment ions

The energy distributions for the scattering of a beam of CF�
� ions from Ag����� leading to

negative fragment ions for di�erent scattering geometries and incident energies are shown
in Fig� ���� The measured intensities are plotted on a logarithmic scale� Fig� ����a� shows
scattering along the close packed direction �	����� dened as �� �	�� The data are taken
at �i�
	�� �f�
�� and Ei��		 eV� Both angles are measured with respect to the surface
normal� Three peaks are clearly visible and indicated with labeled arrows� For the mass
assignment a double collision of CF� with the silver atoms is assumed� After scattering�
the parent and fragmented particles leave the surface with the same speed and have a
nal energy which is proportional to their mass� TOF measurements at selected energies
conrmed the mass assignment� Several TOF spectra for negative ions with nal energies
ranging from ���to ��	�eV are drawn in Fig� ���� The scattering geometry and beam energy
are the same as in Fig� ����a�� For Ef ��� eV we observe two peaks� at t� � ���� �s and
at t� � ���
 �s� These can be identied with �negatively ionized� sputtered particles and
F�� respectively� For Ef � ��� eV we observe a peak at t � ���� �s� This peak can be
identied with F�� For Ef ���	 eV� we observe three peaks� at t� � ���	 �s� at t� � ����
�s and at t� � ���� �s� These can be identied with F�� CF� and CF

�

� � respectively� For
Ef ���	 eV the CF

�

� fragment ion is observed at t � ���� �s� At Ef ���	 eV� the CF
�

�

ion is observed at t � ���� �s� Because of the very low signal to noise ratio of the TOF
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Figure ��� Energy distributions for negative ions formed for dierent scattering geometries and
incoming energies� �a� �i����	 �f ����	 E � ��� eV and the ������ azimuth	 �b� �i����	 �f ����	
E � ��� eV and the ������ azimuth	 and �c� �i���

�	 �f ���
�	 E � ��� eV and the ������ azimuth�

No correction for the energy dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�

experiments� no mass resolved energy spectra could be obtained� The TOF spectra show
that CF�� � CF

�

� � CF
� and F� are observed in the energy spectra� Also the assumption that

the fragment ions leave the surface with the same speed is valid� thereby giving rise to the
peak positions observed in the energy spectra� The dominant channel gives rise to F�� We
now investigate the incident energy dependence of the negative ion fragment signals�
In Fig� ����b�� the spectrum is shown for Ei��		 eV� The scattering geometry is the

same as in Fig� ����a�� Surprisingly� the CF�� peak is almost absent� The same behaviour
is observed at more grazing angles of incidence with the incident energy held constant� In
Fig� ����c� a spectrum is shown for �i � ��

�� �f � ��
� and Ei � �		 eV� Only the peak

corresponding to F� is observed� Thus we nd that the CF�� and CF
�

� yields increase with
increasing En �En � �	 eV�� This is in dramatic contrast with the observations in previous
studies on diatomic systems� For example� the scattering of O�

� from Ag������ showed
a decrease in molecular negative ion �O�

� � yield relative to the atomic negative ion �O
��

yield with increasing En ��
�� This was attributed to collision�induced dissociation of the
molecular ions� It is clear that in our experiment another energy dependence is observed
for the production of the negative parent ion� which is discussed in more detail in section
������
In Fig� ���� the three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef � and corresponding

contour diagrams of the backscattered negative ions are plotted for �		 eV CF�
� ions incident

on a Ag����� surface� In both cases �i�
	� and scattering occurs along the �	���� �a� and
������� �b� azimuths� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear scale� In these spectra
only the F� peak is observed which has its maximum around the specular direction for
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ight spectra for ��� eV CF
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Figure ��� Three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef� and corresponding contour di�
agrams of negative ions formed in scattering of ��� eV CF

�
� from Ag����� along the ������ �a�

and ������� �b� azimuths for �i ����� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear scale� No
correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�

both azimuths� The angular distributions are sharply peaked� which indicates that not the
impulsive collision but probable charge transfer leading to the removal of F atoms before
the particle collides with the surface dominates the interaction� Scattering along the �������
leads to a broader angular distribution than scattering along the �	���� direction� displaying
the enhanced corrugation along the ������� direction�
Scanning the azimuth of the crystal and xing the detection energy gives a symmetrical

pattern corresponding to the hexagonal structure of the Ag����� unit cell� These spectra
are shown in Fig� ��� for �a� Ef � ��� eV and �b� Ef � �		 eV� the F� and CF�� peak�
respectively� The maxima in intensity are observed for scattering along low index directions�
This behaviour has been observed before for O�

� scattering on Ag����� and was attributed
to more out of plane scattering along the higher index directions ����� The dependence of
the scattered intensity on the crystal azimuth rules out the possibility of defects being the
origin of the experimental observations ����� In Fig� ����c� the ratio CF�� � F

� is depicted�
Along the ��	����	�� ��� directions� the close spaced directions� the intensity of the CF��
peak increases relative to the F� peak intensity� This indicates that more survival of the
CF�� occurs along the close spaced directions� This is even more apparent if we consider the
energy distributions at di�erent azimuthal orientations� Energy distributions for negative
ions formed along the two major azimuthal orientations are depicted in Fig� ��
� The data
are taken at �i � 
��� �f � �	�� E � �		 eV along the �a� �	���� and �b� ������� azimuths�
In Fig� ��
�a� we can clearly observe the CF�� � CF

�

� and F
� signals� At Ef � ��	 eV the

contribution of CF� is observed� the presence of which was conrmed with the time�of��ight
spectra depicted in Fig� ���� In Fig� ��
�b� the same scattering geometry and Ei are used�
but the azimuth of the crystal has been rotated through �	� and scattering takes place
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Figure ��� Azimuthal dependence of backscattered F� �top� and CF�� ions �center� in scattering
of CF�

� from clean Ag����� for �i���
� and �f ���

�� The data are taken at Ei� ��� eV and ions
with a �nal energy of �a� ��� eV and �b� ��� eV are probed� �c� gives the ratio CF�� � F��

along the open azimuthal direction ������� or � � �	�� The F� peak is still clearly visible�
but the CF�� and CF

�

� peaks have diminished relative to the F
� peak�

In Fig� ���� the three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef � and corresponding
contour diagrams of the backscattered negative ions are plotted for �		 eV ions incident
on a Ag����� surface� In both cases the data are taken at �i� �	� and scattering occurs
along the �a� �	���� and �b� ������� azimuths� For these cases only the F� ion is observed�
which peaks at outgoing angles larger than specular� Also for both cases a peak near the
surface normal is observed� The appearance of these angular distributions is indicative
of surface rainbow scattering ���� In Fig� ��� we have plotted the peak energy positions
of the F� as a function of total scattering angle � for scattering along the �	���� ��� and
������� ��� azimuthal directions� We can clearly see that the F� ions leave the surface with
less energy going to larger scattering angles� indicating more energy is transferred to the
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Figure ��	 Energy distributions for negative ions formed along dierent azimuthal orientations�
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Figure ��
 Three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef� and corresponding contour di�
agrams of negative ions formed in scattering of ��� eV CF

�
� from Ag����� along the ������ �a�

and ������� �b� azimuths for �i �	�
�� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear scale� No

correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�
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Figure ��� Peak energy positions for identical scattering conditions as in Fig� ��� for scattering
along ������ ��� and ������� ���� The lines in the �gure were calculated from the binary collision
model for F and CF� scattering from Ag������

surface atoms� The solid line gives the translational energy of F atoms scattered from Ag
atoms in a double collision applying the binary collision formula ��	�������� The dashed

line gives the energy position of the F atoms in a single collision with the Ag atom� In
both these cases� the dissociation of CF� molecules leading to F atoms is assumed to occur
prior to the molecule�surface collision� In contrast� the dotted line gives the energy position
of the F atoms if the entire CF� molecule scatters from the surface and the dissociation
occurs after the collision� after which the fragments leave the surface with the same speed�
The dotted � dashed line gives the energy position of the F atoms if the CF� molecule
makes a single collision� At small scattering angles� the data points are best t by the
double scattering model for F from Ag� at larger scattering angles the data points are
better described by a single collision model of a F atom scattered from the Ag surface� The
present experimental results clearly indicate that the majority of the scattered F atoms are
formed before the collision with the surface atoms�

Positive fragment ions

In Fig� ���	� the energy and angular distributions of the backscattered positive ions along
the two di�erent azimuthal orientations are plotted for �		 eV CF�

� on Ag������ In both
cases �i�
	

�� The intensity is about two orders of magnitude lower and� remarkably� the
fragmentation pattern is completely di�erent from the negative ion case� Neither the parent
ion CF�

� nor CF
�
� is present and the peaks are assigned to C

� and CF� fragments� Along
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Figure ���� Three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef� and corresponding contour
diagrams of positive ions formed in scattering of ��� eV CF

�
� from Ag����� along the ������ �a�

and ������� �b� azimuths for �i ����� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear scale� No
correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�

the close packed direction ���	� �Fig� ���	�a��� the CF� ions at Ef���� eV are strongly
peaked around the specular direction� Apparently they are formed in rather soft collisions�
presumably not from CF� neutrals after CID but from CF� or CF formed by charge transfer�
The C� ions at Ef � �� eV appear at larger scattering angles and show a broad angular
distribution� The maximum in intensity is observed at �f����� This is an indication that
the C� ions are formed in hard collisions with the surface atoms� When we scatter along
the open azimuthal direction �Fig� ���	�b��� we observe a decrease in CF� intensity and an
increase in C� intensity� The angular distribution of the latter is even broader and shifted
towards even larger scattering angles compared to the one in Fig� ���	�a�� The maximum
in intensity is now observed at �f ����� The peaks around �	 eV in both spectra can be
attributed to sputtered positive ions from the surface ����� In contrast to all other features�
the �	 eV peak showed a slight increase with exposure time�
To examine the incident energy dependence of the backscattered positive ion signal

along the two di�erent azimuthal orientations� the translational energy of the incident CF�
�

ions is varied from �		 eV to �		 eV� Fig� �����a� to �c� display the three�dimensional
intensity distributions I��f � Ef � for scattering along the �	���� azimuth for �i � 
	� and
incident energies� �a� �		 eV� �b� �		 eV and �c� �		 eV� For the lowest incident energies�
only the CF� ion is observed� which displays a sharp angular distribution around the
specular scattering direction� Only at an incident energy of �		 eV does the C� ion become
apparent� For scattering along the ������� azimuth �Fig� �����d� to �f�� essentially the same
trends are observed� However� more fragmentation is observed for this case and the angular
distributions of the C� ions are broader and shifted towards larger scattering angles as was
also seen in Fig� ���	 for an incident energy of �		 eV� Moreover� the onset of fragmentation
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Figure ���� Three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef� of positive ions formed in
scattering of ��� eV �a	d�	 ��� eV �b	e� and ��� eV �c	f� CF�

� from Ag����� along the ������
�a	b	c� and ������� �d	e	f�� azimuths for �i����� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear
scale� No correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�
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Figure ���� The average translational energy of scattered CF� ions as a function of total
scattering angle� The data are taken at �i � ��

�	 and the initial energy of the CF
�
� beam is

��� eV� The lines in the �gure were calculated from the binary collision model for CF �dashed
lines�	 CF� �solid lines� and CF� �dotted lines� for single and double scattering events�

into C� occurs at lower incident translational energies� The angular distributions of the
CF� ions is signicantly broader than for scattering along the �	���� azimuth �compare Fig�
�����a� and �d�� and the peak is observed at scattering angles larger than specular� The
sputtered positive ion signal is signicantly reduced for lower incident energies�
Fig� ���� displays the average translational energy of the scattered CF� ions as a function

of total scattering angle for �		 eV CF�
� on Ag������ The scattering occurs along the

������� azimuth� Clearly� more translational energy is lost going to larger scattering angles�
indicating harder collisions of the incident particles with the surface atoms� hence more
translational energy transfer to the surface atoms occurs for larger total scattering angles�
For a total scattering angle of ���� the CF� ion escapes with an average translational energy
which is ��� of the initial CF�

� translational energy� For a total scattering angle of ��
� this

value is ���� Larger scattering angles of the ions can be associated with smaller impact
parameter collisions of the incident particles �������� The energy and angular distributions
of the scattered ions provide information on the in�uence of impact parameter in surface�
induced dissociation� The lines in Fig� ���� are discussed in section ������
Scattering along di�erent azimuthal orientations of the crystal and xing the detection

energy again gives a symmetrical pattern corresponding to the hexagonal structure of the
Ag����� unit cell� These spectra are displayed in Fig� ���� for Ef ��		 eV and Ef��	 eV�
the CF� and C� peak� respectively� In this case� however� survival of the CF� ion is
observed for scattering along low index directions� Scattering along high index directions
gives more fragmentation� and hence the maximum yields of C� ions� These azimuthal
scans and the energy�angular distributions of the fragment ions along the two principal
azimuthal orientations clearly show the in�uence of the surface corrugation in polyatomic
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Figure ���� Azimuthal dependence of backscattered CF
� �top� and C

� ions �bottom� in
scattering of CF�

� from clean Ag����� surface for Ei� ��� eV� The data are taken at �i � ���	
�f ���

� and Ef� ��� eV �top�	 and �i���
�	 �f �	�

� and Ef� �� eV �bottom��

ion�surface scattering�
The incident energy dependence of the C� and CF� ion yields for CF�

� incident on
Ag����� along the close packed azimuthal direction is plotted in Fig� ����� for �i � 
	�

and the ions detected at �f � ��� and �f � 
�� are summed� The C� intensity increases
linearly with increasing incoming energy� while the CF� intensity decreases� The dip in
intensity at the low energy side has observed been before by Murata at al� for other systems
�������� A threshold for C� appearance is observed at Ei���	 eV� which corresponds to
En� ��	 cos�
	���� eV�
Fig� ���� displays the average translational energy of the scattered CF� ions as a function

of the incident CF�
� translational energy for two total scattering angles� �a� ��

� and �b� ����
respectively� The incoming angle is 
	� and scattering occurs along the �	���� azimuth of the
Ag����� crystal� For both scattering angles� the average CF� translational energy displays
a linear increase with CF�

� translational energy� Fig� �����a� shows that upon collisions with
the Ag����� surface� the CF� escapes with �	� of the initial CF�

� translational energy for
�� ���� Similarly� Fig� �����b� shows that the CF� fragment retains �
� of the incident
CF�

� translational energy after it scatters from the surface over ������ The lines in Fig�
���� are linear ts to the data points and are constrained to pass through the origin�
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C
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�
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� and ions
with �f ���� and �f ���� are detected� the sum is plotted� Lines are drawn to guide the eye� No
correction for the energy dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�
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Figure ���� Energy distributions for negative ions formed in scattering of CF
�
� from a

Ba�Ag����� surface for two dierent incoming energies� �a� ��� eV and �b� ��� eV� The data
are taken at �i � ��

�	 �f � ��
� and the ������ azimuth� No correction for the energy dependent

transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�

����� Scattering from barium�covered Ag����	

In the following sections� the results when CF�
� is scattered o� Ag����� covered by one

monolayer of barium� The Ba�Ag����� system was extensively studied in chapter � of this
thesis and in Refs� ��������	�� The work function of the surface is lowered from ��
 eV for
clean Ag����� to ��� eV for Ba�Ag������

Negative fragment ions

The energy distributions for the scattering of �a� �		 eV and �b� �		 eV CF�
� ions from a

barium covered Ag����� surface leading to negative fragment ions are shown in Fig� �����
The data are taken at �i � 
	

�� �f � 
�
� and scattering occurs along the �	���� azimuth�

the measured intensities are plotted on a logarithmic scale� The scattering geometry used�
is the same as in Fig� ����a� and �b� where the energy spectra for scattering from a clean
Ag����� surface are shown� Covering the surface with barium� and in this way lowering the
work function of the surface� has a distinct e�ect on the production of negatively charged
polyatomic ions� The energy positions of the polyatomic ions as were observed in the clean
Ag����� case� are indicated with labeled arrows� The CF�� and CF

�

� ions are not observed�
Only F� is present in the spectra� with a yield on the order of �	� of the incoming CF�

�

ions� The F� yield has increased by a factor of two compared to the clean Ag case� This
relatively small increase in yield conrms the large number of negative ions observed in
scattering o� clean Ag������ It is well known that lowering the work function results in a
larger yield of negative ions ����� For O�

� and CO
�

� formation it has also been observed that
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Figure ���	 Three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef� and corresponding contour
diagrams of positive ions formed in scattering of �a� ��� eV and �b� ��� eV CF

�
� on Ba�Ag along

the ������ azimuth� The incident angle is �i���
�� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear

scale� No correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�

the molecular ion yield increases when decreasing the work function ��
����� In contrast� we
observe a total absence of negatively charged polyatomic ions for CF�

� on Ba�Ag������ By
covering the surface with barium and hence lowering the work function� the neutralization
pattern of the incoming ions is probably changed�

Positive fragment ions

In Fig� ���
� the energy and angular distributions of the backscattered positive ions for
�a� �		 and �b� �		 eV CF�

� on barium covered Ag����� are shown� For these spectra
�i�
	� and scattering takes place along the �	���� azimuth of the crystal� In Fig� ���
�a�
we can observe that the same positive fragment ions as in the clean Ag����� �Fig� ���	�a��
case� the CF� and C� ions� However� the ratio between the intensities of the peaks has
changed� The number of C� ions has increased relative to the number of CF�� Also the
angular distributions of the C� ions is broader for the Ba�Ag����� case� The angular
distribution of the CF� ions remains strongly peaked around the specular direction as is
observed in CF�

� scattering o� a clean Ag����� surface� In Fig� ���
�b�� the angular and
energy distribution of the backscattered positive ions for �		 eV CF�

� on Ba�Ag����� is
shown� The C� intensity has increased relative to CF� intensity compared to the �		 eV
case� as is also observed in the clean Ag case�
The peaks at the very low energy side around �	 eV in the energy and angular dis�

tributions of the positive fragment ions can be attributed to sputtered positive ions from
the surface �����
�� as in the clean Ag����� case� However� for the Ba�Ag����� case there
seems to be an increase in sputtered positive particles� Once again� XPS data showed no
trace of contamination on the surface� The sputtered particles can probably be assigned to
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sputtered H� ions from the surface� The uptake of hydrogen from the background gas at a
barium surface is larger than at a clean Ag����� surface �����

��� Discussion

In this section we discuss the processes that are important to the observation of the positive
and negative fragment ions� these include neutralization� inelastic scattering� dissociation
and negative ion formation� The energetic particles may have an e�ect on the surface such
as sputtering� etching or deposition� and therefore may locally modify the surface� However�
the currents used in the present experimental study are extremely low � � nA�cm�� At
these exposure rates it would take at least �	 hours of continuous impingement before
every surface site is hit once� Therefore� the overall structure of the surface will not change
signicantly on the time scale of the experiment �� to � hours�� Hence� in what follows all
e�ects that the energetic particles may have had on the surface are neglected�
Our discussion starts with the introduction of our dissociation model of CF�

� on Ag�����
and Ba�Ag������ In the sections that follow� the individual steps of the model are discussed
in more detail and a comparison is made to similar ion�surface scattering systems�

����� Dissociation model

For the discussion� it is convenient to describe the experimental results in terms of a series
of consecutive events� which in reality may occur almost simultaneously� A scheme of the
proposed charge transfer and dissociation steps of CF�

� on Ag����� leading to the manifold
of positive and negative ions is depicted below�

�a� CF�
�

AN

�� CF� �� CF��
CID

�� ���

�b� CF�
�

�RN
�� CF��

�
�� CF���

�
�� F� ! CF�

�
�� �F� ! CF�

�CID
�� C� ! �F� ! F

The rst step in the ion�surface interaction is the neutralization of the incoming positive
ion� This neutralization step is very e�cient� No surviving CF�

� ions are observed� Resonant
neutralization �RN� into an excited state is the most likely process� The excited neutral
molecule is indicated by CF��� Ab initio conguration interaction calculations show a stable
Rydberg state at ��� eV below the vacuum level ����� which is accessible for resonant
neutralization� No other accessible states have been found in the calculations� The Rydberg
state has a high energy barrier to dissociation �about � eV� and therefore the C�F bond is not
easily broken by the impulsive collision� Due to the high electron a�nity� the attachment
of a second electron� yielding a negative CF��� ion� as indicated by step ���� is easy� This is
referred to as harpooning ��
�� The CF��� ion undergoes a fast internal relaxation and the
�uorine�carbon bond is easily broken ���� This is supported by the fact that the dissociation
energy of the negative CF�� ion is ��
 eV lower than that for the neutral molecule ����� Most
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collisions will result in CF� and F� particles� in agreement with the observation that F� is
the major dissociation channel and that CF�� is almost absent� The simultaneous formation
of F� and CF�� is energetically unfavorable due to the strong Coulomb repulsion between
two negative ions� The formation of additional negative ions is possible in polar dissociation
of the CF� molecules to produce CF

� and F� ions ���� This is the least endoergetic process
to produce positive ions� indeed� CF� ions are observed to be formed in collisions leading
to specular scattering and the yield shows an increase with decreasing incident ion energy�
These particles also show a sharp specular angular distribution� If the CF� ion were
formed in a reionization process of the CF molecule� a broader angular distribution and an
increase in yield with increasing incoming energy would be expected ����� The CF� ions can
dissociate into C� fragment ions by an impulsive collision with the surface atoms ���� This
is supported by the energy dependence of the CF� and C� ion signals� the CF� intensity
decreases with increasing incident energy while the C� intensity increases� This behaviour
has also been observed for CO� scattering on Pt��		� ����� The azimuthal dependence
of the positive ion signal indicates collision�induced dissociation of the CF� ion� Along
an e�ectively more corrugated direction� harder collisions can take place and hence more
dissociation occurs ����� This is clearly re�ected in the broader angular distribution and
larger scattering angles of the C� ions along the open spaced azimuthal direction shown in
Fig� ����b��
When we look at the parent negative ion CF�� � we observe an increase in yield relative

to the F� yield at higher incoming normal energies� Because both products have a high
electron a�nity� we infer that the number of neutral parent CF� molecules relative to the
F atoms increases with normal energy� If the ion comes closer to the surface� because of its
higher incoming normal energy� more ions are Auger neutralized to the molecular ground
state �
��� After attachment of an additional electron this leads to the formation of CF��
ions� as indicated in scheme �a�� It has been shown in previous studies that Auger neutral�
ization at short molecule�surface distances becomes competitive with resonant neutraliza�
tion ����� At the same energies� CID of CF�� becomes important� The impulsive collision
is also re�ected in the azimuthal dependence of the CF�� yield� Along an apparently more
corrugated direction fewer polyatomic ions survive�

����� Dissociative electron attachment

In our dissociation scheme we infer that the major dissociation channel is electron attach�
ment processes or harpooning� This leads to the loss of a F�� i�e� CF�

� ! �e
�
� CF��� �

CF� ! F�� In this scheme� we infer the temporary formation of a CF
��

� Rydberg state� by
consecutive resonant capture of two electrons� At an incident energy of �		 eV� the CF�

�

ions travel at a speed of v� ��
��	��"As�� The normal velocity for an incoming angle of 
	�

is v�� ���� �	��"As��� At Ei � �		 eV the ion travels with a speed of v� ��� � �	��"As��

and a normal speed for an incoming angle of 
	� of v�� � � �	��"As�� If we assume the
electrons to be transferred at about � "A ��		�� which seems reasonable for the population
of a Rydberg state� the dissociation should occur in about 	�	� ps if the particle were to
break�up before the collision with the surface atoms� This is in favorable agreement with
values found in the literature ����� The peak energy position of the scattered F� ions �Fig�
����� clearly indicate they are formed before the CF� molecule collides with the surface
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atoms�
Electron attachment processes leading to dissociation of diatomic ions have been ob�

served in a number of studies ��	��� However� the scattering of polyatomic ions from single
crystal metal surfaces has not been studied in much detail� In a paper by Schmidt and
coworkers� the catalytic dissociation of CO�

� incident on Pd���	� was explored ����� The
formation of a CO��

� state was suggested� where the rst electron is captured in a Rydberg
state� The reaction is given by� CO�

� !�e
�
� CO��

� � CO!O� ����� When the crystal is
covered by potassium� and hence the work function of the surface is lowered� all incoming
CO�

� ions dissociate before Auger neutralization in the ground state occurs� This is similar
to what we propose for the electronic dissociation of the incident CF�

� ions on Ag������

����� Collision�induced dissociation

In Fig� ���� a threshold is observed for the appearance of the C� ion� With increasing
incident energy of the CF�

� ions� the yield of C
� increases linearly and that of the CF� ions

decreases� The appearance threshold energy can be associated with the threshold energy
for the CF�

� C��Ag����� reaction� The endoergicity of this reaction is only ��� eV� the
appearance threshold is about En � �� eV � This threshold is within the range of measured
values for various other systems� including� O�

� � O��Ag����� �En � �� eV � �eV � �����
NO�

� O��GaAs���	� �Ei � �� eV� ����� BF�
� � BF��Au �Ei � �	 eV� and BF�

�

B��Ag����� �Ei � �� eV� ��	��� The transfer of translational energy into rovibrational
energy is known to occur with e�ciencies ranging from �	 to ��� for di�erent surfaces ����
Most of the incident translational energy is transferred to the surface atoms�
The CF�� signal shows dissociation due to the impulsive collision� This only becomes

obvious when we scatter along di�erent azimuthal orientations of the Ag����� crystal� Along
the low index directions more survival is observed� In addition� the onset for CID occurs
at lower incident translational energies for scattering along the open azimuthal directions�
which is clearly observed for the positive ion signal �see Fig� ������ The angular distribution
of CF� ions is signicantly broader for scattering along the open azimuthal direction than
for scattering along the close spaced direction�
In the case of scattering experiments of hyperthermal Xe atoms from single crystal sur�

faces� it has been demonstrated that there is a direct correspondence between the scattering
angle and the impact parameter ����� Larger scattering angles can be associated with small
impact parameter collisions� In Fig� ���� we can observe that more energy is transferred
to the surface atoms for larger scattering angles� The lines in this gure were calculated
from the binary collision model for CF �dashed lines�� CF� �solid lines� and CF� �dotted
lines� for single and double scattering events� The data points are best described by CF�Ag
single and CF��Ag double collisions� of which the latter are consistent with our dissociation
scheme�
Our present experimental observations on scattering along di�erent azimuthal orienta�

tions can be explained by a combination of two e�ects�

�� Along the open spaced directions� smaller impact parameter collisions are possible
because less shadowing by the neighboring surface atoms occurs� This is re�ected in
the broadening of the angular distributions of the scattered particles ����� Smaller
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impact parameter collisions give rise to more dissociation� because these lead to harder
collisions in which more translational energy transfer occurs� In the case of scattering
along the open spaced direction the angular distributions are peaked more to the
surface normal�

�� Di�erent excitation mechanisms leading to CID are important for scattering along
a #smooth$ direction and #rough$ directions �������� We observe more dissociation
along the open spaced directions at xed total scattering angles�

That the azimuthal orientation of the crystal has a large in�uence on the degree of
dissociation has been shown by Vicanek and Heiland ��	���	��� Also Van den Hoek and
Kleyn have shown that along the rougher direction more dissociation occurs in classical
trajectory calculations for O� scattering from Ag����� �����

����� Negative ion formation

Negative ion formation has been studied in detail for atomic ions scattered from metal
surfaces ���� �see also chapter � and references therein�� The neutralization occurs along
the incoming trajectory� The a�nity level of the incident particle shifts down due to the
image charge attraction and a broadening occurs due to the overlap of atomic and metallic
wave functions� High yields of ions can be observed for low work function surfaces as was
demonstrated in chapter � of this thesis and elsewhere ��
�� H� is scattered from barium�
covered Ag����� giving rise to negative ion yields of about �	�� for certain scattering
conditions� The negative ions are formed along the incoming trajectory or near the classical
turning point�
Also negative molecular ions have been observed in scattering of positive molecular ions

from surfaces� The rst system to demonstrate this was O�
� � O�

� �Ag����� ��
�� Subse�
quently� it was observed for a number of other systems� including� NO�

� NO��Ag�����
��	��� CO�

� CO��Ag����� ��	��� O�
� � O��Ag����� ��	��� CO�

� � CO�

� �Pd���	� ����
and NO�

� NO��GaAs���	� ����� For all these cases� neutralization into the ground
state of the molecule is proposed� after which the a�nity level is populated� The phase of
the vibrational period can cause large shifts of the a�nity level� This is inferred for the
O�

� �Ag����� and NO
��GaAs���	� system� with a�nity levels located at 	 eV and 	�� eV�

respectively� relative to the vacuum level� In our case only a small fraction of the CF�
� is

neutralized directly into the ground state� The a�nity level of the CF� species is located
����	�� eV below the vacuum level ��
�� A concerted shift of the level due to image charge
and expansion of the molecular bond can account for the observation of the negative parent
ion�

����
 Scattering from barium covered Ag����	

When the Ag����� surface is covered with � monolayer of barium� the work function de�
creases from ��
 eV to ��� eV ����� The �s Rydberg state of CF�� ��� eV below the vacuum
level� is already resonant with the lled density of states far from the surface� Therefore�
resonant neutralization will occur at large ion�surface separations and all the ions will be
neutralized before they come close enough to the surface to allow Auger neutralization�
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This channel is only competitive with the RN channel at short ion�surface distances� as has
been shown for the clean Ag case and in other studies ����� Therefore� only the resonant
neutralization channel is operative in scattering of CF�

� ions o� a Ba covered Ag �����
surface� The spectral features associated with Auger neutralization �the negatively charged
polyatomic ions� are not observed� The observation of positive C� and CF� ions is asso�
ciated with resonant neutralization� as shown in the dissociation scheme� Positive ions are
still formed at the surface with a low work function� Increasing the energy of the incoming
ions leads to an increase in C� and a decrease in CF�� which is assigned to CID of the
latter� CID is also re�ected in the angular distributions of the ions� The CF� is strongly
peaked around the specular direction and the C� shows a broad angular distribution which
is shifted to larger scattering angles� This corresponds to harder collisions with the surface
atoms in which more energy is transferred� These observations are also seen at the clean
Ag����� surface and are consistent with the proposed dissociation scheme�
A change in work function due to covering the surface with barium leads to a di�erent

amount of neutralization for the outgoing ions and explains the ratio di�erence in C�

to CF� for Ba�Ag����� compared to Ag������ This was suggested earlier for O�
� from

Ag����� and K covered Ag����� leading to O� and O�

� ��
�� Harder collisions in the case of
Ba�Ag����� also explain the ratio di�erence� We already mentioned that barium forms an
incomplete overlayer which contains vacancies� This surface is rougher than the clean Ag
surface� We showed previously that the crystal structure has a large in�uence on the degree
of dissociation by CID by comparing the fragmentation patterns for scattering of CF�

� along
di�erent azimuthal orientations of the clean Ag����� crystal� For scattering along a more
corrugated direction� more dissociation is found� The same features were observed for the
barium covered surface� This is consistent with epitaxial growth of the barium overlayer
on the Ag substrate �see chapter ���

����� Surface rainbows

Fig� ����a� and �b� clearly show the appearance of surface rainbow structures ������� The
angular distributions show a minimum around the specular scattering direction and two
maxima near the surface normal and at angles larger than specular� which vary when we
rotate the crystal around its azimuthal axis� Previously� the appearance of surface rainbows
in dissociative scattering was observed in classical trajectory calculations for O� scattering
from Ag����� by Van den Hoek and Kleyn ������� # Angular rainbows$ were found for
scattered O atoms which were formed in the impulsive collision of the O� with the Ag
atoms� However� in the present study the energy position of the scattered F� ions clearly
indicates that the origin of the rainbows can be attributed to F atoms scattered from Ag
surface atoms� The F� ions are formed before the collision with the surface atoms� This
reaction channel is given by� CF�

� ! �e
�
� CF��� � CF� ! F�� Therefore� we conclude

that the angular rainbow structures are not due to CID of molecules� but due to individual
atomic species scattered from the Ag����� surface�
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Figure ���
 Schematic illustration of several important processes occurring in scattering of
CF

�
� from �Ba��Ag����� leading to the observed fragment ions	 RN � resonant neutralization	

AN � Auger neutralization	 RC � resonant capture	 Dis� � dissociation	 Pol� Dis� � polar
dissociation	 CID � collision induced dissociation and ES � elastic scattering�

��� Conclusions

In the dissociative scattering of CF�
� ions from the clean Ag����� surface� the major dis�

sociation channel yields F� ions� To a lesser extent CF�� and CF
�

� ions are observed� The
positive channel shows C� and CF� ions� We have proposed an empirical model which
explains the salient features of the data� It clearly shows that concerted electronic and
collision�induced processes are important in the dissociative scattering of a polyatomic ion
from a surface� In a combined process all bonds of the CF�

� ion can be broken in the
ion�surface collision at relatively low �normal� energies� The results show that the disso�
ciation is sensitive to the surface structure� We have depicted several important processes
occurring in scattering of CF�

� from �Ba��Ag����� leading to the observed fragment ions
in Fig� �����
We have shown that at a low work function surface the neutralization of the incoming

CF�
� solely proceeds via resonant neutralization into the rst excited �s Rydberg state of the

neutral molecule� The spectral features associated with Auger neutralization� negatively
charged molecular ions� are not observed� Only fragment ions associated with the resonant
neutralization channel are observed�
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Dissociative scattering of polyatomic

ions from a liquid surface� CF�� on a

per�uoropolyether �lm

Abstract

The dissociative scattering of CF�
� ions from a liquid insulating per�uorinated po�

lyether surface was explored in the incident energy range ����to ����eV� We have
measured the angular and energy distributions of the positive and negative fragment
ions� The impulsive energy transfer to the liquid molecules and to internal energy of
the scattered ions has been determined as a function of incoming energy and total
scattering angle� The energy transfer in the ion�surface collision indicated scattering
o	 the �CF� groups of the liquid molecules� The dissociation of the CF�

� ions was
due to a single impulsive collision with these groups� The parent ion was observed as
well as CF�

� 
 CF
� and C� ions� The degree of dissociation depends only on the total

scattering angle and the incoming energy
 as in gas phase scattering� Remarkably

negatively charged F� fragment ions were also observed� These were formed in a
process referred to as collisionally�induced �ion�pair� formation from neutrals leaving
the surface� The important parameter which determined the internal energy uptake
in the collision was the translational energy loss �E the parent ion su	ered� Finally
 a
comparison has been made between scattering from a liquid per�uorinated polyether
surface and a metal Ag���� surface�

��� Introduction

The interaction of polyatomic ions with surfaces has been a topic of great scienti�c and
technological interest over the last decades� One can think of such important processes as
plasma�wall interactions in fusion devices� etching reactions in the semiconductor industry�
chemical reactions at surfaces and surface�induced dissociation in mass spectrometry� De�
spite the great technological relevance of understanding ion�surface interactions� many of
the fundamental processes are still obscure�
In the past� a great number of studies has been performed on the dissociative scattering

of small polyatomic ions �i�e� di� and tri�atomics� from single�crystal surfaces �	
�	
	�	
��
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�� Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain dissociative scattering from these
surfaces� These can roughly be divided into two categories� i� dissociation due to electron
transfer processes �	��
� and ii� dissociation due to the impulsive collision with the surface�
in which translational�to�internal energy transfer occurs �	������� These models have been
adapted to explain the fragmentation of large polyatomic ions ����
Among the important processes occurring in ion�surface collisions is the transfer of

electrons� For the neutralization of the incoming ion� two mechanisms have been proposed�
resonant neutralization �RN� and Auger neutralization �AN� �	
�		�� It has been argued
that resonant neutralization is favored over long distances� At short ion�surface distances
Auger neutralization becomes competitive or even the dominant process ����
The interest in unraveling the dissociation dynamics of large polyatomic ions colliding

with surfaces is boosted by the application of surface�induced dissociation �SID� in mass
spectrometry ����
� which has been pioneered by Cooks and coworkers �	
��		
�� SID is
used as an alternative to fragmentation by noble�gas atoms because in the case of scat�
tering from surfaces a better de�ned energy transfer in the collision can lead to speci�c
fragment ions and� hence� more structural information concerning the parent ions ����� One
of the major problems in applying surface�induced dissociation in mass spectrometers is
the e�cient neutralization of the incoming parent ions and outgoing fragment ions� Seve�
ral surface modi�cations have been suggested to reduce the neutralization yields� Among
these are the use of oxide surfaces �������� self�assembled monolayers �SAMs� ������� and
recently thin �lms of an inert polymer oil such as a per�uoropolyether �PFPE� ��
��	�� The
latter compound e�ciently reduces neutralization and has the additional advantage that
the surface layer is renewed because of the high mobility of the liquid molecules ��
��
In recent years� a number of groups has investigated the surface structure of the PFPE

liquid �			�		��� Rare�gas atomic beam scattering experiments by Nathanson and coworkers
suggest hard sphere like collisions of the rare�gases with �CFn �n�	��� groups protruding
from the surface occur �			�		��� That the PFPE surface is composed exclusively of �CFn
�n�	��� groups was con�rmed by reactive ion scattering results of Cooks and coworkers
�		
� who found that ion�surface reactions exclusively lead to the pick�up of F atoms� They
conclude that scattering from F and �CF� groups occurs and that the oxygen atoms must
be buried under the topmost layers �		
�� These results have been con�rmed by a recent
angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy study by Pradeep and coworkers �		��		�� in
which it is concluded that a high degree of order exists on the PFPE liquid surfaces� Also�
they have inferred that the surface is primarily composed of functional groups like �CF�
and �CF�� which are oriented nearly perpendicular to the surface�
In previous studies concerning SID of polyatomic ions� much insight was gained in the

phenomenology of the processes occurring ���� The data suggest that the same excitation
processes are operative in gas phase collision�induced dissociation and surface�induced dis�
sociation ���� However� since most of the SID studies are performed at a �xed scattering
geometry� no information concerning the angular distributions of the fragment ions is ob�
tained� Occasionally� the incoming angle has been changed but the total scattering angle
was kept constant because the detector was placed at a �xed position� In a number of
studies the energy transfer to the surface was determined ����� However� this has not been
studied in great detail� i�e� not as a function of incoming energy and outgoing angle� Since
these data are lacking it is hard to make de�nite claims about the scattering mechanism�
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure ��� Illustration of a� single
 b� double and c� multiple scattering from a well ordered
surface�

The study of the angular and energy distributions of scattered noble gas ions and alkali
ions from single�crystal metal surfaces� both experimentally and with trajectory calcula�
tions� gives much information about their scattering dynamics �	
�		�� A pictorial illustra�
tion of three possible trajectories is given in Fig� ��	� We can distinguish several trajectories�
the particles can make �a� a single collision� �b� a double collision� �c� or more than two
collisions� i�e� multiple collisions� The single collision event is favored at high incoming
energies� A double collision is more likely at lower incoming energies� as the repulsive part
of interaction potential between the incident particle and surface atoms increases �schemat�
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ically depicted in Fig� ��	�b� by the dashed circular lines�� The transition from single to
double collision dynamics gives rise to surface rainbow scattering ���� The maximum scat�
tering angle in this case is given by the angle where the single and double collision peak
merge� Multiple collisions become likely if penetration into the crystal lattice becomes
apparent which is mostly at su�ciently high incoming energies or steep enough incoming
angles�
In our experimental set�up it is possible to vary the detector position and hence perform

angular resolved energy analysis of the fragment ions� By carefully studying the energy
transfer to the surface and the fragmentation patterns of the incoming ion as a function
of total scattering angle and incoming energy� much can be learned about the scattering
dynamics� Challenging questions that need to be answered are� what are the important
neutralization� dissociation and ionization mechanisms in scattering polyatomic ions from
a liquid surface� How are the scattered particles spatially distributed� How is energy
transferred to the surface and to internal energy of the ion� Where does the dissociation
occur� What is the in�uence of the surface�
Recently� we studied the dissociative scattering of CF�� ions from a clean Ag�			� �		��

and a barium�covered Ag�			� surface �		��� We proposed an empirical model which de�
scribes the mechanisms leading to the complete break�up of the CF�� ion into charged
fragments� These studies showed that concerted electronic and collision�induced processes
are important in the dissociative scattering of polyatomic ions from a clean metal surface�
However� most of the CF�� ions dissociate due to electron transfer� only a small fraction
dissociates directly due to the impulsive collision� We also observed that the crystal struc�
ture has a large in�uence on the dissociation due to the impulsive collision� It is interesting
to compare scattering from a metal surface to scattering from non�metal surfaces like SAM
surfaces and per�uoropolyether surfaces�
The scattering of �uorocarbon ions at hydrocarbon� deuterated hydrocarbon and �uo�

rocarbon SAM surfaces has been studied by mass spectrometric techniques in the group of
Cooks ����
�� They found that the per�uorinated surface most e�ciently fragments the
incoming ions� Approximately 	� to �
� of the incident translational energy is transferred
to internal energy� For the other surfaces this value ranges from 		 to 	��� A possible
reason for this di�erence is the larger e�ective mass of the per�uorinated surface which is
considered to be a �hard� surface� Also neutralization is less e�cient at the per�uorinated
surface compared to the other surfaces� due to the higher ionization energy of this surface�
The dissociation was assumed to occur via translational�to�vibrational energy transfer� The
break�up of the particles occurs via statistical channels in the gas phase �		�� In those stud�
ies no angular and translational energy distributions of the scattered fragment ions were
measured�
In this chapter� we present a detailed experimental study of the energy and angular

distributions of positive and negative fragment ions in the scattering of 	

�to �

�eV CF��
ion beams from a liquid per�uorinated polyether �PFPE� surface� From our results we
determine the impulsive energy transfer to the liquid molecules and to internal energy of
the scattered ions as a function of incoming energy and total scattering angle� We show
that the dissociation is governed by a single impulsive collision o� �CF� groups of the liquid
molecules� We demonstrate that the translational energy loss �E that the parent ion has
su�ered in the collision is the key parameter that determines the internal energy uptake�
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Figure ��� De�nition of the scattering geometry� the incoming angle �i
 the outgoing angle �f
and azimuthal angle ��

Our discussion ends with a comparison between dissociative scattering from liquid and from
metal surfaces�
This chapter is divided into �ve main sections� In section ��� the experimental set�up

and sample preparation is described� In section ��� the experimental spectra are presented
and analyzed� The mechanisms governing ion�surface interactions are discussed in section
���� This chapter ends with a summary of the most important results�

��� Experimental

����� Apparatus

The experimental set�up is described in Chapter � of this thesis� Brie�y� it consists of two
UHV chambers� In one� the liquid scattering sample can be characterized and stored� The
sample can be transferred under UHV to a two�axis goniometer in the second chamber �base
pressure of 	�	
��� mbar�� The goniometer allows rotation of the target around an axis
parallel to the surface to change the incoming angle �i �which is measured with respect to
the surface normal� and rotation around the surface normal to change the azimuthal angle
�� This is schematically depicted in Fig� ���� The total scattering angle � is de�ned as�
��	
� � ��i �f� with �f the outgoing angle of the particles� In the scattering chamber�
a di�erentially pumped electron impact source �VG� AG �
� is mounted which produces
the CF�� ions� Gaseous CF� was introduced into the ion source and irradiated with 		
�eV
electrons� The resulting positive ions are accelerated to translational energies which can be
varied between 	

 and �

 eV� The ion beam is puri�ed using a Wien��lter� The scattered
ions are detected with a �
� cylindrical electrostatic energy analyzer� with an energy reso�
lution of �E�E � 
�
� The energy spectra shown throughout this chapter have not been
corrected for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer �proportional to E �
to avoid an enlargement of the intensities at very low energies� When the relative intensi�
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ties of the fragment ions are determined from the energy spectra� the raw energy spectra
are scaled by a factor 	�E to correct for the energy�dependent transmission function of the
analyzer� In the scattering plane the detector can be rotated from ��� to 	
� with respect
to the incoming beam and out of plane detection from �	�� to �
� is possible� The angular
resolution of the detector is around 
���� The amount of contaminants or metastables in
the primary beam is less than 
�
	�� Neutrals are not detected in our experiment�

����� Sample preparation

The support of the liquid surface is a stainless steel disc �diameter 	
 mm� thickness � mm�
which has been polished mechanically and has a roughness below 
�
� �m� The support
is covered with a high molecular weight per�uorinated polyether� sold under the trade
name krytox 	����� Its structural formula is given by� F�CF�CF��CF�O����ave	CF�CF�� Its
average molecular weight is about 		


 and its vapor pressure at room temperature is
about 	
��
 mbar� We obtained a smooth thin �lm by allowing the liquid to sheet across
the stainless steel support� This could be done under UHV conditions by changing its
azimuthal orientation� All spectra in this chapter were measured with a surface near room
temperature� Although we have an insulating layer� no evidence for charging was found�
Reproducible data could be obtained over several days� Also no changes in the spectra were
observed with changing the incoming particle �ux�

����� Measurement procedure

In a typical measurement� the incoming angle �i and the azimuthal orientation � are kept
constant� The detector is kept in the scattering plane at a �xed outgoing angle �f � The
intensity I of the positive or negative ions is measured as a function of their �nal energy Ef

by scanning the detector voltage� This procedure is repeated for various outgoing angles�
In this way a three�dimensional intensity distribution I��f � Ef � is obtained�

��� Results and analysis

����� Spectra

Positive fragment ions

The kinetic energy distributions of positive fragment ions for the scattering of a beam
of 	

 eV CF�� ions from a per�uoropolyether liquid surface are shown in Fig� ���� The
data are taken at �a� �i��
���f ��� and �b� �i��
���f ����� respectively� We start by
discussing Fig� ����a� in which the total scattering angle is ���� Here� three peaks are clearly
visible and indicated with labeled arrows� The peak at around 
 eV can be identi�ed with
backscattered CF�� ions� The translational energy loss �E the ions su�ered in the collision
is approximately �
 eV� The two peaks at lower energies can be identi�ed with CF�� ��� eV�
and CF� ��� eV�� respectively� The positive ion yield was approximately 	
�� For the mass
assignment the parent ion and fragment ions are assumed to leave the surface with the same
speed and have a �nal energy which is proportional to their mass� This has been applied in
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Figure ��� Kinetic energy distributions for positive fragment ions formed in the scattering of
��� eV CF�

� from a PFPE liquid surface� The data are taken at a� �i���� � �f ���� and b�
�i���

� � �f �����

previous studies and has proven to be valid �	��
�		��� In scattering from a PFPE liquid
surface we observe the survival of the parent CF�� ion� This was not seen in scattering from
a clean Ag�			� surface or a barium�covered Ag�			� surface �		��		���
Fig� ����b� shows results of fragment ions scattered over a larger total scattering angle

����� and here the CF�� peak has decreased relative to the CF
�
� peak� The energy positions

of the peaks have shifted to lower energies� The CF�� ion is observed at �
 eV� The other
two peaks can again be identi�ed with CF�� and CF

�� Their �nal energies have also shifted
to lower values� For scattering over larger angles more dissociation is observed and more
energy is transferred to the surface� This is investigated in more detail in section ������ We
�rst investigate the incident energy dependence of the scattered positive ion signal�
In Fig� ��� the incoming energy is varied from 	

�to �

�eV� The scattering geometry

is the same as in Fig� ����a�� i�e� �i��
���f ���� For easy comparison� a reduced energy
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Figure ��� Kinetic energy distributions for positive ions formed for �i���
� and �f ���

�� The
incoming energies are a� ��� eV
 b� ��� eV
 c� ��� eV
 d� ��� eV
 e� ��� eV
 f� ��� eV
 g�
��� eV
 h� ��� eV and i� ��� eV� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear scale� No
correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�
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scale� Ef�Ei� is used with Ef the �nal energy of the ions and Ei the incoming energy of
the beam� This allows for direct comparison between the measured energy spectra� If the
incoming energy is increased� we observe a decrease in parent ion and an increase in fragment
ion signal� At Ei � �

 eV �c�� we observe the CF�� and CF

� ions� at Ei � ��
 eV we
observe the CF� and C� ions and at Ei � �

 eV the incoming ion is completely fragmented
and we only observe C� ions� The enhanced fragmentation with incoming energy indicates
that the dissociation is governed by the impulsive collision� The relative widths of the
peaks of the fragment ions appear to be the same over the measured incident energy range�
Also the relative energies of the peaks are located at about the same positions� The latter
observation indicates single collision dynamics �		��	�	� and is discussed extensively in
section ������
In Fig� ���� the three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef � and corresponding

contour diagrams of the backscattered positive ions are plotted for �a� 	

 eV� �b� �

 eV
and �c� �

 eV CF�� ions incident on a PFPE liquid surface� In all three cases �i��


�� In
Fig� ����a� �Ei�	

 eV� we can observe two distinct peaks� at Ef�
 eV � �f ��� and
Ef��� eV � �f � ��� These have been assigned previously �in Fig� ����a�� to CF

�
� and

CF�� � respectively� Also the CF
� ion can be observed as a shoulder at the left hand side of

the spectrum �Ef��� eV � �f ��
��� The CF
�
� peak shows a sharp angular distribution

and the ions are observed at angles larger than specular� Apparently they survive the
impact in rather soft �shallow� collisions� In the case of metal surfaces� survival is mainly
observed in the specular direction ��� showing that the surface can be considered �at or
slightly corrugated� However� we observe survival of the parent ion at even more grazing
exit angles� indicating that we scatter from a very corrugated surface or even individual
end groups of the liquid� The CF�� ions show a broader angular distribution compared
to that of the scattered parent ions and the ions appear at larger total scattering angles�
which indicates that these ions are formed in hard collisions with the surface� At larger
total scattering angles the CF�� ion is observed at lower energies! demonstrating that more
energy is transferred to the surface� When the energy of the incoming particles is raised to
�

 eV �see Fig� ����b��� the CF�� and CF

�
� ions are no longer present in the spectra� We

only observe the CF� and C� ions� The CF� peak appears at larger total scattering angles
than the CF�� and CF

�
� ions observed in Fig� ����a�� indicating that harder collisions are

needed to form the CF� ion� In Fig� ����b�� the largest scattering angle is observed for C�

fragment ions! these are observed at �f ��
�� The full width at half maximum �FWHM�
of the angular distributions of the CF� and C� peaks are �
� and ���� respectively� The
appearance of fragment ions at larger scattering angles has been observed by Murata and
coworkers in their study on the dissociative scattering of N�

� � CO
� and CO�

� from Pt�	

�
���	�� They observed that the angular distributions of the dissociation products appear
at total scattering angles larger than that of the parent ion scattered non�dissociatively�
They concluded that smaller impact parameters are required for dissociative scattering
than for non�dissociative scattering� Similar behaviour is observed for CF�� on Ag�			� and
on Ba�Ag�			� �		��		���
Fig� ����c� shows scattering for an incoming energy of �

 eV� Here� no backscattered

polyatomic ions are observed! only scattered C� ions and a peak with a broad angular
distribution at the low energy side are present� The shape of the energy distribution peaked
around 	
 eV is characteristic for sputtered particles� a sharp rise at the low energy side
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Figure ��� Three�dimensional intensity distributions I�f � Ef� and corresponding contour dia�
grams of positive ions formed in scattering of a� ��� eV
 b� ��� eV and c� ��� eV CF�

� from a
PFPE liquid surface� In all three cases �i����� The measured intensities are plotted on a linear
scale� No correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�
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Figure ��� Intensity distributions of positive fragment ions in the scattering of ��� eV CF�
�

from a PFPE liquid surface� The scattering geometry is varied while the total scattering angle
is kept constant� Spectra for two di	erent total scattering angles are shown� a� ����� and b�
��	��
 respectively� No correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer
has been made�

followed by a slow decay at the high energy side ����� A maximum in intensity for the
sputtered particles in the angular distribution is observed around �f ��
�� The intensity
of the C� ion is much lower than that of the sputtered particles and they are hard to
distinguish from the background of sputtered particles� Chemical sputtering experiments
on the PFPE surface with Xe� and Kr� ions show that �uorocarbon ions like CF�� � C�F

�

 �

C�F
�
� and the oxygenated product CFO

� �		
�		�� leave the surface� Those experiments
also show that the PFPE surface is remarkably free of hydrocarbon impurities�
The energy and angular behaviour of the backscattered fragment ions seems to indicate

single hard sphere like collisions� This behaviour resembles ion�surface collisions from single
crystal surfaces when the incoming energy of the ion is high enough to penetrate deep
into the ion�surface interaction region to allow single collisions with the surface atoms �	���
Similar observations were made for the hyperthermal beam scattering experiments o� PFPE
surfaces �			�� A method to check the validity of the single collision approximation is to
keep the total scattering angle � constant while varying the incoming and outgoing angles
�	��� If single collisions occur no changes in the energy spectra should be observed� as in
gas phase scattering �	��� In Fig� ���� energy spectra are shown for a �

 eV CF�� beam
incident on the PFPE liquid surface for two di�erent scattering angles� �a� ����� and �b�
���
�� The intensity distributions of the positive ions� and hence the dissociated fraction�
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Figure ��	 Three�dimensional intensity distributions I�f � Ef� a� and corresponding contour
diagrams b� of negative ions formed in scattering of ��� eV CF�

� from a PFPE liquid surface� The
data are taken at �i���

�� c� shows an energy spectrum for �f ���
�� The measured intensities

are plotted on a linear scale� No correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy
analyzer has been made�

is only dependent on the total scattering angle� We conclude from the above observations
that the impulsive energy transfer to the surface and to the internal energy of the incoming
ion scales with the incoming energy and total scattering angle! this is studied in detail in
section ������

Negative fragment ions

In Fig� ����a�� the three�dimensional intensity distribution I��f � Ef � and corresponding con�
tour diagram of the backscattered negative ions are plotted for a �

 eV CF�� beam incident
on the PFPE liquid surface� The data are taken at an incoming angle of ���� The peak
at Ef � �
 eV and �f ��
� can be identi�ed with F� fragment ions� The ions leave the
surface with the same speed as the positive fragment ions for this incoming energy and
scattering geometry� The yield of the negative fragment ions is of the same order as that
of positive fragment ions �� 	
��� No negatively charged polyatomic ions are observed
for incoming energies ranging from 	

�to �

�eV� The negatively charged ions show a very
broad angular distribution and the maximum intensity is observed around �f��
�� which is
at larger total scattering angles than that at which the parent CF�� ion is observed indicat�
ing that the particles are formed in the impulsive collision with the surface� similar to the
positive fragment ions� In Fig� ����c� we have plotted the energy spectrum at �f�
�� We
can clearly see two contributions to the negative ion signal� one originating from sputtered
particles and one from scattered ions� The energy position of the fragment ion is observed
around Ef � � eV� Again� the ions have the same speed as the positive ��uoro�carbon
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fragment ions under these scattering conditions ������� see Fig� ����e��� At larger total
scattering angles� the sputtered particles dominate the spectrum� After the di�erent con�
tributions are resolved� the F� fragment ions have an angular width �FWHM� between ���

and �
��
The angular distributions of the F� formed in the scattering of CF�� from the PFPE

liquid surface are quite di�erent from those formed in scattering o� the Ag�			� surface
where the angular distributions are sharply peaked around the specular directions and
the F� are mainly formed in the dissociative scattering due to electron transfer processes
�		��		��� In the case of scattering from a PFPE surface� the angular distributions of the
negative fragment ions clearly show they are formed in impulsive collisions�

����� Impulsive energy transfer

From the angular and energy distributions presented in the previous sections we can extract
information concerning the transfer of translational energy to the surface and to internal
energy of the scattered polyatomic ion� In the following section we concentrate on both
of these aspects of polyatomic ion�surface collisions� Our results are described by a simple
model calculation using the binary collision model� We start by considering the translational
energy transfer to the liquid molecules at a �xed total scattering angle�

Translational energy transfer to the liquid
 varying the incoming energy

In our experiment we measure the energy distributions of the fragment ions as a function of
incoming energy and as a function of outgoing angle� Therefore� the translational energy loss
�E of the scattered particles is measured directly� By applying simple kinematic formulas
we can determine the �e�ective� mass of the liquid molecules� This same procedure is
applied in low�energy ion scattering �LEIS� from single crystal surfaces to perform elemental
analysis of the topmost layer of the surface �	
�		����� The formula that is used for binary
scattering is given by�

Ef � Ei

�
cos� �

p
A� � sin��

	  A

��
� ���	�

where A � M��M� and � is the total scattering angle� This equation gives the �nal energy
Ef of a scattered particle of massM� and incoming energy Ei which strikes a target particle
of mass M�� which is initially considered to be at rest ����� If the mass of the incoming
particle is smaller than� or equal to that of the target� i�e� M� � M� and A � 	� then the
positive sign in equation ��	 is used� This is the case we will consider�
In Fig� ����a� the energy distribution of the positive fragment ions for a beam of 	

 eV

CF�� ions at �i��

� and �f ��� is shown! approximately 
� of the translational energy

of the parent ion is retained� Consequently� �
� of the translational energy of the scattered
CF�� is transferred to the liquid surface� If we apply eq� ���	�� we �nd an e�ective target
mass of M���� �with M�� ���� This is in agreement with earlier studies which show
that the surface is composed of functional groups� i�e� �CF� and �CF�� which are oriented
nearly perpendicular to the surface �			�		��� In our case the CF�� ions scatter o� the
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Figure ��� Relative energy Ef�Ei� of the four positive fragment ions as a function of incoming
energy for CF�

� from a PFPE liquid surface� The data are taken at �i � ��� and �f � ���� The
points are values of Ef�Ei from experimental data� the solid lines were calculated from eq�����
binary approximation� for the CF�

� �CF� system�

�CF� groups� The internal energy uptake is neglected since this is small compared to the
total energy transfer� We now focus on the incident energy dependence of the translational
energy transfer to the liquid at a constant total scattering angle�
Fig� �� shows the relative energies �Ef�Ei� of the four positive fragment ions as a

function of incoming energy for CF�� scattering from a PFPE liquid surface� These relative
energies are indicated as points in the �gure� The data are taken at �i��
� and �f ���

i�e� at a total scattering angle � of ���� When the incoming energy is raised from 	

�to
�

�eV� the percentage of energy retained by the parent ion remains about 
�� This is
indicative for single collisions with the liquid molecules� Note that the parent ion is not
observed above �

 eV �see Fig� ����� In the past� this invariance of the relative energy
position with incoming energy was studied extensively for noble gas ions scattered from
single�crystal and polycrystalline surfaces to investigate the validity of the binary collision
approximation �		��	�	�� In our case� a �single scattering event� was already inferred when
discussing the energy distributions of the positive fragment ions at one �xed scattering ��
but for di�erent in� and outgoing angles �see Fig� �����
The relative energy positions of the other ��uoro�carbon fragment ions show the same

invariance� This is especially clear for the CF� fragment ion� since it is observed over a
wide energy range� From this graph we deduce that the energy of the fragment ions is
directly proportional to their mass and� moreover� that the fragment ions leave the surface
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with the same speed for incoming energies ranging from 	

�to �

�eV� The relative energy
position of the F� fragment ion is in agreement with these observations�
The lines in Fig� �� denote the relative energy positions of CF�x �x�
��� fragments�

using simple kinematic theory� We assume that CF�� ions scatter o� the �CF� groups of the
liquid molecules in a binary collision� After scattering� the fragment ions leave the surface
with the same speed� Although other e�ects like internal energy uptake have been ignored
in this model� the calculated lines in the �gure describe the relative energy positions of the
fragment ions very well and indicate the validity of the binary collision approximation for
this total scattering angle and this incident energy range�

Translational energy transfer to the liquid
 varying the total scattering angle

We now investigate the translational energy transfer to the PFPE liquid as a function of
total scattering angle� In Fig� ����a� we show a translational energy loss �E of the scattered
CF�� ions of about �
 eV� for Ei�	

 eV and � � ���� For larger total scattering angles
more energy is transferred to the surface� In Fig� ����b� we see that for � � ��� about
�
 eV is transferred� The peak positions of the fragment ions have shifted to lower energies�
proportional to their mass� Once again� this means that the speed of the fragment ions
is the same� This observation holds for the entire energy and angular regime employed
in this experimental study� Also the negatively charged fragment ions �F�� show this
proportionality�
In what follows� �the translational energy that is retained by the fragment particles�

refers to the amount of translational energy that stays in the motion of the fragments after
the scattering event� At small total scattering angles this quantity is determined directly
by measuring the translational energy of the scattered parent ion� At larger total scattering
angles� where the parent ion is not observed due to the enhanced fragmentation� the speed
of the other fragment ions is determined and from this the center�of�mass energy of the
scattered parent ion is deduced� We mentioned in section ����� that for the scattering
conditions used in this experimental study all fragment ions leave the surface with the
same speed�
In Fig� ��� we have plotted the translational energy that is retained by the fragment

particles as a function of their total scattering angle� The incoming angle is �
� and the
incoming energy 	

 eV� These are identical scattering conditions to those used in Fig�
����a�� This graph clearly shows that more translational energy is lost at larger scattering
angles� The translational energy transfer to the surface varies from �
� for a total scattering
angle of ��� to about �
� for total scattering angles of about �
�� The solid line gives the
translational energy of the CF�� ions when we apply the binary scattering formula �eq�
���	��� for a CF�� ion scattering o� the �CF� groups of the PFPE liquid molecules� At small
total scattering angles the data points follow the single scattering model� However� at larger
total scattering angles the single collision model with a �xed mass does not describe the
data points very well and� clearly� another model should be applied� The e�ective surface
mass appears to increase� This is discussed in more detail in section ����	� and in Chapter
� of this thesis�
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Figure ��� The measured kinetic energy retained by the fragment ions as a function of total
scattering angle after scattering of a ��� eV CF�

� beam from a PFPE liquid surface� The data
are taken at �i����� The solid line was calculated from eq����� single collisions� for the CF�

�

on CF� system�

TranslationaltoInternal energy transfer
 varying the incoming energy

In our experiment the total scattering angle and translational energy loss �E of the frag�
ment ions are known and� assuming a single collision event� it should in principle be possible
to determine the transfer of translational energy to internal energy of the projectile� Un�
fortunately� the resolution of our energy analyzer is limited and we are not su�ciently
sensitive to accurately determine this quantity� Therefore� we apply an alternative method
to determine the internal energy uptake which is based on the appearance potentials of the
fragment ions�
In Fig� ��	
 the relative intensities of the CF�x �x�
��� ions as a function of incoming

translational energy are plotted in a so�called breakdown diagram� The relative intensities
of the fragment ions are determined from the fragment ion abundances in the energy spectra
presented in Fig� ���� These raw energy spectra are scaled by a factor 	�E to correct for
the energy�dependent transmission function of the analyzer� The individual peaks in the
corrected energy spectra are �tted to gaussians� For each incident energy the total ion
yield is normalized� The scattering conditions are identical to those of the data shown
in Fig� ���� i�e� �i � �
� and �f � ��� The obtained breakdown curves can be used to
estimate the average internal energy �Q� deposition at a particular collision energy by a
thermochemical method used in SID ���	���	���� We summarize this method below and�
subsequently� apply it to our results�
In Table ��	 the appearance potentials �E�� of the fragment ions are listed� These values

are determined by electron�impact on and photo�ionization of CF�� and are taken from Ref�
�	���� From these values� the average internal energy to produce each fragment ion has been
extracted ���	���	���� The average internal energy deposition �Q� can be calculated by
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Figure ���� SID breakdown curve showing the normalized relative intensities of the four positive
fragment ions as a function of incoming energy for CF�

� from a PFPE liquid surface� A correction
for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made� The data are taken
at �i���

� and �f ���
��

Table ��� Appearance potentials and average internal energies of the �uoro�carbon fragment
ions

Ion Appearance potentiala average internal energy

CF�� 	���� ����
CF�� �
�� ��	
CF� ���� 		��
C� �	�� � 	���b
aRef� �	����
bBased on the critical energy in the breakdown curves
relative to ions with known appearance potentials�

determining the fragment ion abundances arising from a series of consecutive events having
known critical energies �Eq� �����

CF��
E������ CF��

E������ CF�
E������ C� �����

The internal energy distribution P �E � at a particular incident ion translational energy
is constructed by taking the relative abundance of the fragment ion CF�x and dividing this
by the energy interval E��x  	� � E��x� over which it is present� This gives a single
probability value which corresponds approximately to the average internal energy in this
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Figure ���� The estimated average internal energy �Q� as a function of incident ion kinetic
energy lower abscissa� and kinetic energy loss �E upper abscissa� for CF�

� from a PFPE liquid
surface� The data are taken at �i���

� and �f ���
��

interval� In this way P �E � is constructed and the average internal energy deposition is
measured� The average internal energy deposition �Q� can be determined directly by
applying the following formula �	����

� Q � �
X
x

NxP
y Ny

E��x 	� �E��x�

�
� �����

where Nx and Ny are the relative intensities of the CF�x�y �x�y�
��� ions�
The estimated average internal energy deposition �Q� as a function of incident ion

translational energy �lower abscissa� is plotted in Fig� ��		� As the translational energy
loss �E is directly proportional to incident ion translational energy �section ������� this
quantity is depicted on the upper abscissa� The plot shows a linear increase of the internal
energy of the scattered ion with increasing ion translational energies� This behaviour has
been observed in a number of previous studies ���	���	���� At the highest incoming energies
�Ei � ��
 eV� �Q� starts deviating from this linear behaviour� This is most probably due
to the method followed to determine the �Q� values which inherently assumes a maximum
internal energy uptake� If we extrapolate to low incoming energies we can estimate the
average internal energy prior to the collision� Doing so gives a value of about ��� eV which
is a reasonable value compared with previous studies �	���� Note that in our study electron
impact energies of 		
 eV are used! therefore the CF�� ions will be vibrationally hot� To
correct for this we have plotted on the right hand ordinate the average internal energy
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uptake in the collision� The value of ��� eV is approximately the same as the average
fragmentation energy of the parent ion �CF�� � CF��  F� assuming uniform distribution
of internal energies� the value of which is about ������ � ��� eV �	����
We can now estimate how much of the translational energy lost in the collision� �E �

is converted into internal energy Q � This gives an e�ciency of about 	��! a constant
value for incoming energies between 	

 and ��
 eV� Note that approximately ��� of the
total incoming energy is transferred to internal energy� because we use grazing angles of
incidence in this study� the total scattering angle used is only ���� In this kind of collision
only a small fraction of the center�of�mass �c�m�� energy is transferred to the surface� The
largest fraction of the c�m� energy will stay in the motion of the fragment ions� In previous
studies determining the translational�to�internal energy transfer e�ciencies� larger total
scattering angles �about �
�� were employed giving rise to much larger total translational
energy losses� �E � than that determined in Fig� ����

TranslationaltoInternal energy transfer
 varying the total scattering angle

In Fig� ��� we showed a shift to lower energies of the fragment ion positions with increas�
ing total scattering angles� Also more dissociation takes place at larger total scattering
angles where more translational energy is transferred to internal energy� When we com�
pare the positive fragment ion spectra of Fig� ����b� and Fig� ����b� we observe a striking
resemblance� The relative ion abundances are comparable and� consequently� the internal
energy uptake must also be comparable �both � ��� eV�� In both cases the translational
energy loss� �E � which the CF�� ion has su�ered in the collision� is about �
 eV� However�
the scattering geometry and incident energy are quite di�erent� for Fig� ����b�! Ei�	


eV and � � ���� for Fig� ����b�! Ei�	�
 eV and � � ���� The CF

�
� ions are observed at

Ef��
 eV and Ef�	�
 eV in Fig� ����b� and Fig� ����b�� respectively� These observations
indicate that the average internal energy uptake �Q� is proportional to the average trans�
lational energy loss �E in the collision ��Q� � �E �� which was suggested by Uggerud
and coworkers in a theoretical paper �	���	��� The present experimental study con�rms
this prediction using di�erent incoming energies and scattering geometries leading to the
same translational energy loss �E and average internal energy uptake �Q��

��� Discussion

In the previous sections we showed the energy and angular distributions of positive and neg�
ative fragment ions in the scattering of 	

�to �

�eV CF�� beams incident on the PFPE
liquid surface� We determined the energy transfer to the liquid molecules and estimated the
average internal energy deposition in the incident particle as a function of incoming energy
and total scattering angle� These results indicate single collisions o� the �CF� groups of
the PFPE molecules� The degree of dissociation scales with the incident energy and total
scattering angle �� The important parameter is the energy lost �E in the collision� In
this section we address the scattering dynamics in more detail� We discuss the dissocia�
tion mechanism and comment on charge transfer processes� A comparison is made with
measurements done on CF�� scattering from Ag�			� and barium�covered Ag�			��
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����� Scattering dynamics

It is quite remarkable that� at small total scattering angles ��� �
��� we observe a trans�
lational energy loss �E of the CF�� ions which exactly matches the scattering o� a �CF�
group of the per�uoropolyether� Although both species are composed of � atoms� their
interaction can be considered essentially binary� In the case of scattering diatomic ions
from single crystal surfaces at total scattering angles larger than about �
�� the interaction
is viewed as being binary� the total mass of the scattered diatomic ion is considered to
be colliding with the metal atom�s� in a single or double collision� In the case of CF��
scattering from Ag�			� the energy position of the parent negative ion was observed to
correspond to the double collision position �		��� The energy transfer to the surface by
larger polyatomic ions scattered from organic surfaces has also been studied� It was found
that �
 to �
� of the incoming energy was lost with a total �xed scattering angle of �
�

����	���	���� An e�ective surface mass corresponding to the mass of several functional
groups �CH��CH��
 or CF��CF���� was introduced to account for the observed transla�
tional energy losses �	���	���� In the scattering of C �

�� ions from heteroepitaxial fullerite
surfaces a small translational energy loss was measured �	���� In modeling the scattering
process� the initial interaction is viewed as being binary� i�e� a C �

�� ion collides with one
C�� of the fullerite �	�
�� The surface C�� recoils from the incident C�� and subsequently
rebounds from the lattice hitting the incident ion in a second collision� Consequently� the
fullerite acts as a rigid wall and only a small amount of energy was lost by the scattered
C��! although the scattering occurred in a sequence of binary collisions� In the case of equal
mass �and size� of the scatterers� the energy transfer is most e�ective as can be deduced
from the binary scattering formula �eq� ��	�� Most presumably this is the reason a transla�
tional energy loss �E ����
�� of the CF�� ions which corresponds exactly to the scattering
o� a �CF� group of the per�uoropolyether is observed�
At larger total scattering angles ����
�� the energy transfer to the liquid starts deviat�

ing from the single collision model �see Fig� ����� The fragment ions leave the surface with
more �nal energy� i�e� less energy is transferred to the surface� than is expected on the basis
of a single collision with a �CF� group� However� if the incoming energy is raised and the
total scattering angle is kept constant �������� the same translational energy losses �E

are seen and no deviation from the single collision model is observed �see Fig� ���� This
observation rules out inelastic e�ects like electronic excitations being responsible for the
deviation from the single collision model �	
�		�	�	�� The e�ective surface mass appears to
increase for larger total scattering angles� This phenomena is studied in detail in Chapter
� of this thesis�
In our experiment we observe an enhanced fragmentation for particles scattered over

larger total scattering angles �Fig� ����a� and �b��� This enhanced fragmentation has been
observed before in scattering from single crystal surfaces �	��� and studied in more detail
for scattering of CF�� along di�erent azimuthal angles of the Ag�			� surface �		��� From the
experimental results presented in this chapter� a straightforward explanation can be given
for the increase in fragmentation with total scattering angle� When the incident particles
scatter o� the surface they follow di�erent trajectories leading to di�erent total scattering
angles� Trajectories with larger total scattering angles can be associated with smaller
impact parameter collisions �		�	���� With each scattering angle a di�erent translational
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energy loss �E is associated! more energy transfer to the surface occurs for larger scattering
angles �Fig� ����� The translational energy loss is directly proportional to the internal energy
uptake as was demonstrated in section ������ Consequently� more fragmentation is observed
at larger total scattering angles�

����� Dissociation mechanism

The dissociation of CF�� on a PFPE surface is governed by the impulsive collision� The
increase in dissociation yield with higher incoming energies clearly indicates collisional ac�
tivation rather than a mechanism involving electron transfer� The present result greatly
di�ers from the results of CF�� from a clean and a barium�covered Ag�			� surface� where
electron transfer processes dominate the ion�surface interaction and the dissociation dyna�
mics�
Previous studies have shown that many of the same excitation processes are operative

in gas phase collision�induced dissociation as in surface�induced dissociation ���	
��� In
collisional activation in the gas phase� the translational energy of the parent ion is converted
into vibrational energy �T�V conversion�� The dissociation takes place �slowly� relative to
the times scale in which the collision occurs �		�� The dissociation of polyatomic ions is
claimed to occur exclusively via statistical channels at these low collision energies �		��
In the present experimental study the impulsive excitation and energy transfer to the

surface occur in a single collision� This single collision event is supported by the invariance
of the relative energy position of the fragment ions and the energy distributions of the
positive ions performed at a �xed total scattering angle �� That the internally excited ion
dissociates when it has left the vicinity of the surface is supported by the fact that the
fragment ions are detected with the same velocities� This is true for the positively charged
��uoro�carbon ions and the negatively charged �uorine ion� If the dissociation were to occur
directly at the surface� the fragment ions would leave the surfaces with di�erent velocities
�	��� and the fragment ions would display a broader angular distribution �	�	���� The exact
timescale in which the dissociation takes place is di�cult to determine from the present
experimental �ndings� Unimolecular dissociation is known to occur on a �s timescale� while
the collision event occurs on a femtosecond timescale�
Previously� the scattering of �uorocarbon ions �CF�� � C�F

�
� and C�F

�
� � at hydrocarbon�

deuterated hydrocarbon and �uorocarbon SAM surfaces has been studied by mass spec�
trometric techniques by Cooks and coworkers ����
�� who concluded that approximately
�
� of the incident translational energy was transferred to the surface� The percentage of
the total incident translational energy transferred to internal energy ranges from 	�� for
the hydrocarbon to �
� for the �uorocarbon SAM surfaces� Their scattering geometry was
�i���� and �f���� or a total scattering angle of �
�� These values are in good agreement
with our �ndings� For the same scattering conditions we observe that approximately ��� of
the incident energy is lost in the collision �Fig� ���� of which 	�� is transferred to internal
energy�
Some attempts have been made to develop an impulsive collision�transfer theory for

the collision between a gas atom and a macromolecular ion by Uggerud and coworkers
�	���	��� which has been subsequently applied to surface scattering experiments �	���	����
The theory gives an expression of the uptake of the internal energy Q � the translational
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Table ��� Ionization potentials and a�nity levels of the �uoro�carbon species

particle ionization potential a�nity level

CF� � �� eVa 	�� 
��eVb

CF� 		��eVa 
�	eVc

CF ��		eVa 
��� � 
�
�eVd

C 		��eVa 	���eVa

F 	���eVa ���eVe

aRef� �	���� bRef� ����
cRef� ��� dRef� ����
eRef� ��
��

energy loss �E and the angle � through which the macromolecular ion is scattered for the
case of a single collision event� The important conclusions of this theory relevant to the
present work are summarized here� i� The average translational energy loss �E of the
polyatomic ion increases linearly with its incoming translational energy� ii� The average
internal energy uptake� �Q�� increases linearly with the energy of the ion� iii� The average
internal energy uptake� �Q�� is directly proportional to the average translational energy
loss �E in the collision� In a comment following the Uggerud paper �	��� it is stressed that
the translational energy loss� �E � which characterizes any particular fragment ion� can be
converted to the internal energy of the parent ion �	��� Points i through iii have been
veri�ed in our experiment� However� it is very di�cult to calculate these quantities directly
from the present theory for the CF��CF� collision system�
The mechanism of collision induced dissociation assumes the impulsive transfer of trans�

lational energy into rovibrational energy� This will be dependent upon the individual masses
of the atoms of the incident polyatomic ions and of the surface atoms� Also the orientation
of the internuclear axes of the incident polyatomic ion� its vibrational frequencies and the
molecule"s vibrational phase during the collision are important� A detailed understanding
of these properties requires the use of classical trajectory calculations �	����

����� Charge�transfer

Neutralization

In the scattering from a clean Ag�			� surface all the incoming CF�� ions are neutralized�
No surviving CF�� ions are observed� Two neutralization channels are operative� one is
directly to the ground state located at �� eV below the vacuum level via an Auger process
and the other channel is resonant neutralization to a stable Rydberg state at ��� eV below
the vacuum level� The energy position of this state has been calculated using ab initio

con�guration interaction calculations ���� No other neutralization channels have been
found in the calculations� Neutralization into this Rydberg state is the dominant process�
The e�ciency of Auger neutralization is low� as is con�rmed by scattering from a barium
covered Ag�			� surface �		���
These two neutralization states are not directly accessible when we scatter from a liquid
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per�uoropolyether� the ionization potentials of �per� �uorinated ethers are well above 	� eV
�	���� The ground state of neutral CF� is located at �� eV below the vacuum level� The
other fragment ions have comparable ionization potentials �see Table ����� Although about
�
� of the incoming ions are neutralized� this neutralization yield is considerably less than
in scattering from a clean metal surface as has been observed in a number of studies ��
��	��

Negative ion formation

Negative ion formation from atomic species �H� O� F� incident on metallic and non�metallic
surfaces has been studied in much detail �������� The population of the a�nity level of a
neutral atomic species in collisions with a metal surface is inferred to occur via a resonant
charge exchange process of an electron from the Fermi�level of the metal� In close approach
to the surface� the a�nity level of the atom shifts down due to the image force attraction
and a broadening of this level due to the overlap of atomic and metallic wave functions
occurs� High yields of negative ions can be obtained for low work function surfaces and�or
for atoms with high a�nity levels� Recently� Winter and co�workers studied the formation
of negative halogen ions in scattering of positive halogen ions from alkali�halide surfaces� It
was found that negative ion yields up to 	

� could be obtained under certain scattering
conditions ���� However� this requires highly energetic beams �� 	
 keV� in very grazing
collisions� The incident energies employed in the current experimental study are several
orders of magnitude lower�
Negatively charged molecular ions have also been observed in the scattering of positive

molecular ions and neutral molecules from metal surfaces �	��	
	�� However� not only is the
shift of the a�nity level due to image force attraction and broadening important� but also
the phase of the vibrational period of the bond is important which can cause even larger
shifts of this level �	�������	����
It is quite remarkable that we observe negative ions in our experiment� the ionization

potentials of �per� �uorinated ethers are above 	� eV �	���� The a�nity level of the F atom
is located ��� eV below the vacuum level �see Table ����� This table also shows that the
�uorocarbon species have a�nity levels comparable to that of the �uorine atom� However�
we do not observe any negatively charged polyatomic ions� This seems to indicate that ions
surviving the surface collision are not easily neutralized at the outgoing trajectories and
subsequently negatively ionized� This is in agreement with our previous conclusion that
the break�up of the particle occurs at some distance from the surface� Possibly� F atoms
formed in the impulsive collision can pick up an extra electron� However� the dissociation
event is inferred to occur in the gas phase and� moreover� the energy shift of the a�nity
level required for resonant charge exchange is extremely large ��  eV�� Another� more
likely process is that a neutral CF� species is formed which dissociates due to the impulsive
collision at some distance from the surface into a positively charged ��uoro�carbon species
and negatively charged F ion �i�e� a polar dissociation event�� In gas phase collision induced
dissociation� an �ion pair� was observed in the scattering of singly charged negative ions
to form a doubly charged negative ion and a positive ion �	���� This was referred to as
collisionally�induced �ion pair� formation� In our case we conclude that a collisionally�
excited neutral species leaving the surface forms an �ion pair�� In equations ��� and ��� we
have schematically depicted two possible dissociation channels of a positive �eq� ���� and a
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neutral �eq� ���� collisionally�excited CF� particle leaving the surface� respectively� These
equations can be generalized for more channels� In both cases a positive ��uoro�carbon ion
is formed� in the neutral case also a negatively charged F ion is formed� The equations are
given by�

CF��  PFPE �� �CF�� �
�  PFPE �� CF��  PFPE  F �����

CF��  PFPE �� �CF��
�  PFPE� �� CF��  PFPE

�  F�� �����

where CF�� is the incoming ion which collides with the per�uoropolyether surface PFPE�
In the �rst case the ion is collisionally excited �denoted with asterisk� after the collision�
In the second case the ion is neutralized and collisionally excited and� subsequently� the
dissociation occurs in the gas phase and the �ion�pair�is formed�
In the case of scattering of CF�� o� Ag�			� we also inferred a polar dissociation event�

However� in this case an electronically excited species dissociates into CF� and F�� The
excited species �CF��

� is formed by resonant neutralization to a Rydberg state at ��� eV
below the vacuum level ���		���

����� Liquid�versus�metal surfaces

In this section we make a comparison between the dissociative scattering of polyatomic
ions from a liquid and from a metal surface� The main di�erences can be explained by the
di�erence in electronic structure between the liquid� the per�uoropolyether� and the metal
surfaces� the Ag�			� and the barium covered Ag�			� surface�

Geometric structure and e�ective mass of the surface

A remarkable di�erence in the angular distributions can be observed by comparing scatter�
ing from Ag�			� and the PFPE liquid� In the case of scattering from a metal surface� the
angular distributions of the C� ion are distinctly broader than those measured in the scat�
tering from a liquid surface� Looking at the �nal energy of those C� ions we observe that
much less energy is transferred to the surface in the ion�metal collision� This is especially
clear if we compare the energy transfer to the di�erent surfaces as a function of outgoing
angle� In the case of scattering from a clean Ag�			� surface� the energy transfer shows a
much smaller decrease with larger outgoing angle than scattering from the PFPE liquid�
We attribute this to the fact that the Ag atoms are much heavier �M�	
� and to the
fact that the single crystal surface has a much closer packing than the liquid surface� We
�tted a model with a double collision with the Ag atoms to our results� In the present
experimental study we showed that the average internal energy uptake� �Q�� is propor�
tional to the average translational energy loss �E in the collision� In the case of scattering
from a Ag�			� and a Ba�Ag�			� surface� the energy transfer is a weak function of the
outgoing angle� Consequently� the average internal energy uptake is also a weak function of
outgoing angle� Ions in trajectories over larger total scattering angles survive the collision�
This leads to a broader angular distribution for the C� ions scattering from Ag�			�� For
scattering conditions similar to those employed in the current experimental study this was
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about �
� �FWHM�� The widths of the angular distributions of the CF� and C� peaks for
similar scattering conditions are �
� and ��� �FWHM�� respectively� From this we conclude
that the width of the angular distributions of the product ions gives direct information
concerning the energy transfer in the collision and� hence� the internal energy uptake�
Hence� scattering from an e�ectively heavier surface results in less dissociation because

the average translational loss �E in the collision is less� This is contrary to what has been
suggested earlier where it was claimed that scattering from a �heavier� surface results in
more dissociation �	���	���� However� the energy transfer to the surface was not studied in
much detail in those studies� It could well be that more energy is transferred in scattering
from a �uorinated surface than a hydrogenated surfaces because of a di�erence in surface
structure and�or distance between the �CH� and �CF� groups� However� no measurements
have been done to support this�
Not only is the e�ective surface mass important in the scattering event but also the

distance between the objects which scatter is relevant� This is demonstrated when the CF��
ions are scattered along di�erent azimuthal orientations of the Ag�			� crystal� Along all
crystal azimuths� essentially a double collision occurs with the Ag atoms� However� the
angular distributions of the fragment ions are quite di�erent� In case of scattering from a
per�uoropolyether the mutual distance between the �CF� groups is large enough to allow
for single collisions�

Electronic structure of the surface

Apart from the geometric structure and e�ectivemass of the surface� the electronic structure
of the surface is also important in polyatomic ion�surface collisions ����� In the case of
scattering from a Ag�			� surface� resonant neutralization and Auger neutralization are
considered� as discussed above� Essentially all CF�� ions are neutralized in scattering from
Ag�			� and the dissociation is mostly due to charge transfer processes� In the case of
scattering from the PFPE surface the neutralization is hindered due to the high ionization
potentials of the liquid molecules� The incoming ions are not easily neutralized along the
incoming trajectory and dissociation due to the impulsive collision becomes apparent� The
same holds for fragment ions leaving the surface! these are also not easily neutralized�
Several studies have been performed which directly compare scattering from well char�

acterized metal and non�metal surfaces� These systems include Fe�C
H
�
�
� on Si�	

� and

alkanethiol SAM surfaces �		�� pyridine from clean Ag�			� and from pyridine�covered
Ag�			� ����	���� In all cases higher survival probability was found in scattering from
non�metallic surfaces� These are generally surfaces with higher ionization potentials�

��� Summary and conclusions

We have studied the dissociative scattering of CF�� ions from a liquid insulating per�uori�
nated polyether surface� We measured the energy and angular distributions of the scattered
positive and negative fragment ions� The parent positive ion was observed as well as CF�� �
CF� and C� ions� Their appearance was dependent on the scattering conditions� The
negative ions only showed F�! no negatively charged polyatomic ions were observed� We
determined the transfer of translational energy to the surface and to internal energy of the
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scattered polyatomic ion as a function of incoming energy and total scattering angle� The
CF�� ions scatter o� the �CF� groups of the PFPE in a single collision� The dissociation
is governed by the impulsive collision� The degree of dissociation scales with the incom�
ing energy and total scattering angle� The important quantity is the energy transferred
in the collision �E � Approximately 	�� of the translational energy lost in the collision is
transferred into internal energy� i�e� rovibrational energy� This translational energy transfer
to the surface varies from �
� for a total scattering angle of ��� to about �
� for total
scattering angles of about �
��
The appearance of the negatively charged F ions is inferred to occur due to a collisionally�

excited neutral species leaving the surface which forms an �ion�pair�� The main di�erences
in scattering from a metal and liquid surface is explained by the e�ective mass and the
geometric� and electronic�structure of the surface� In the case of scattering from a Ag�			�
surface electronically excited species are formed which dissociate� The ionization potentials
of the per�uoropolyether are too high to allow resonant neutralization� Here� collisionally
excited species are formed which dissociate after leaving the surface�
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Design and performance of a new

low�energy ion beamline

Abstract

A new low�energy ion beamline capable of producing ions between �� and ���� eV
is described� At the sample position currents between �� and ��� nA are attained�
for beam energies varying from ���to ����eV� Preliminary experiments are shown for
Ne

� scattering o� Au	���
 at low incident energies 	�� eV and  eV
� The feasibility
of polyatomic ion�surface experiments is discussed�

��� Introduction

The dissociative scattering of molecules and molecular ions from surfaces has been a topic
of ongoing research in chemistry and physics� In the thermal and hyperthermal incident
energy regime� much work has been done with the help of molecular beam techniques ����
These techniques allow the acceleration of neutral particles to incident translational energies
between �� meV and at most �� eV� to elucidate the mechanisms leading to dissociation
in particle	surface scattering� In addition� ion scattering studies in the low incident energy
regime 
����to �����eV have been performed on the scattering of diatomic ions from single
crystal surfaces ���������� The ion beams can easily be produced and focused with the
appropriate ion optics at these translational energies�

In the last decade� more attention has been focused on the intermediate energy regime�
which is roughly between �� and ��� eV ���������� This incident energy regime is relatively
unexplored� because of the technical di�culties associated with the production of su�ciently
intense hyperthermal ion beams� In particular� the spatial spreading of the ion beams due
to the space charge e�ect is troublesome at these low incident energies�

The incident energy regime between �� and ��� eV is of interest in tandem mass spec�
trometry� where collisions between polyatomic ions and surfaces� so�called surface�induced
dissociation 
SID� are used to e�ciently transfer translational energy into internal energy�
which leads to fragmentation for analytical purposes ���� To study the impulsive energy
transfer processes of polyatomic ions in collision with surfaces in detail� well characterized
low energy ion beams� with energies between �� and ��� eV� are necessary� The spread of
the incident translational energies should be kept low� In addition� it should be possible to
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produce large polyatomic ions� with high mass resolution� For a complete understanding
of the scattering dynamics� energy and angular analysis of the scattered products must be
performed ������

In this chapter� we describe the design and performance of a new low�energy beamline
which is capable of producing intense ion beams between �� and ���� eV� with a relatively
low translational energy spread� In addition� su�ciently high mass resolution is achieved�
allowing for the scattering of large polyatomic ions and their fragment ions� We show that
the currents attained at the target position are su�ciently high� even at very low incident
energies� to allow for ion	surface scattering experiments� Currents between �� and ���
nA are measured for beam energies varying between �� and ��� eV� In the present set�up�
it is possible to perform energy and angular analysis of the scattered products� The new
set�up allows for the study of the fundamental processes governing polyatomic ion	 surface
scattering in the hyperthermal and low incident energy range�

This chapter is divided into four main sections� In section ���� a description is given
of the experimental set�up and the design criteria of the new low�energy beamline are
discussed� The vacuum system and the ion optics are described in some detail� In section
���� the instrument performance is discussed and some preliminary results are given� Section
��� ends with a summary of the most important results�

��� Instrument description

����� Experimental set�up

The experimental set�up is described in detail in chapter � of this thesis� Brie�y� it consists
of two UHV chambers� In one 
base pressure of ������� mbar� the scattering sample
can be characterized and stored� The sample can be transferred under UHV to a two�
axis goniometer in the second chamber 
base pressure of ������� mbar� The goniometer
allows for the rotation of the target around an axis parallel to the surface in order to
change the incoming angle �i 
which is measured with respect to the surface normal and
rotation around the surface normal to change the azimuthal angle �� This is schematically
depicted in Fig� ���� The total scattering angle � is de�ned as� ������ � 
�i� �f  with �f
the outgoing angle of the particles� The scattered positive and negative ions are detected
with a ��� cylindrical electrostatic energy analyzer� with an energy resolution of �E�E �
����� In the scattering plane the detector can be rotated from ��� to ���� with respect to
the incoming beam and out of plane detection from ���� to ��� is possible� The angular
resolution of the detector is around �����

����� Design criteria

The goal is to build a high�intensity low�energy ion beam line which is compatible with the
existing UHV set�up� The translational energy of the primary ion beam must be variable
between �� and ���� eV and su�ciently high ion yields 
� � nA	cm� at very low incident
energies 
� �� eV must be produced� It must be possible to change the mass of the
primary ion between roughly � and ��� a�m�u� to allow for the study of polyatomic ions
which are also used in conventional mass spectrometry� Because of the limited amount
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Figure ��� De�nition of the scattering geometry� the incoming angle �i� the outgoing angle �f
and azimuthal angle ��

of space available in our laboratory and the positioning of the present set�up� the total
length of the beamline should be kept short� The ion source must be capable of producing
high�intensity beams of noble gas ions for characterization purposes� and polyatomic ions
like C�H

�

� � CF
�

� � CF
�

� and CF� ions for low�energy polyatomic ion	surface collisions� The
important design criteria are brie�y summarized below�

�� Ability to vary the translational energy of the primary ion beam from ���to �����eV�

�� High mass resolution 
M	�M � ��� and low energy spread of the primary ion beam

 � ��� eV�

�� The total length of the beamline has to be kept short�

�� Electrical guiding tubes should be present to reduce spreading of the ion beam during
transport and to shield the ion beam from stray �elds�

�� A bending section is required for the removal of neutrals and photons� We introduce
a bending angle of ����

�� Ultrahigh vacuum 
UHV compatibility with the main scattering chamber� which
means the introduction of several pumping restrictions in the beamline�

�� Two movable collimators for narrowing the angular divergence of the incident ion
beam�

�� A current detector for measuring the ion currents just after the bending section�

�� A valve should be present between the scattering chamber and the rest of the beamline�

��� Appreciable currents at the target position 
nAs must be attained�
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Figure ��� A schematic overview of the UHV beamline housing� We can distinguish three main
sections� the ion source� the bending section and the scattering chamber�

����� Hardware and vacuum system

The UHV beamline housing is schematically shown in Fig� ���� We can distinguish three
main sections� the ion source� the bending section and the scattering chamber� The ion
source section consists of a plasma source with a narrow energy spread 
� ��� eV �����
and a Colutron Wien �lter ����� for puri�cation of the primary ion beam� The ion source is
pumped by a Balzers ����l	s turbo molecular pump� the bending section by a Balzers ����
l	s turbo molecular pump and the scattering chamber by a Balzers ����l	s turbo molecular
pump� a titanium sublimation pump and a ion�getter pump 
����l	s� Pumping restric�
tions are introduced between the ion source and bending section and between the bending
section and scattering chamber� The base pressure in the source housing is ���� mbar� Du�
ring operation the pressure in the ion source increased to a value between ���� mbar and
���� mbar� Operating pressure in the bending section is ���	 mbar� and in the scattering
chamber ������� mbar�
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Figure ��� A schematic overview of the beamline optics� The details of the lenses and operating
conditions are given in the text�

����� Ion optics

Design

The beamline ion optics have been designed with the help of calculations based on the
SIMION computer code ������ In these calculations� all the beamline optics from the
source position to the sample position� including the beam guiding tubes and the bending
plates� are simulated� The beamline was divided in di�erent sections and the size of the
beam cross sections and the angular divergence at the various locations in the beamline
have been determined� The spreading of the beam� due to space charge e�ects was not
considered�

Implementation

A schematic overview of the ion beamline optics is given in Fig� ���� The ions from the
low energy spread plasma source ����� are extracted and focused by lens � 
Colutron ����
which serves as a combination of extraction lens and Einzel lens� The ions are accelerated
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to transport energies ranging from ��� eV to � keV� depending on the mode of operation�
The ions are focused into a Wien �lter 
Colutron ����B for puri�cation of the beam� The
Wien �lter has a mass resolution of ����

The ions are transported to the bending section� where they are bent through an angle
of ��� by two curved bending plates� This section removes light originating from the plasma
source and neutrals particles from the beam� only charged particles can pass this section�
The plates can be considered an energy �lter which removes fragmented particles which
have lower translational energies� Two movable collimators for narrowing of the beam size�
are placed just before and after the bending section� These are plates which are composed
of round holes with diameters varying from ���� ���� ��� to ��� mm� These collimator plates
are electrically raised to beam voltages� A movable current detector is placed after the
second collimator allowing for determination of the current inline with the beam direction�
A compact Z�translator 
Caburn allows for the probe�pen and collector plate 
diameter �
mm� which are electrically isolated� to be placed in and out of the ion beam� The probe is
connected to a piccoammeter 
Keithley� which is at beam voltages� A second Einzel lens
is placed after the probe for focusing of the ion beam�

In the scattering chamber� a third Einzel lens is mounted� which focuses the ion beam
into the deceleration lens� The deceleration lens determines the �nal energy and beam
quality at the sample position� It is a six�element cylindrical lens of the Menzinger type

Colutron ����L� The �rst two elements are at the beam voltage and elements four and
six at ground potential� Elements three and �ve can be adjusted� The beam is decelerated
in two steps� in the gaps between element two and three and between three and four� With
help of element �ve the �nal focusing is achieved� which is operated in an accelerating mode�

Several X�Y de�ection plates are mounted along the beamline as can be seen in the
schematic overview� Also a set of X�Y de�ection plates have been placed just after the
deceleration lens for adjusting the �nal direction of the beam� The Einzel lenses throughout
the beamline are operated in retarding mode�

����� Beam guiding tubes and bending section

To reduce the spreading of the ion beam due to space charge e�ects� the ions are accelerated
to transport energies of ��� eV� During transport� the ions only �see� the deceleration
voltage because from the beginning of the bending section to the deceleration lens in the
scattering chamber� beam guiding tubes at the deceleration voltage are present� These
beam guiding tubes are electrically isolated from the vacuum housing by ceramic rings�
During operation of the ion beam� the valve between the bending section and scattering
chamber is open� In order not to distort the electric �elds by potentials from the vacuum
housing� a movable beam guiding tube can be inserted in the open space� The deceleration
lens is attached to the beam guiding tube� This approach allows the vacuum housing to be
maintained at ground potential� hence no shielding of the vacuum system is required�

The bending section essentially consists of two curved plates� To reduce the pertur�
bation of the �eld� two additional half plates are inserted between the plates to assure a
homogeneous electrical �eld� These plates are electrically isolated by ceramic rings�
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Figure ��� The di�erent modes of operation of the ion beamline� mode � for high energy beams
	� ��� eV
 and mode � for low�energy beams 	� ��� eV
� This scheme applies both to positive
and negative ion beams�

����� Modes of operation

The ion beamline can be operated in di�erent modes of operation� which are schematically
depicted in Fig� ���� When high�energy beams are required 
� ��� eV� mode �� the ions
are directly accelerated to the desired beam energies� For low�energy ion beams 
� ��� eV�
mode �� the ions are accelerated to transport energies of ��� eV� With the deceleration
lens� the required �nal beam energies are attained� This commercially available decelerator
lens is designed for an energy range from � eV to � keV� The ion beams can be decelerated
to �	��� of their initial energy without appreciable beam current loss�

By reversing the polarities on the ion optics� it is possible to produce ion beams of
negatively charged particles� This is conceivable for plasma source conditions and gases
which easily form negative ions� e�g� CF�� or H�� The negative ion beams are operated in
the operation modes depicted in Fig� ����

����	 Instrument control

The electronics that are used for the ion beam optics were constructed in�house� These are
isolated power supplies which are used as plug�in units� The heart of this unit is powered by
a Spellman�MHV������K���P power supply ������ The units can be connected internally
to a reference point to allow for the entire ion beamline optics and beam guiding tubes to
be raised and referenced to the beam energy� The power supplies can either be operated in
the local or remote setting� The local setting allows for setting the output voltages directly
at the unit� with the remote setting these can be set by a personal computer� All the lenses
have separate power supplies� The plasma source and Wien �lter are powered by commercial
electronics� Heinzinger 
HNC �������� and two Delta 
SM�����D� respectively�
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��� Instrument performance

In the previous sections we discussed the design and construction of a low�energy ion beam�
line� In this section� we comment on the performance of the new instrument� We look at
the beam output along the beamline for several ions and discuss some preliminary results
of experiments on ion	surface collisions�

����� Beam output

The decisive factor for ion	surface experiments is the ion beam current at the target posi�
tion� We determined the ion current along the beamline� for standard operating conditions
of the plasma source� The source powers was about �� W� where the source power is the
product of the discharge current and the anode voltage ������

When the beamline is operated in mode �� He� ions can be accelerated to beam energies
of ��� eV� At the entrance aperture� before the bending section� a current of ��� �A is
measured� Just after the bending section the current is reduced to ��� to ��� nA� At the exit
aperture in the scattering chamber� similar currents are measured� In Fig� ���� the ion beam
currents� which are measured at the target position as a function of deceleration voltage�
are depicted� For ion beams with �nal energies above �� eV� currents varying between
�� and ��� nA are measured� Below �� eV� a loss in intensity is observed� Nevertheless�
appreciable currents are measured� for an ion beam of �� eV currents between �� and �� nA
are attained� For neon gas� we measured currents of �� nA at the target position� When
gaseous CF
 is introduced in the plasma source� we measure for the CF�

� � CF
�

� � CF
� and

C�� ��� nA� �� nA� � nA and ��� nA� respectively� at the target position for �nal beam
energies of �� eV� These are su�ciently high yields for ion	surface experiments�

����� Low�energy ion
surface collisions

In this section we show preliminary experiments which were performed with the new low�
energy ion beamline� We limit ourselves to noble gas ion scattering from a metal surface� In
addition� experiments have been carried out concerning polyatomic ion	surface collisions�
CF�

� � CF
�

� � CF
� and C� incident on a per�uoropolyether �lm at incident energies varying

from ���to ����eV� These results are in chapter ��

Ne� on Au����	

In Fig� ��� the contour diagrams of the backscattered positive ions are plotted for 
a �� eV�
and 
b �� eV Ne� ions incident on a Au
��� surface� In both the cases �i����� In Fig�
���
a 
Ei��� eV� we can observe a distinct peak at Ef��� eV 	 �f ����� The angular
distribution is peaked towards the surface normal� at angles larger than specular� The
energy position is consistent with a Ne atom scattered o� a Au atom and can be described
by the binary collision formula� The dashed line gives the energy position as a function of
outgoing angle calculated for the Ne� on Au single collision system� which describes the
data points well� The peak in the angular position can be considered a rainbow peak which
is the peak where the single and double collision peaks merge ����
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In Fig� ���
b the energy of the incident ion beam is lowered to �� eV� The peak position
is shifted towards the surface normal compared to scattering at Ei��� eV� and is now seen
at �f ����� The energy position is consistent with the binary collision formula� The shift
towards the surface normal re�ects the change in the interaction between the ion and the
surface at these low incident energies� At low incident energies the repulsive interaction
potential between the incident particle and surface atoms increases giving rise to a smaller
cut�o� angle of the rainbow peak� Also the width 
FWHM of the angular distribution
appears less broad in the case of Fig� ���
b�

To our knowledge� this is the �rst time combined energy and angular distributions of
scattered noble gas ions have been determined experimentally in the incident energy range
���to ����eV� Some computer simulation studies have been performed for this incident
energy range ������ Experimentally� angular distributions have been determined� however
not in combination with energy analysis of the scattered ions ������

��� Summary and conclusions

We have designed� built and tested a new low�energy ion beamline for the production of
intense atomic and polyatomic ion beams in the incident energy range ���to �����eV� At
the sample position we attained currents between �� and ��� nA� The new set�up allows for
a detailed study of polyatomic ion	surface collisions and determination of the mechanisms
that govern the dissociation of polyatomic ions relevant for SID�
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Ion�liquid scattering� Energy transfer
to internal energy and to the surface

Abstract

The dissociative scattering of CF�� CF�
� and CF�

� ions from a per�uoropolyether
surface is explored across the hyperthermal incident energy range ���to ����eV� A
comparative study on internal energy uptake e	cacy and on translational energy
transfer to the surface in scattering from the PFPE surface is presented� In addition�
measurements are performed on C� scattering in order to examine the energy trans�
fer to the PFPE liquid surface in more detail� The CF�

� ions take up more internal
energy as a function of translational energy lost in the collision than the CF�

� and
the CF� ions� The incident CF�

� ions have more approach geometries favorable for
internal energy uptake than the other two �uorocarbon ions� Furthermore� a detailed
analysis and discussion is presented on the surface e
ective mass as a function of
incident ��uoro�carbon ion mass and total scattering angle� The results are remark�
ably di
erent from ionmetal surface scattering� The in�uence of the orientation of
the target molecules is observed in ionliquid scattering� This chapter represents the
�rst detailed study on energy transfer to liquid surfaces in atomic and polyatomic ion
scattering�

��� Introduction

The study of the mechanisms governing the dissociative scattering of low�energy ions from
surfaces is an area of research of considerable interest� Traditionally� the interest originates
from two distinct disciplines within chemistry and physics� On the one hand� there are
surface scientists who study the interaction of di� and tri�atomics with well de�ned single
crystal surfaces ����������	
����� Those investigations reveal the inuence of incident trans�
lational energy �����	�� surface corrugation ��������� impact parameter �Chapter � of this
thesis�� internal energy ���� and approach geometry ���������������� on the outcome of the
scattering event� Along with classical trajectory calculations� much has been learned about
the details of mechanisms responsible for the break�up of the incident particles ��������
On the other hand� analytical chemists explore the fragmentation of �large� polyatomic

ions in collisions with adsorbate covered metal surfaces �	���������	�� Their interest is stim�
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ulated by the desire of applying surface�induced dissociation �SID� as an alternative to gen�
erate structurally relevant fragment ions for analytical purposes� The ultimate goal is to de�
velop a mass spectrometric technique which helps resolve structures of large �bio�molecules�
The SID studies reveal that �� to ��� of the incident translational energy is transferred
to internal energy of the scattered ion� In addition� it has been shown that collisions with
surfaces yield relatively narrow distributions of internal energies compared to collisions with
noble gas atoms �	��
It is very interesting to combine both areas of research and this indeed has been done in

recent work on the fragmentation of �small� polyatomic ions which are scattered o� metal
and adsorbate covered surfaces ���	���������� However� the transition from di�atomic to
polyatomic ions remains unexplored� even though this regime gives valuable information on
the fundamental excitation mechanisms� particularly on energy transfer mechanisms to the
surface and to internal energy of the scattered ions� In this chapter� we study the dissociative
scattering of di�atomic� tri�atomic and tetra�atomic ions o� a liquid peruoropolyether
surface�
Previous work has shown that the approach geometries of incident di�atomic molecules

have a large inuence on translational�to�internal energy transfer in particle�surface col�
lisions� In the scattering of oriented thermal NO molecules from surfaces by Kleyn and
coworkers� this was shown experimentally ����
����� In addition� classical trajectory calcu�
lations have been performed on hyperthermal and low�energy neutral molecule scattering
from solid surfaces� such as O� and H� on Ag������ which clearly indicate an orientational
dependence in internal energy uptake �������� The impulsive transfer of incident transla�
tional energy to rovibrational energy is most favorable if the diatom has its internuclear axis
along the surface normal prior to surface impact� Moreover� aligned ion beam scattering
experiments �NO� �Ag������ have been performed by Jacobs and coworkers ��������� It
was shown that the break�up occurs more readily for molecules colliding �end�on� rather
than �side�on� with the surface� Clearly� approach geometry e�ects will be present in
polyatomic ion�surface collisions as well� However� it is very di�cult to orient polyatomic
ions� classical trajectory calculations and�or detailed comparative experimental studies of
randomly oriented molecules are necessary to study these e�ects�
In some recent studies� the energy transfer to the surface has been explored in polyatomic

ion�surface scattering �Ref� ����� and Chapters � and � of this thesis�� These studies
clearly indicate that most of the translational energy lost in the collision is transferred to
the surface atoms� In Chapter �� we showed that the transfer of energy to the surface is
highly dependent on the total scattering angle� Traditionally� an e�ective surface mass has
been introduced to account for the observed energy losses� e�g� the hard cube models� This
approach has been applied also in polyatomic ion�surface collisions ��	������ However� the
e�ective mass seems to vary with incident ion ����� and with total scattering angle �Chapter
� of this thesis�� More studies are necessary to investigate these e�ects�
The dissociation event in polyatomic ion�adsorbate covered surface collisions is inferred

to occur unimolecularly is the gas phase� on time scales much longer than the collision time�
The measured translational energy distributions of the scattered fragment ions con�rm this
�Ref� ����� and Chapter � of this thesis�� The translational energy of the scattered fragment
ions is directly proportional to their mass and their velocities are equal�
In Chapters � and �� we studied the dissociative scattering of polyatomic CF�� ions from
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Figure ��� Geometrical con�gurations of the �uorocarbon CF�
x �x����� cations�

metal �Ag����� and Ba�Ag������ and liquid �peruoropolyether� surfaces� respectively� In
the case of scattering from the Ag����� surface� the interaction was dominated by charge
transfer processes �see Chapter ��� The CF�� ions dissociate predominantly due to electron
transfer processes and only a small fraction dissociates directly due to the impulsive colli�
sion� The inuence of the crystal structure is clearly demonstrated in Chapter �� In the case
of scattering from a peruoropolyether �PFPE� �Chapter ��� the dissociation is governed
by the impulsive collision� The CF�� ions scatter o� �CF� groups of the PFPE in single

collisions� The occurrence of single collisions are veri�ed by keeping the total scattering
angle � constant while varying the incoming and outgoing angles ����� No changes in the
energy spectra were observed� as in gas phase scattering ����� In addition� in the angular
distribution the parent CF�� ions are observed close to the surface� which shows that the
di�erential scattering cross section is similar to those in gas phase scattering� which is for�
ward peaked� These observations corroborate that single collisions occur in the scattering of
small polyatomic ions o� a PFPE surface and justify the use of the binary collision formula�
The internal energy uptake is neglected in this approach since this is small compared to
the total energy transfer� The collisions are treated as purely elastic� The e�ective surface
mass shows a remarkable increase with total scattering angle� which appears to indicate
that the structure of the liquid molecules cannot be ignored in the scattering process� Ap�
proximately ��� of the translational energy lost in the impulsive collision is transferred to
internal energy� i�e� rovibrational energy�
In this chapter� we present a comparative study on the dissociative scattering of CF��

CF�� and CF
�
� from a peruoropolyether surface to explore the e�ect of increasing molecular

complexity on energy transfer to the surface and to internal energy� For comparison� Fig�
	�� displays the geometrical con�gurations of the CF� �Ref� ������� CF�� �Ref� ������ and
CF�� �Ref� ����� cations� The ionization potentials of the uorocarbon ions are similar �see
Table ���� Chapter �� and the strengths �Dos� of the F�C bonds of the uorocarbon ions are
also comparable ������ The present study gives information on the e�ective surface mass
and on internal energy uptake e�cacy� going from di�atomic to polyatomic ions� Measure�
ments are performed on C� scattering from the PFPE to further investigate translational
energy transfer to the surface� The present study provides insight into the role of approach
geometry and e�ective interaction region in polyatomic ion�surface collisions� It highlights
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some unique features in ion�liquid surface scattering which are not observed in ion�metal
surface scattering experiments for the same scattering conditions such as the inuence of
the orientation of the target molecules�

��� Experimental

����� Apparatus

The experimental set�up is described in detail in Chapter � of this thesis� Briey� it consists
of two UHV chambers� In one� the liquid scattering sample can be characterized and stored�
The sample can be transferred under UHV to a two�axis goniometer in the second chamber
�base pressure of ������� mbar�� The goniometer allows rotation of the target around an
axis parallel to the surface to change the incoming angle �i �which is measured with respect
to the surface normal� and rotation around the surface normal to change the azimuthal
angle �� This is schematically depicted in Fig� ��� of Chapter �� The total scattering
angle � is de�ned as� � � ���� � ��i� �f � with �f the outgoing angle of the particles� In
the scattering chamber� a new low�energy ion beamline is mounted which produces the
�uoro�carbon ions �see Chapter ��� The scattered ions are detected with a ��� cylindrical
electrostatic energy analyzer� with an energy resolution of  E�E � ����� The energy
spectra shown throughout this chapter have not been corrected for the energy�dependent
transmission of the energy analyzer �proportional to E � to avoid an arti�cial enlargement
of the intensities at very low energies� When the relative intensities of the fragment ions
are determined from the energy spectra� the energy spectra are scaled by a factor ��E to
correct for the energy�dependent transmission function of the analyzer� In the scattering
plane the detector can be rotated from ��� to ���� with respect to the incoming beam
and out of plane detection from ���� to ��� is possible� The angular resolution of the
detector is around ����� Neutrals are not detected in our experiment�

����� Source operating conditions

CF� gas was introduced in the plasma source ������ The pressure in the source was estimated
to be around ���� mbar and the pressure in the Wien��lter housing during operations was
measured to be ���� mbar� The �lament current was set at �� A ��� V�� Because of the high
power consumption of the plasma source� it is surrounded by a heat sink which is cooled
by HFC���� Freon �duPont�� An arc�discharge current of ��� mA and anode voltage of
�� V are used during operation of the ion source� The ions are extracted by an extraction
voltage of ��� V� The ion beam is mass selected by a cooled Colutron Wien��lter �M� M
� ���� ������ At the target positions typical currents for CF�� � CF

�
� � CF

� and C� of ���
nA� �� nA� � nA and ��� nA� respectively� were delivered for �nal beam energies of �� eV�
The translational energy spread in the primary ion beam is estimated to be below ��� eV�

����� Sample preparation

The support of the liquid surface is a stainless steel disc �diameter �� mm� thickness �
mm� which has been polished mechanically and has a roughness below ���� �m� The
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support is covered with a high molecular weight peruoropolyether� sold under the trade
name krytox �	��	� Its structural formula is given by� F�CF�CF��CF�O���	ave
CF�CF��
Its average molecular weight is about ����� and its vapor pressure at room temperature
about ����� mbar� We obtained a smooth thin �lm by allowing the liquid to sheet across
the stainless steel support� This could be done under UHV conditions by changing its
azimuthal orientation� All spectra in this chapter were measured with a surface near room
temperature� Although we have an insulating layer� no evidence for charging was found�
Reproducible data could be obtained over several days� Also no changes in the spectra were
observed with changing the incoming particle ux�

��� Results and analysis

In the following sections� the results when mass�selected CF�� � CF
�
� � CF

� and C� ion beams
are scattered from a liquid peruoropolyether surface are shown� The energy and angular
distributions of scattered positive product ions are measured� A comparative analysis on
the transfer of incident translational energy to the PFPE surface and to internal energy of
the scattered �uoro�carbon ions is presented�

����� Spectra

The translational energy distributions of positive fragment ions for the scattering of beams
of ��� eV �a� C�� �b� CF�� �c� CF�� and �d� CF

�
� ions from a peruoropolyether liquid

surface are displayed in Fig� 	��� The data are taken at �i � ��� � �f � ���� Fig� 	���a�
displays C� scattering� The maximum in intensity is observed at Ef��� eV� Applying
the binary collision formula �eq� ��� Chapter �� gives an e�ective surface mass of ��
a�m�u� corresponding to a �CF group� Towards lower energies� a tail in the distribution is
observed� Most likely� these are particles which have made multiple collisions inside the
PFPE liquid� similar to what is observed in �hyper��thermal noble gas atom scattering from
PFPE ���������� In what follows� we discuss the translational energy distributions when
uorocarbon ions are scattered from the PFPE surface�
In Fig� 	���b� for CF� scattering� two peaks are indicated with labeled arrows� these are

identi�ed with the scattered parent ion CF� �Ef��	 eV� and the fragment ion C� �Ef���
eV�� In the case of CF�� �c� scattering� scattered CF

�
� �Ef��� eV� and CF� �Ef��	 eV� ions

are observed� The CF�� spectrum �d� displays three peaks which are identi�ed with CF
�
�

�Ef��� eV�� CF
�
� �Ef��� eV� and CF� �Ef��� eV�� The spectrum of CF

�
� is identical to

those presented in Chapter �� for the same scattering conditions� For reference� the energy
positions of the incident beams prior to surface impact are shown by the dashed line in the
�gure� Remarkably� the energy that is retained by the scattered parent polyatomic ions is
approximately the same for all the three cases� ranging from ��� for the scattered CF�

ion� to 	�� for the scattered CF�� ion� indicating that the e�ective surface mass changes
with the mass of the incident projectile� In addition� the energy spectra reveal that the
degree of fragmentation is signi�cantly higher in the case of CF�� scattering than for CF

�

and CF�� � which display almost identical fragmentation patterns�
Fig� 	���a� displays the incident energy dependence of the positive ion signal for CF�

for incident translational energies ranging from 	� to ��� eV� The data are taken at �i����
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Figure ��� Translational energy distributions for positive fragment ions formed in the scattering
of ��� eV �a� C�� �b� CF�� �c� CF�

� and �d� CF�
� from a PFPE liquid surface� The data are

taken at �i����  �f ����� The dashed line indicates the energy position of the incident beams�
No correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�
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Figure ��� Translational energy distributions for �a� CF� and �b� CF�
� scattered o
 a PFPE

surface leading to positive fragment ions� The data are taken at �i���
�  �f ���

� and the incident
translational energy is varied from �� to ��� eV� The labeled arrows give the energy positions of
the fragment ions� No correction for the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer
has been made�

� �f � ���� In this graph� a reduced energy scale Ef�Ei is used� The energy positions of
the fragment ions are indicated by labeled arrows� Clearly� more fragmentation occurs at
higher incident energies� which indicates that the dissociation is governed by the impulsive
collision� This is similar to CF�� scattering o� a liquid PFPE surface which was studied
in Chapter �� In Fig� 	���b�� we have plotted the incident energy dependence of positive
product ions for incident CF�� ions� Once again� more fragmentation is observed for higher
incident energies� For incident translational energies above ��� eV� the C� ion becomes
apparent�
In Fig� 	��� the three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef � and corresponding
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contour diagrams of backscattered positive ions are plotted for uorocarbon ions scattered
o� a PFPE surface� The dashed lines give the angles for specular reection� In Fig� 	���a�
CF� and �b� CF�� are scattered at �i � ��

� and Ei� ��� eV� The scattered parent ions
are observed at angles larger than specular� �a� CF� at Ef � �� eV � �f � ��� and �b�
CF�� at Ef � �� eV � �f � ��

�� which indicates they survive the impact in soft collisions�
Previously� this was explained in terms of scattering o� individual end groups of the liquid
molecules �Chapter ��� The fragment ions are observed at larger total scattering angles�
�a� C� at Ef� �� eV � �f �	�� and �b� CF� at Ef� �� eV � �f ����� In addition� they
reveal much broader angular distributions� Both these aspects indicate that the fragment
ions are formed in hard collisions with the surface in which more energy is transferred� The
amount of dissociation is higher in the case of CF�� scattering �see Fig� ����a� Chapter ��
than in the cases of CF�� and CF

� scattering� as is clearly observed in the three�dimensional
intensity distributions�
In Fig� 	���c� CF� and �d� CF�� � the incoming angles are changed to ��

�� Remarkably�
the scattered parent ions are observed at angles much larger than specular� �c� CF� at
Ef� �� eV � �f � ��� and �d� CF

�
� at Ef� 	� eV � �f � ���� which is again consistent

with scattering o� the groups of the liquid molecules in shallow collisions� The peaks of the
scattered parent ions can be considered rainbow peaks which are the peaks where the single
and double collision peaks merge ���� In the three�dimensional intensity distributions� the
fragments �c� C� and �d� CF� are observed at larger total scattering angles and display
broad angular distributions� At the largest total scattering angles� in the case of CF��
scattering� a peak is observed which can be attributed to backscattered C� ions� At the
very low energy side� sputtered particles are detected�
Fig� 	�� displays the three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef � and correspon�

ding contour diagrams for incident ��� eV C� and backscattered positive ions at �i�����
Once again� the dashed line gives the angle for specular scattering� The backscattered C�

ions display a broad angular distribution which is peaked at angles larger than specular�
Ef � ���� eV � �f����� The angular distribution is signi�cantly broader than those of the
uorocarbon ions� This can be explained by the absence of fragmentation in the case of C�

scattering which allows the parent ion to be scattered over larger total scattering angles�
Fig� 	�� clearly indicates that more energy is lost going to larger total scattering angles�

����� Energy transfer

The energy and angular distributions presented in the previous sections allow for direct
determination of the translational energy loss  E in the molecular ion�surface collisions�
In the sections that follow� the amount of translational energy that is transferred to the
liquid is determined� In addition� translational�to�internal energy transfer of the scattered
fragment ions is determined by a method based on the appearance potentials of the fragment
ions� which has been developed by Cooks and coworkers �	�� This method is described in
detail in Chapter � of this thesis and elsewhere �	���������� The appearance potentials �E��
of the uorocarbon ions are listed in Table ��� of Chapter �� When the relative intensities
of the fragment ions or average translational energies of the product ions are determined�
the raw energy spectra are scaled by a factor ��E to correct for the energy�dependent
transmission function of the analyzer� similar to what is described in Chapter ��
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Figure ��� Three�dimensional intensity distributions I��f � Ef� and corresponding contour di�
agrams of positive ions formed in scattering of �a� CF� and �b� CF�

� at �i � ��� from a PFPE
surface� In �c� CF� and �d� CF�

� are scattered at �i����� The incident energies are ��� eV in
all the four cases� The dashed lines give the angles for specular scattering� No correction for the
energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�
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Figure ��� Three�dimensional intensity distribution I��f � Ef� and corresponding contour di�
agrams of positive ions formed in scattering of ��� eV C� from a PFPE liquid surface� The
incident angle is ���� The dashed line gives the angle for specular scattering� No correction for
the energy�dependent transmission of the energy analyzer has been made�

Translational energy transfer to the surface	 varying the incoming energy

Fig� 	�	�a� displays the average translational energies of the scattered CF� and C� ions
as a function of the incident CF� translational energy� for �i � ��

� and �f � ��
�� a total

scattering angle of ���� For both product ions� the average translational energies display a
linear increase with CF� translational energy� The lines in the �gure are calculated from the
binary collision model for the CF�CF �dotted line�� CF�CF� �dashed line� and the CF�CF�
�solid line� system� The data points are best described by the CF�CF� line� At the lowest
incident energies there seems to be a deviation from the linear behavior� the surface e�ective
mass appears to decrease� In calculating the C� line� we assume that the fragment ions
leave the surface with the same speed� The calculated line describes the energy positions
of the C� fragment fairly well� Note that the collisions are treated as purely elastic� The
internal energy uptake is neglected�
In Fig� 	�	�b�� the average translational energies of the scattered CF�� � CF

� and C� ions
as a function of the incident CF�� translational energy are depicted� The scattering geometry
is the same as in Fig� 	�	�a�� Once again� the average energies of the product ions display
a linear increase� Binary collision model calculations indicate that the scattering is best
described by CF��CF� collisions� the surface appears heavier to the incident CF

�
� ions than

to the incident CF� ions� The lines for the CF�� and CF
� fragments are calculated based

on the assumption that the ions leave the surface with the same speed� good agreement is
obtained with the experimentally determined average energy values�
The calculated lines in both �gures describe the energy positions of the fragment ions

very well for CF� and CF�� scattering o� PFPE and indicate the validity of the binary colli�
sion approximation for this total scattering angle and this incident energy range� Moreover�
it shows that the assumption that the fragment ions leave the surface with the same speed is
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Figure ��� The average translational energies of scattered �a� CF� and C� ions as a function
of the incident CF� translational energy� �b� shows the average translational energy of scattered
CF�

� � CF
� and C� ions as a function of the incident CF�

� translational energy� The data are
taken at �i���

� and �f ���
��

correct� These results were also obtained for CF�� �PFPE scattering �section ������ Chapter
���

Translational energy transfer to the surface	 varying the total scattering angle

Much can be learned about the scattering dynamics� when we consider the three�dimensional
intensity distributions I��f � Ef� of the scattered product ions� In Fig� 	�� we have plotted
the average translational energies that are retained by the product ions as a function of total
scattering angle for scattering of �a� C����� eV��� C��� �b� CF�� ���� eV��� CF�� �CF

���
�c� CF���� eV��� CF�� and �d� CF����� eV��� CF� � C�� beams from a PFPE liquid
surface� The detected product ions are given at the right hand side of the arrows� The
data are taken at �i � ���� Clearly� for all cases� more translational energy is lost in the
collision for scattering over larger total scattering angles� The translational energy retained
by the parent ions varies for C� scattering �Fig� 	���a��� it ranges from ��� for a total
scattering angle of ��� to about ��� for total scattering angles of ���� For CF� scattering
�Fig� 	���c��� these values are determined as ��� and ���� respectively�
The lines in the �gure give the translational energies of the product ions when we apply

the binary scattering formula �see eq� ����� in Chapter ��� In the case of fragmentation� it is
assumed that the product ions leave the surface with the same speed� To calculate the line
for a double collision� the binary scattering formula is applied twice using total scattering
angles of ��� and the Ef from the �rst collision as the Ei of the second collision� In the
analysis� we only consider scattering o� �CFn �n����� groups and F atoms of the liquid
molecules� At small scattering angles �i�e� � � ����� C� scattering �a� is best described
by scattering o� �CF groups� CF�� �b� by scattering o� �CF� groups� CF

� ��� eV� �c�
by scattering o� �CF groups and CF� ���� eV� �d� by scattering o� �CF� groups� At
larger total scattering angles� some remarkable di�erences are observed� The molecular
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Figure ��
 The average translational energies of product ions as a function of total scat�
tering angle for scattering of �a� C����� eV��� C��� �b� CF�

� ���� eV��� CF�
� 	 CF��� �c�

CF���
 eV��� CF�� and �d� CF����� eV��� CF� 	 C�� beams from a PFPE liquid surface�
The data are taken at �i����� The lines in the �gure were calculated from the binary collision
model�
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Figure ��� The estimated average internal energy �Q� as a function of translational energy
loss �E for �a� CF� and �b� CF�

� from a PFPE liquid surface� The data are taken at �a� �i���
�

 �f ���� and at �b� �i���� and between �f �����f �����

ions leave the surface with higher translational energies than is expected on the basis of
the single collision model assuming a given target mass� The same trend is observed for
CF�� scattering �Fig� ��� Chapter ��� However� the scattered C

� ions reveal the opposite
behaviour� the C� ions leave the surface with energies which are lower than is expected on
the basis of the single collision model� Clearly� an alternative explanation must be given to
clarify the di�erent results�

Translational�to�internal energy transfer

In Chapter �� we have shown that the translational energy loss  E in the polyatomic
ion�surface collision is the quantity that determines the average internal energy uptake
�Q� and� hence� the amount of fragmentation that occurs� The experimental study re�
vealed that approximately ��� of the translational energy that is lost in the collision
is transferred into internal energy �rovibrational energy� of the scattered CF�� ion� The
e�cacy is de�ned as� e�cacy � �Q�� E � and is determined directly from the slope
of the line in the �Q� versus  E plot� which displays a linear behaviour� The present
experimental results con�rm the previously determined ���� e�cacy for CF�� on a PFPE
surface� In the sections that follow� an estimate is made of the e�cacies of CF� and CF��
scattered o� a PFPE surface�
The estimated average internal energy deposition �Q� as a function of measured trans�

lational energy loss  E in CF��PFPE collisions is plotted in Fig� 	���a�� The plot displays
a linear increase of the internal energy of the scattered ion with increasing translational
energy loss in the ion�surface collision� This behaviour has been observed in CF�� incident
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on PFPE� The line in the �gure is a �t to the data points determined by linear regression�
The intersection at low translational energy loss gives the average internal energy prior to
the collision� On the right hand ordinate the average internal uptake in the collision is
depicted� The slope of this line is ����� which reveals that ��� of the translational energy
lost in the collision is converted to internal energy of the scattered parent ion� a value
signi�cantly lower than the ��� determined for CF�� scattering�
Fig� 	���b� displays the estimated average internal energy deposition �Q� as a function

of measured translational energy loss  E for CF�� �PFPE collisions� Once again� a linear
increase of �Q� is observed with increasing  E and the intersection at low translational
energy loss gives the average internal energy prior to the collision� On the right hand
ordinate the average internal uptake in the collision is depicted� The slope of the line is
����� ��� of the translational energy loss is converted to internal energy of the scattered
parent ion� which is comparable to CF� from the PFPE�

��� Discussion

����� Scattering dynamics

In Chapter �� we discussed the scattering dynamics of CF�� on PFPE� The results were
interpreted in terms of binary elastic collisions with the �CF� groups of the liquid molecules�
In the sections that follow� the angular distributions are discussed in more detail� In
particular those for smaller incoming angles ��i������ because these are remarkably absent
in the literature for polyatomic ion�surface scattering�

Angular distributions

It is quite remarkable that the angular distributions of the fragment ions are peaked so
strongly towards the surface plane in polyatomic ion�surface collisions� even for incoming
angles as �small� as ���� In the present experiment� the parent ions are observed at outgo�
ing angles of ��� and their fragments have a maximum in intensity between �f�	�� � ���

It is commonly assumed that the polyatomic ions scatter predominantly in the specular di�
rection ������ Schulz et al� have performed classical dynamics simulations of Si�CD��

�
� from

hexanethiolate self�assembled monolayers� which predict subspecular reections� scattering
at �i � ��� resulted in �f � ���� These results were independent of incident translational
energy�
For hyper�thermal noble gas atom scattering ���� to � eV� from the PFPE surface� the

same supraspecular scattering is observed as in our case� for �i���� the angular distribution
showed a maximum at �f�	�� ������ These results were interpreted in terms of scattering
o� functional groups of the liquid PFPE� The PFPE surfaces must be highly corrugated� so
that the uorocarbon ions are scattered so close to the surface plane� Molecular dynamics
simulations on the liquid�vapor interface of alkane oligomers indicate that the outer edge
of a liquid surface is dominated by chain ends ������ In the case of a liquid PFPE surface�
these are �CF�CF� species that extend outward at the liquid!s surface� making the surface
plane highly corrugated ������
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Figure �� The e
ective surface mass for C�� CF�� CF�
� and CF�

� scattering from PFPE� The
incident energies of the particles is ��� eV and the e
ective surface mass is determined for elastic
collisions at �i����  �f ����� The line in the �gure is drawn to guide the eye� The arrows give
the trend of the e
ective surface masses for larger total scattering angles�

����� E�ective surface mass

The experimental results reveal that the energy transfer to the surface depends sensitively
on the incident �uoro�carbon ion� its incident translational energy and its total scattering
angle� In addition� remarkable di�erences are observed for atomic �C�� and polyatomic
�CF�n �n������ scattering�

Varying the incident particle

The present experimental results clearly indicate that the e�ective surface mass increases
with increasing mass of the incident particle� The experimental results are summarized in
Fig� 	��� which gives the surface e�ective mass as a function of incident �uoro�carbon mass�
The line in the �gure is drawn to guide the eye� The dependence of e�ective surface mass
upon the size of the incident ion has been observed before ������ In our case� the dependence
upon the size of the ion� or more precisely� the number of atoms in the incident particle�
gives direct information on the number of atoms which impulsively recoil� For �larger�
projectiles� more of the surface area is probed� In the case of CF� scattering� e�ectively the
two atoms impulsively exchange energy with two atoms from the PFPE� With an increasing
number of incident atoms� interaction with e�ectively more surface atoms occurs� This can
largely be attributed to the fact that the e�ective size and composition of the incident
particles and functional groups of the PFPE are similar�
In Fig� 	���� we have schematically illustrated this e�ect for a mono�atomic and a di�

atomic particle scattered o� a functional group consisting of � atoms� To simplify the
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Figure ���� Schematic illustration of a �a� mono�atomic and �b� di�atomic particle scattered
o
 a functional group of the liquid PFPE surface� The incident energy of the particles is the same�
resulting in the same energy loss� The e
ective surface mass increases from m to �m�

treatment� we take the mass of the atoms to be equal� i�e� a mass m� In the case of a
mono�atomic �mass m� particle �Fig� 	����a��� e�ectively elastic scattering o� a single atom
�mass m� of the functional group occurs� the incident translational energy is Ei and the
translational energy lost in the collision is  E � A di�atomic particle �mass �m�� with inci�
dent energy Ei has an energy per nucleus of ���Ei� Each of these atoms elastically scatters
o� an atom of the functional group� giving rise to a total energy loss in the collision of  E �
The e�ective surface mass has increased from m to �m� This approach can be extended
to tri� and tetra�atomic particle scattering� The results indicate an e�ective surface mass
which increases linearly with increasing particle size� while the energy loss the particles
su�er in the collision remains constant� This is similar to what was experimentally ob�
served and shown in Fig� 	�� and in Fig� 	��� respectively� The discussion is very schematic�
collisions that are depicted in Fig� 	����b� are rare� However� although we integrate over
all orientations of the incident molecules in our experiment� the e�ect remains visible�

Varying the total scattering angle	 C� scattering

The e�ective surface mass depends upon the total scattering angle� Going to larger scatter�
ing angles� the e�ective surface mass increases for the scattered polyatomic ions� However�
the scattered C� ions reveal the opposite behaviour� the e�ective surface mass decreases�
going to larger scattering angles� In other words� less energy is retained by the scattered
C� ions than is to be expected on the basis of the binary scattering formula� What is the
cause of this remarkable experimental observation"
Models of vibrational energy transfer employed in gas phase scattering consider two

limiting situations� which are schematically depicted in Fig� 	���� for an atom A in �head�
on� collision with molecule BC� We consider the chemical bond in BC to be represented
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Figure ���� Schematic illustration of an �head�on� collision of atom A with harmonic oscillator
molecule BC� Two limiting situations are shown� �a� extremely sti
 bond or adiabatic limit and
�b� very loose bond or sudden limit�

by a harmonic oscillator spring� If the spring is extremely sti� �Fig� 	����a��� the molecule
BC can be considered a rigid body� All the energy that is lost in the collision by atom A is
transferred to translational energy of molecule BC� This situation occurs at low�velocities or
in the adiabatic limit� The interaction time is longer than a vibrational period of molecule
BC� At high�velocities or in the sudden limit ��Fig� 	����b��� we can consider the case of
a very loose spring� The interaction time is smaller than a vibrational period of molecule
BC� All the translational energy lost in the collision by atom A is transferred to atom B in
molecule BC ����� The velocity di�erence between B and C is considered to be the internal
energy uptake or vibrational energy transfer� The e�ective mass of molecule BC is larger
in the case of the adiabatic limit �a� than in the case of the sudden limit �b��
The same consideration can be given when C� ions scatter o� molecule F�CF� �the

�CF� groups of the liquid molecules�� The collision is neither purely adiabatic nor sudden�
The e�ective mass is given at a total scattering angle of ��� �see Fig� 	���a�� by the mass
of a �CF group� i�e� �� a�m�u� At higher impact parameters� i�e� small total scattering
angles� the collision will tend to be more adiabatic� because of the larger range parameter
a� than collisions at lower impact parameters� i�e� large total scattering angles ����� Hence�
the e�ective surface mass appears to decrease with larger total scattering angles� because
the collision becomes more sudden� in other words the C� ions transfer more translational
energy in the collision than is expected on the basis of the single collision model� This is
clearly observed in Fig� 	���a��
Scattering of noble gas ions from single crystal metal surfaces displays an entirely dif�

ferent behaviour� Here� the e�ective mass of the surface is given by the mass of a single
surface atom� provided that the mass of the incident particle is less than the mass of a
surface atom� The mass of the surface can be considered constant for increasing mass of
the incident noble gas ion� No deviations from the single collision model are observed in
Ne� scattering from Au����� �Fig� ��	 in Chapter �� for large total scattering angles� This
clearly reveals the remarkable di�erences in scattering from liquid surfaces and scattering
from metal surfaces�
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Figure ���� Schematic illustration of a polyatomic ion scattered o
 a recoiling �CF� functional
group� which is oriented perpendicular to the surface plane� The recoil angle of the functional
group is de�ned as �� the total scattering angle of the scattered particle �� b is the impact
parameter and �i���

��

Varying the total scattering angle	 CF�
n
�n����� scattering

That the collision becomes more sudden as we go to smaller impact parameter collisions
will also play a role for uorocarbon ions scattering o� the PFPE surface� However� for
polyatomic ions scattered o� PFPE more energy is retained by the fragment ions than
is expected on the basis of the binary collision formula� the e�ective mass of the surface
increases for CF�n �n����� scattering going to larger scattering angles� Clearly� other e�ects
become more important� compared to those in C� scattering�
The functional �CF� groups are oriented perpendicular to the surface plane� the uoro�

carbon ions basically scatter o� oriented molecules� It was shown in the previous sections�
that for polyatomic ion�surface scattering� interactions with more surface atoms occur than
for mono�atomic scattering� Not only the F�C bonds have to be considered� as in C� scat�
tering� but also the F�C�CF� bond� which is oriented nearly perpendicular to the surface
���������� In Fig� 	��� we have schematically depicted the scattering of a polyatomic ion
from a �CF� group that is bonded to the rest of the liquid molecule with an angle of ���

with respect to the surface plane� which we take parallel to the macroscopic surface plane
of the stainless steel disc support� The incoming angle is ���� The total scattering angle
is de�ned as � and the recoil angle of the �CF� group as �� For larger total scattering
angles� i�e� smaller impact parameters b� the recoil angle � decreases� and vice versa� The
recoil direction of the �CF� groups is closer to the alignment direction of the C�C bond
at small total scattering angles of the scattered particles� The liquid molecules will easily
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Figure ���� The internal energy uptake e	cacies for CF�� CF�
� and CF�

� scattering from
PFPE�

be compressed� At small impact parameters� i�e� large total scattering angles� the recoil
direction of the �CF� group is less aligned with the C�C bond direction� and hence the C�C
bond is compressed less e�ectively� The e�ective mass of the surface increases� and less
energy is transferred to the surface than is expected on the basis of the binary collision
model� In a recent classical dynamics simulation study by Schultz et al�� Si�CD��

�
� ions

were scattered from hexanethiolate self�assembled monolayers which have an average chain
tilt of ��� with respect to the surface normal ������ It was shown that �head�on� collisions
allow for more energy to be transferred than �side�on� collisions� In �head�on� collisions
the recoil directions are aligned with the bond directions� In our case� larger scattering
angles� can be associated with more �side�on� collisions� in which e�ectively less energy is
transferred�

����� Internal energy uptake e�cacies

The present experimental results reveal that translational�to�internal energy transfer in
CF� and CF�� scattering occurs less readily than in CF

�
� scattering� In Fig� 	���� we have

summarized the estimated conversion e�cacies for the three uorocarbon ions incident on
the PFPE surface� which were determined from the �Q� versus  E plots� In addition�
the energy distributions presented in Fig� 	��� for CF�� � CF

�
� and CF

� scattering from the
PFPE surface� revealed more fragmentation in the case of CF�� than for the other two
uorocarbon ions� for the same incident energy Ei and energy lost  E in the collision�
corroborating the more e�ective internal energy uptake in the case of CF�� � What is the
cause of the more e�ective internal energy uptake of the CF�� ion" In what follows� we have
listed a number of possible explanations�
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�� The mass of the incident molecular ion can have an inuence on internal energy
uptake� According to an impulsive collision�transfer theory developed by Uggerud
and coworkers� for the collision between a gas atom and a macromolecular ion� there
is a scaling with incident ion mass ���������� The theories predict less internal energy
uptake going to larger incident masses ������ However� also the e�ective surface mass
increases� which may serve to cancel the e�ect� The relation between the e�cacy and
the incident mass Mi is given by�

Q�Ei � ��MaM
�
s �Mi �Ma�����Ma �Ms�

�M�
i �� �	���

where Mi is the total mass of the incident ion� Ms the e�ective surface mass and
Ma is the mass of the fragment of the incident ion that is �hit� ������ The angular
dependence has been omitted in this relation� This relation can be applied because
in the case of the uorocarbon ions Ei �  E �

�� The number of internal modes available for energy uptake di�ers� If we consider the
number of vibrational modes available for vibrational excitation� these are �N �	 for
a non�linear N �atom species� for linear species these are �N �� ���	�� Clearly� more
internal modes are available for molecules which are composed of more atoms�

�� There may be steric requirements for translational to internal energy transfer to oc�
cur� Some con�gurations of the incident molecular ion may be more favorable for
internal energy uptake than others� The incident CF�� ions may have more approach
geometries favorable for internal energy uptake than the CF� and CF�� ions�

The �rst two explanations can be dismissed on the basis of equal internal energy uptake
e�cacies for CF� and CF�� � although the mass and the number of internal modes di�er
for the ions� The third explanation seems the most likely candidate� especially considering
the fact that oriented neutral beam molecule surface scattering experiments by Kleyn and
coworkers ����
���� and aligned ion beam scattering experiments by Jacobs and coworkers
clearly reveal an orientational e�ect in internal energy uptake� For the CF�� ion e�ectively
more internuclear F�C alignments are possible ��� than for CF� and CF�� ��� �see Fig� 	����
which can result in bond compression� In the considerations that follow� we introduce a
simple model which treats the approach geometry of the incident uorocarbon ions�
Analogous to describing reactivity in gas�phase molecule scattering �see the book by

Levine and Bernstein ������ we introduce a steric opacity function� which de�nes an ori�
entational dependence in translational�to�internal energy transfer� We assume �reactive�
collisions occur� when �head�on� collisions take place� which means that the F�C inter�
nuclear axis of the projectile in the collision is aligned with the �local� surface normal�
�Non�reactive� collisions occur when �side�on� collisions take place� �Reactive� collisions
are de�ned as collisions in which translational�to�internal energy occurs� Likewise� in �non�
reactive� collisions� no internal energy uptake is assumed� Previous work on di�atomic
scattering in classical trajectory calculations and oriented beam scattering experiments has
indicated that internal energy uptake is most favorable for molecules having their internu�
clear axis aligned with the �local� surface normal� Furthermore� the studies indicated that
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Figure ���� Two�dimensional steric opacity function for CF�� The angle � and I are de�ned
in Fig� ���� and in the text� Translational�to�internal energy transfer occurs ��reactive collision��
for ����
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maximumtranslational�to�internal energy transfer occurs for internuclear alignment angles�
	� below 	�� ��������� where 	 is the angle between the �local� surface normal and the F�C
internuclear axis�
To compare the reaction probabilities for CF�� CF�� and CF

�
� scattering from the PFPE�

surface we apply the step�function model ������ which is schematically depicted in Fig� 	���
for the CF� ion incident on a at surface� In this model� the relative number of collisions
N leading to �reactive� scattering is given by�

N � A�
Z ��

�

Z �

��

�	�dcos	d��� �	���

where A is a constant which includes the total number of orientations of the incident
molecule� 
�	� gives the reaction probability for certain internuclear axis alignment 	� Fig�
	��� displays what angles of 	 lead to internal energy uptake�
We now apply the step function model to the three uorocarbon ions� Integrating over all

orientations of the incident CF�� ion �i�e� three�reactive sites� leads to a relative probability
for �reactive� scattering of ����� For the CF� and CF�� ions� each having two reactive
sites� these values are determined to be ���� indicating that half of the collisions lead to
�reactive� scattering and the other half to �non�reactive� scattering� In the case of the CF�

ion� we take the F�end and C�end to be equally reactive �see Fig� 	��� and Fig� 	����� These
relative probabilities indicate that ��� times more �reactive� collisions occur in the case of
CF�� scattering� than in CF

� and CF�� scattering� which was experimentally determined�
In this comparative analysis� the actual area of the reactive zones seems unimportant� only
the number of reactive sites is important� as long as 	 � 	��� In reality� 
 is a smooth
function with 	 ������
The step function model oversimpli�es the events that happen in reality� but it can serve

as a starting point for the description of collision induced dissociation of small polyatomic
ions at surfaces� In combination with classical trajectory calculations� it can provide new
insights into the complicated events and processes occurring in polyatomic ion�surface
collisions� Especially� the role of approach geometry �������� impulsive character of the
collision ��������� and orientational e�ects of the target molecules ����� can be explored�

��� Summary and conclusions

We have explored the dissociative scattering of CF�� CF�� and CF
�
� from a peruoropoly�

ether across the hyperthermal incident energy range ���to ����eV� We studied the transfer
of translational energy to the surface and to internal energy of the scattered uorocarbon
ions� In addition� C� ions were scattered from the PFPE surface to further examine the
energy transfer to the PFPE molecules� The angular distributions of the fragment ions
indicate scattering o� individual groups of the liquid molecules� even for incoming angles
as �small� as ���� the parent ions were predominantly observed at outgoing angles of ����
The e�ective surface mass increases linearly with increasing mass of the incident particle�
which reveals that more atoms of the �CF� group participate in the interaction for incident
molecules composed of more atoms�
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For C� scattering the e�ective surface mass depends upon the total scattering angle�
for a total scattering angle of ���� the surface e�ective mass is given by the mass of a �CF
group� For larger total scattering angles the e�ective surface mass decreases� revealing that
high impact parameter collisions with the F�C group will tend to be more adiabatic than
collisions at low impact parameters�
In contrast� for the polyatomic uorocarbon ions we observe an increase of the surface

e�ective mass going to larger scattering angles� which is explained by the fact that now
the interaction occurs with a larger portion of the �CF� groups which are oriented perpen�
dicular to the surface plane� Upon impact� for incoming angles of ���� these groups more
recoil easily in the direction of the C�C bond� decreasing the surface e�ective mass� These
situations can be associated with small scattering angles of the uorocarbon ions�
For all the three incident uorocarbon ions the dissociation is governed by the impulsive

collision� The experimental results reveal that more of the translational energy lost in the
collision is transferred to internal energy in the case of CF�� ����� compared to CF

�
�

����� and CF� ����� scattering� We have introduced a simple model which successfully
describes the relative internal energy uptake probabilities for the CF�� CF�� and CF

�
� ions�

This model predicts that the incident CF�� ion has more orientations favorable for internal
energy uptake than the CF� and CF�� ions� ��� times more �reactive� collisions occur in
the case of CF�� scattering�
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Summary

In this thesis� we present experiments on the scattering of positively charged ions frommetal
and liquid surfaces� Attention is focused on various aspects of ion�surface interactions such
as charge transfer� the trajectories the ions follow in the ion�surface region and dissociation
of incident polyatomic species through either charge transfer processes or impulsive colli�
sions� A theme unifying this thesis is the way in which electronic and translational energy
is �re�distributed during and after the ion�surface encounter�

Several positive ions� such as the atomic H� and C� ions and the polyatomic �uoro�
carbon ions CF�� CF�� and CF�� are scattered o	 surfaces� The ions are created in an ion
source and subsequently accelerated to the low incident energy regime between 
� to �
�
eV� The focusing of the ion beam is done with electrostatic lenses� A beam spot of  mm�

on the target position can be attained� To ensure the surface is clean on an atomic scale� the
experiments were performed under ultra�high vacuum �UHV� conditions� Scattered positive
and negative ions are detected with a rotatable electrostatic energy analyzer� This allows
energy and angular analysis of the scattered product ions� for a basic understanding of the
processes occurring� The bulk of the experiments described in this thesis are concerned
with polyatomic ion�surface scattering� We try to answers challenging questions such as�
What are the important neutralization� dissociation and ionization mechanisms� How are
the scattered particles spatially distributed� How is energy transferred to the surface and
to internal energy of the ion� Where does the dissociation occur� What is the in�uence of
the surface on the points listed above�

In chapter � the results of scattering a H� ion beam o	 a clean Ag����� surface and a
barium covered Ag����� surface are shown� With help of classical trajectory calculations�
the trajectories the hydrogen particles follow in the surface region are identi�ed� The
detected negatively charged particles can originate frommany layers deep in the crystal� No
trajectory dependence is observed in negative ion formation� Using the detection of H�� the
positions of the barium atoms on the Ag����� surface can be determined� To our knowledge�
this is the �rst time backscattered H� ions are used in an ion beam crystallography study�

In chapter �� the incident ion species is the polyatomic CF�� ion� The dissociation
�dynamics� of this tetra�atomic ion is explored when it is scattered from a clean and a
barium covered Ag����� surface� The results indicate that most of the CF�� ions dissociate
by electron transfer processes from the metal surface� before the incident positive ions reach
the surface plane� This gives rise to a high yield of F� ions� The complete dissociation of
the CF�� ion is possible at low �normal� incoming energies� The azimuthal orientation of the
crystal has a large in�uence on the degree of dissociation which indicates the importance of
direct momentum transfer� In this chapter we demonstrate for the �rst time the complete
break�up of a low�energy tetra�atomic ion upon collision with a well de�ned solid surface�
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An empirical dissociation model is proposed which explains the salient features of the data�
A remarkable di	erence in dissociation behaviour is observed when the collision surface

is changed to an insulating liquid per�uoropolyether �PFPE�� The results of CF�� scattering
from a PFPE surface are shown in chapter �� The incident particles dissociate due to the
impulsive collision with the surface� Dissociation by electron transfer processes� as was
observed in scattering from metal surfaces �chapter ��� does not contribute� This is because
of the high ionization potential of the PFPE surface� The degree of dissociation scales with
the incident energy� the total scattering angle and the energy transferred in the collision�
The energy transfer in the collision of the scattered parent ion indicates that they scatter
o	 the �CF� groups of the PFPE molecules in single collisions� Approximately ��� of the
energy that is lost in the collision is transferred to internal energy of the scattered ions�
The dissociation event occurs unimolecularly in the gas phase after the scattering event�
Furthermore� we demonstrate in that the translational energy loss �E that the parent
ion has su	ered in the collision� is the key parameter that determines the internal energy
uptake�

The design and performance of a new low�energy ion beamline is described in chapter 
�
The new beamline is capable of producing intense atomic and polyatomic ion beams in the
incident ion range ���to �����eV� At the sample position� currents between �� and ��� nA
are attained� In addition� su�ciently high mass resolution is achieved �M��M����� to
allow for the scattering of large polyatomic ions and their fragment ions�

With the new low�energy ion beamline� experiments have been performed on ��u�
oro�carbon ion �C�� CF�� CF�� and CF�� � scattering from the PFPE surface in the hyper�
thermal incident energy range 
��to ��eV� These experiments are described in chapter �
of this thesis� A comparative study is carried out on energy transfer to the surface and
to internal energy of the scattered ions� Surprisingly� the experimental results reveal that
more of the translational energy lost in the collision is transferred to internal energy in
the case of CF�� ����� than in CF�� ����� and CF� ����� scattering� A simple model is
introduced which predicts that the incident CF�� ion has more orientations favorable for
internal energy uptake than the CF� and CF�� ions� The surface e	ective mass increases
linearly with the number of atoms the �uorocarbon contains� giving information on the
number of target atoms involved in the scattering event� This chapter represents the �rst
detailed study on energy transfer to liquid surfaces in atomic and polyatomic ion scattering�



Samenvatting

Oppervlakken

Oppervlakken vormen de scheiding tussen de gassen in de lucht om ons heen en de vaste stof�
fen en vloeisto�en� De chemische samenstelling van deze oppervlakken kan erg verschillen
van die in het materiaal� We zijn allemaal bekend met het zwart worden van zilveren theele�
peltjes� het groen uitslaan van koperen munten en het roesten van ijzeren voorwerpen� In al
deze gevallen reageren de gassen in de lucht met het oppervlak van de vaste stof en veran�
deren haar samenstelling� In een aantal gevallen vinden chemische reacties tussen gassen
sneller plaats op een oppervlak dan in een gasmengsel� in sommige gevallen vinden ze zelfs
alleen maar plaats op een oppervlak� We spreken dan van zogenaamde katalytische reacties�
Deze reacties spelen een zeer belangrijke rol in de chemische industrie�en� maar vinden ook
hun toepassing in bijvoorbeeld de auto�katalysator� waar deze katalytische reacties worden
gebruikt om schadelijke sto�en om te zetten in minder schadelijke� Vele eigenschappen van
vaste sto�en� waaronder de eerder genoemde katalytische werking� worden bepaald door de
buitenste paar atoomlagen� wat oppervlakken tot interessante studie�objecten maakt�

Dit proefschrift behandelt een aantal onderwerpen die we rekenen tot de chemische
fysica� De wisselwerking tussen elektrisch geladen atomen en moleculen� ook wel ionen ge�
noemd� en oppervlakken wordt onderzocht� De interesse voor dit onderwerp heeft te maken
met de ontwikkeling van een experimentele techniek die gebaseerd is op de zogenaamde
oppervlakte ge��nduceerde fragmentatie� Met behulp van deze techniek is het mogelijk grote
moleculen in kleinere fragmenten uiteen te laten vallen 	dissoci�eren
 door deze te laten bot�
sen met een oppervlak� Vervolgens worden de massa�s van deze fragmenten bepaald met
zogenaamde massaspectrometrische technieken� Op deze manier kan men de structuren
van grote moleculen onderzoeken� Tot nu toe zijn andere fragmentatie�technieken gebruikt�
zoals botsingen met gasatomen of bundels elektronen� De fragmentatie door botsingen met
oppervlakken is e�ci�enter� omdat het inkomende ion maar een keer botst met het oppervlak
met een afbuighoek die instelbaar is� Dit is niet het geval in botsingen met gasatomen� Er
zijn echter ook een paar nadelen verbonden aan het verstrooien van ionen aan metaalop�
pervlakken zoals neutralisatie� die de detectie bemoeilijkt omdat alleen elektrisch geladen
deeltjes worden gedetecteerd� Daarnaast begrijpt men veel van de processen die optreden
als moleculaire ionen aan oppervlakken worden verstrooid niet� In dit proefschrift willen
we een antwoord vinden op een aantal intrigerende vragen� zoals� Wat zijn de belangrijke
ladingoverdracht�processen en dissociatie�mechanismen� Hoe worden de deeltjes ruimtelijk
verstrooid na de botsing� Hoe vindt energieoverdracht plaats naar het oppervlak en naar
interne energie van het verstrooide deeltje� Wanneer vindt de dissociatie plaats� voor�
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tijdens of na de botsing� En wat is de invloed van het soort oppervlak op de vragen die
hierboven vermeld staan�

Het proefschrift

Dit proefschrift behandelt botsingen van positieve ionen met metaaloppervlakken en vloei�
stofoppervlakken� We bespreken een aantal verschillende aspecten van de wisselwerking�
zoals de uitwisseling van lading 	elektronen
� de banen die de ionen volgen als ze van
het oppervlak terugkaatsen en de dissociatie van geladen moleculen door uitwisseling van
elektronen en�of door de harde botsing met de oppervlakteatomen� De centrale vraag�
stelling van dit proefschrift is de manier waarop elektronische en bewegingsenergie wordt
	her
verdeeld tijdens en na de botsing van de ionen met het oppervlak�

We hebben gekozen voor een aantal verschillende systemen� Zo worden de atomaire
waterstof 	H�
 en koolstof 	C�
 ionen en de moleculaire ionen koolsto�uoride 	CF�
� kool�
stofdi�uoride 	CF�

� 
 en koolstoftri�uoride 	CF�
� 
 verstrooid aan metaaloppervlakken en

vloeistofoppervlakken� De ionen worden geproduceerd in een ionenbron en versneld naar
energie�en tussen �� en ���� eV� Voor het waterstof�ion komt dit overeen met snelheden
tussen ������� en ��������� km�h� De geladen deeltjes worden afgebogen en gefocusseerd
met behulp van elektrostatische lenzen� Uiteindelijk bestrijkt de bundel ongeveer � mm�

van het botsoppervlak� Om er zeker van te zijn dat het oppervlak �schoon� is� worden de
experimenten uitgevoerd in een ultrahoog vacu�um 	UHV
 opstelling met een basisdruk van
� ������ mbar� een druk ������������������ keer zo laag als om ons heen� De terugver�
strooide positief en negatief geladen ionen worden gedetecteerd met een zogenaamde ro�
teerbare elektrostatische energie�analysator� Met behulp van deze detector kunnen we de
energie en de hoek van de terugverstrooide ionen� wat ons helpt de processen te begrijpen
die optreden tijdens de botsingen van de ionen met het oppervlak�

In hoofdstuk � bespreken we de resultaten van positieve waterstof�ionen die worden
verstrooid aan een schoon zilveroppervlak 	Ag
 en een met barium 	Ba
 bedekt zilverop�
pervlak� We hebben de snelheden waarmee en de hoeken waaronder de negatief geladen
terugverstrooide deeltjes 	H�
 het oppervlak verlaten� gemeten� Het positief waterstof�ion
is door de overdracht van twee elektronen uit het metaal negatief geladen geworden� Met
behulp van klassieke baanberekeningen die we uitgevoerd hebben op een computer� kunnen
de banen die de waterstof�deeltjes volgen tijdens de wisselwerking met het oppervlak wor�
den ge��denti�ceerd� Het blijkt dat de deeltjes diep binnendringen in de vaste stof alvorens
deze weer te verlaten� De ladingoverdracht processen die zich aan het oppervlak afspelen
blijken niet af te hangen van de banen die de deeltjes hebben gevolgd� De ladingtoestand
van de deeltjes wordt op enige afstand van het oppervlak bepaald� Met de detectie van de
negatieve waterstof�ionen kunnen de posities van de barium atomen op het zilveroppervlak
worden bepaald� Naar ons beste weten is dit de eerste keer dat terugverstrooide negatieve
waterstof�ionen worden gebruikt in een structuur analyse�

In hoofdstuk � is het inkomende deeltje het CF�
� ion� die uit � koolstofatoom 	C
 en

� �uoratomen 	F
 is opgebouwd� De dissociatie van dit vier�atomige deeltje is onderzocht
wanneer het wordt verstrooid aan een schoon en een met barium bedekt zilveroppervlak�
De experimentele resultaten laten zien dat de meerderheid van de CF�

� ionen uiteen vallen
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door elektronen overdracht voordat het inkomende positieve ion het oppervlak bereikt heeft�
Met onze detector worden voornamelijk negatief geladen �uoride�ionen 	F�
 gedetecteerd�
Het CF�

� ion dissoci�eert volkomen bij lage inkomende energie�en� Het blijkt dat de ruwheid
van het zilveroppervlak een grote invloed heeft op de mate van dissociatie� Bij ruwere
oppervlakken verliest het CF�

� ion meer F�atomen door de botsing met het oppervlak� In dit
hoofdstuk wordt voor de eerste keer het kompleet uit elkaar vallen van een laag�energetisch
vier�atomig ion met een zeer goed gede�nieerd vaste stof oppervlak aangetoond�

We zien een opvallend ander dissociatie gedrag wanneer de CF�

� ionen botsen met een
elektrisch niet�geleidende vloeistof ofwel een geper�uorineerde polyether 	PFPE
 waarvan
het oppervlak uit �CF� groepen bestaat� De resultaten van deze studie zijn beschreven in
hoofdstuk �� Elektronenoverdracht is nu in belangrijke mate onderdrukt omdat het erg
moeilijk is elektronen vrij te maken uit het PFPE�oppervlak� De inkomende deeltjes vallen
nu uiteen als gevolg van de harde botsing met de oppervlakteatomen� De mate van disso�
ciatie schaalt met de inkomende energie� de afbuighoek van het deeltje en de hoeveelheid
bewegingsenergie die verloren gaat in de botsing� Het verlies in bewegingsenergie geeft
tevens aan dat er een enkele botsing plaatsvindt tussen het inkomende CF�

� ion en een
�CF� groep van de PFPE� Ongeveer ��� van de bewegingsenergie die verloren gaat in de
botsing� wordt overgedragen naar de interne energie van de verstrooide ionen� De dissociatie
zelf vindt plaats in de gasfase� nadat de botsing heeft plaats gevonden� We laten bovendien
zien dat het energieverlies in de botsing de essenti�ele factor is die bepaalt hoeveel interne
energie er door het inkomende deeltje wordt opgenomen�

Het ontwerp en functioneren van een laag�energetische ionenbundellijn wordt beschreven
in hoofdstuk �� Met dit nieuw gebouwde apparaat is het mogelijk ionenbundels te maken die
bestaan uit atomaire ionen� dan wel moleculaire ionen� met bewegingsenergie�en vari�erend
van �� tot ���� eV� Op het oppervlak worden ionenstromen gemeten tussen �� en ���
nA� stromen ��� miljoen keer zo klein als er door een gloeidraadje van een gewone gloei�
lamp worden gestuurd� Met de nieuwe opstelling is het mogelijk moleculaire ionen en hun
fragmenten aan oppervlakken te verstrooien in het lage energie gebied�

Met de nieuwe ionenbundellijn zijn 	koolstof
�uoride ionen 	C�� CF�� CF�

� en CF�

� 
 ver�
strooid aan het eerdergenoemde PFPE�oppervlak� De inkomende energie�en zijn gevari�eerd
tussen �� en ��� eV� Dit zijn snelheden tussen ������ en ������� km�h� De experimenten
zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk �� We hebben een vergelijkende studie uitgevoerd naar de over�
dracht van bewegingsenergie naar het oppervlak en naar interne energie van de verstrooide
deeltjes� De experimentele resultaten laten zien dat veel meer van het energieverlies in de
botsing naar interne energie wordt overgedragen in het geval van het CF�

� ion 	���
 dan
in het geval van de CF�

� 	���
 en CF� 	���
 ionen� We hebben een model opgesteld dat
laat zien dat het inkomende CF�

� ion meer ori�entaties heeft die geschikt zijn voor interne
energieopname dan de CF�

� en CF� ionen� De experimentele resultaten wijzen bovendien
uit dat meer atomen van het PFPE�oppervlak deelnemen aan de interactie wanneer het
aantal atomen waaruit de koolsto�uoride ionen zijn opgebouwd� toeneemt� Dit hoofdstuk
vertegenwoordigt de eerste gedetailleerde studie van de energieoverdracht van atomaire en
moleculaire ionen naar vloeistofoppervlakken�
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Vele mensen hebben een bijdrage geleverd aan het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift� Ik

zou ze op deze wijze allemaal hartelijk willen bedanken� Een aantal van hen zou ik graag

even bij naam willen noemen�

In de eerste plaats wil ik de mensen bedanken die het dichtst bij mij staan� Mijn vader�

moeder en mijn zusje Ingrid wil ik graag danken voor de manier waarop ze mij gestimuleerd

hebben om mijn studie te volgen� Doutzen wil ik graag bedanken voor al haar steun� geduld

en vertrouwen de afgelopen jaren� Met haar erbij is het een stuk leuker geweest�

Dank ben ik ook verschuldigd aan mijn promotor Aart Kleyn� De vrijheid die hij mij

heeft gegeven in mijn onderzoek en zijn enthousiasme bij het zien van nieuwe resultaten

resulteerde in een atmosfeer waar ik mij erg prettig bij heb gevoeld� Tina Weeding� co�

promotor� wil ik hartelijk bedanken voor de enthousiaste wijze waarop ze telkens mijn

schrijfselen heeft gecorrigeerd en het geduld waarmee ze steeds weer het �adjective� een

paar plaatsen in een zin wist te verplaatsen� Joop Los wil ik hartelijk bedanken voor de

interesse die hij heeft getoond in het vloeistofwerk� De stimulerende discussies die hieruit

voortkwamen zou ik niet hebben willen missen�

Udo van Slooten en Age Raukema kan ik als mijn directe experimentele opvoeders

beschouwen� Zij hebben veel bijgedragen aan het werkplezier dat ik heb gehad tijdens hun

verblijf op het lab en daarna� Jaap Beijersbergen heeft in de korte tijd dat ik met hem heb

samengewerkt een grote invloed gehad op de inhoud van dit proefschrift� Ik ben niet meer

los gekomen van het CF�� ion�

During the last � years� several foreign guests have been working at the MOBI apparatus�

Dimitrios Vlachos� Katsyuhoshi Tsumori� Jo�ao Louren�co� David Concei�cao and Michael

Gleeson� I would like to thank them for the very nice co�orporation� the huge dedication

and our nice outings in Amsterdam� I hope we keep in touch�

De verhuizing van het apparaat MOBI in het begin van mijn promotie heeft veel voeten

in aarde gehad� Iwan Snel� Michael de Wilde� Henk Timmer� Huub Kersten en Andr	e

Dijkslag wil ik bedanken voor hun aandeel in het klaren van deze klus� De bouw van de

nieuwe bundellijn aan het eind van mijn promotie was ook een zeer arbeidsintensieve klus

waar veel mensen bij betrokken waren� Herman Ficke en Evert de Haas bedankt voor de

mooie werktekeningen� Wim Brouwer� Jan van der Linden� Henk Neerings� Hildebrand

Voort en Wim Barsingerhorn hebben de tekeningen omgezet in een mooie roestvrijstalen

constructie� Ook hebben ze vele andere klussen uitgevoerd voor MOBI� Idsart Attema en

Paul van Deenen zijn verantwoordelijk voor de mooie electronicakastjes� waarvoor mijn

hartelijke dank� Hans ter Horst� Henk Dekker� Jan van Elst en Marco Wijnberg stonden

altijd klaar bij het oplossen van electronica 
 informatica probleempjes� Ren	e Koper heeft

zeer vakkundig mooie gladde kristallen gemaakt� Ren	e Maatman stond altijd klaar voor
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een spoedbestelling naar de andere kant van de oceaan� Met Henk Sodenkamp in de buurt

verdwenen alle kopieerproblemen als sneeuw voor de zon� Ook wil ik hem hartelijk bedanken

voor de leuke groepsfoto op de achterkant van het proefschrift�

Frans Giskes heeft mij enorm geholpen met de bouw van een nieuwe detector en de

nieuwe bundellijn� Met hem was het prettig samenwerken en zonder zijn grote inzet en

handigheid was dit boekje ongetwijfeld een stuk dunner geweest� Hetzelfde geldt voor

Richard Schaafsma� Zijn inzet bij de verhuizing en prompte acties als een van de �kastjes�

het weer eens had begegeven heb ik zeer gewaarderd� Bart Berenbak heeft in het kader van

zijn doctoraalscriptie een tijdje bij MOBI doorgebracht en heeft heel wat gebouwd� gemeten

en klassieke baanberekeningen gedaan� Ik wil alle andere groepsleden van de Moleculaire

Bundels groep van Amolf bedanken voor de goede samenwerking en de prettige werksfeer�

Eric Kirchner� Arjen Bot� Paul Dorlandt� Rob Lahaye� Arjan Wiskerke� Ruud Dirksen�

Hans Jenniskens� Janine de Maaijer� Bert van Lierop� Malcolm Kadodwala� David Butler�

Wouter van Essenberg� Bern Riedmuller� Dimitrios Papageorgopoulos� Laurent Phillipe en

Martijn Verwoest bedankt�

Met Gerard van Rooij en Ant	onio Paiva heb ik menig uurtje op de squashbaan doorge�

bracht� Samen met hen en anderen van de massaspectrometrie groep was het ook leuk een

biertje drinken in �Brouwerij het IJ� en na achten ergens verderop in de stad�

De interesse van Luc� John en Olof in de dingen die ik op het lab uitspook heb ik zeer

�jn gevonden� Ze hadden altijd een luisterend oor als de dingen niet zo liepen als ik wilde�

Maarten Bakker en zijn �reclame�team� bestaande uit Herbert van Hoogdalem� Oof

Verschuren en Na�m Niebuur wil ik graag bedanken voor de prachtige voorkant en schit�

terende uitnodigingen� Wat als iets heel onschuldigs begon is uitgegroeid tot een heuse

reclamecampagne� Gelukkig hebben we onze hoofden niet gestoten�
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